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 /PENING 4OPICS 2EADING #HINESE &ORTUNE #OOKIE   






































CONVERSATIONS  )  THANK $ONALD $AIKER -ARY  &ULLER  "RITTON (ARWOOD 
*EAN ,UTZ -AX -ORENBERG WHO IS NOW AT "OCA 2ATON RETIRED ONLY IN 
NAME	 3USAN -ORGAN +ATE 2ONALD *EROME 2OSENBERG $IANNE 3ADOFF 







_   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
) HAVE LEARNED MUCH FROM MY STUDENTS WITH WHOM ) HAVE ENGAGED 
IN MANY FRUITFUL DISCUSSIONS BOTH IN AND OUTSIDE CLASS 4HESE DISCUSSIONS 
HAVE  PROPELLED ME  TO  ASK  TOUGHER  QUESTIONS  AND  TO  SEARCH  FOR MORE 
SATISFYING  ANSWERS  )  SIMPLY  COULD  NOT  HAVE  ASKED  FOR  MORE  ENGAGING 
INTERLOCUTORS
) AM ALSO IN DEBT TO MANY FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES BEYOND MY OWN INSTI
TUTIONINDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE  LISTENED  TO MY  IDEAS WITH UNDERSTANDING 
AND WHO HAVE INSPIRED MY WORK WITH THEIR OWN EXEMPLARY CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO  THE  FIELD  )  THANK 0ATRICIA "IZZELL -ARILYN #OOPER ,ISA %DE (ELEN 










)N  LATE  /CTOBER    0ROFESSOR  3USAN  *ARRATT  AT  5NIVERSITY  OF 
#ALIFORNIA  )RVINE  ORGANIZED  A  COLLOQUIUM  ON  COMPARATIVE  RHETORIC 









AN  EARLIER  VERSION  OF  #HAPTER  4HREE  OF  THIS  BOOK  )  WAS  GRATIFIED  TO 
LEARN LATER THAT THEY WERE NOT ONLY INTERESTED IN THE KIND OF ARGUMENT 
) WAS DEVELOPING BUT ALSO OFFERED SOME VERY CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ) 












NOW  .ATURALLY  ANY  ERRORS  OR  SLIPPAGES  THAT MIGHT  STILL  REMAIN  IN  THE 
BOOK ARE MINE ALONEAND IN SPITE OF THEIR BETTER JUDGMENT


























WE  NOW  LIVE  IN  THIS  INCREASINGLY  INTERCONNECTED  AND  INTERDEPENDENT 
WORLD BROUGHT  ABOUT  IN PART BY  RAPID  TECHNOLOGICAL  ADVANCES  SUCH AS 
THE )NTERNET AND THE 7ORLD 7IDE 7EB AND BY THE SPREAD OF %NGLISH AS 
A  LANGUAGE OF COMMERCE AND SCIENCE AS A  LINGUA FRANCA 4HESE DEVEL












UNIFORMITY  ABOUND $IFFERENT NATIONS  AND COMMUNITIES  ARE BECOMING 
MORE AND MORE VOCAL AND INSISTENT ON CLAIMING THEIR DISTINCTIVE IDENTI
TIES  AND ON  CELEBRATING  THEIR  CULTURAL  HERITAGES 4HEY  ARE  DETERMINED 
TO  REASSERT  THEIR  RIGHTFUL  AGENCY  AND  TO  FORGE  THEIR  OWN  ALLIANCES  AND 
AFFILIATIONS 4HESE KINDS OF DISCURSIVE PERFORMANCES SERVE TO COUNTER THIS 
SEEMINGLY  UNSTOPPABLE  MARCH  TOWARD  WHAT  "ARBER  CALLS  hA  -C7ORLDv 
	A  WORLD  THAT  HAS  BEEN  MADE  POSSIBLE  BY  TECHNOLOGY  ECOLOGY 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
COMMUNICATIONS  AND  COMMERCE  4HEY  SERVE  TO  CHALLENGE  THIS  NEW 











FACTO GLOBAL  LANGUAGE  IT  IS NOW AS  IS  STATED  IN  THE  3OUTH !FRICAN 
#ONSTITUTION  ONLY  ONE  OF  ELEVEN  NATIONAL  LANGUAGES  IN  3OUTH  !FRICA 
!ND  IN .IGERIA  LINGUISTIC MULTICULTURALISM  SEEMS  TO  BE  REPLACING  THE 




TIES HAVE BEEN ACTIVELY  INVOLVED  IN RECOVERING  THEIR  LOST  LANGUAGES AND 
CULTURES IN TRYING TO MAKE THEIR VOICES HEARD AND LISTENED TO WITH THEIR 
OWN  LANGUAGES  &IFTH  INDIVIDUALS  HAVE  COME  OUT  IN  GREATER  NUMBERS 
THAN EVER TO RECLAIM WHAT HAS BEEN HIDDEN FROM OR DENIED TO THEMBE 













OFTEN  WITH  SIGNIFICANT  CONSEQUENCESBOTH  OUR  NATIONAL  DIALOGUE  AND 
OUR EVERYDAY PRACTICE BE THEY ABOUT GLOBALIZATION OR WAR ON TERRORISM
4HAT  IS  TO  SAY  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  GROWS  OUT  OF  #HINESE 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  AND  IT  IS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF 








BLUR  THE BOUNDARY AND DOES PROVIDE  THE POTENTIAL  FOR POSITIVE CHANGE 
AND TRANSFORMATION IT ENTAILS NECESSARY PERILS TOOPERILS OF MISUNDER




TO  THIS  GROWING  PARADOX  AND  TO  ITS  CORRESPONDING  DISCOURSENOT  SO 




SAME  NO  LONGER  THE  SAME  THE  DIFFERENT  NO  LONGER  SIMPLY  DIFFERENTv 
2 9OUNG 	
) HARBOR NO ILLUSION THAT MY PROJECT WILL MAKE THIS PARADOX GO AWAY 
0ARADOXICALLY  )  ALMOST  FEEL ENABLED BY  ITS  ALMOST UBIQUITOUS PRESENCE 
.OT ONLY DO ) FEEL  INSPIRED TO DEVELOP A DISCOURSE THAT IS NOT DUALISTIC 
THAT REFUSES TO DRAW THE LINE BETWEEN hUSv AND hTHEMv BUT ALSO ) HAVE 
BEEN ENABLED  TO  THINK  IN  TERMS  THAT WOULD NOT HAVE BECOME AVAILABLE 
WITHOUT  CONFRONTING  THIS  PARADOX  WITHOUT  FACING  UP  TO  THOSE  DUALIST 







WITHOUT  IT  BEING  EASILY  COOPTED  FOR  REPRODUCTION 4O  APPROPRIATE  CUL
TURAL GEOGRAPHER $OREEN -ASSEY ) WANT TO CHARACTERIZE THE MAKING OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS hARTICULATED MOMENTS IN NETWORKS OF SOCIAL 
RELATIONS  AND  UNDERSTANDINGSv  	TO  BE  CREATED  NEGOTIATED  AND 
EXPERIENCED  BETWEEN  hBORDER  RESIDENTSv  -  ,U  h#ONFLICTv  	  AND 
THEIR %UROPEAN !MERICAN COUNTERPARTS !ND SUCH ARTICULATIONS CAN BE 
MOTIVATED BY #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES AT 






AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  CANNOT  HELP  BEING  IMPLICATED  BY  BOTH  SIDES 
AND BY THEIR OWN SIGNIFYING PRACTICES hWITH LAYER UPON LAYER OF DIFFERENT 
SETS OF LINKAGES BOTH LOCAL AND TO THE WIDER WORLDv -ASSEY 	























)  ARGUE  THAT  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  BEARS  AN 
UNMISTAKABLE  RESEMBLANCE  TO  THE BIRTH OF  THE #HINESE  FORTUNE COOKIE 
AND TO ITS UNDERLYING DYNAMICS 3UCH RESEMBLANCE DOES NOT STEM OBVI
OUSLY FROM ANY SHARED ESSENCE OR IDENTITY BETWEEN THE #HINESE FORTUNE 
COOKIE  AND  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  2ATHER  THEIR  RESEMBLANCE  IS 
PREDICATED UPON THE KINDS OF ASSOCIATIONS THEY INVOKE WITH BOTH #HINESE 
AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  TRADITIONS  4O  BE  MORE  SPECIFIC  #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC IS ALSO BORN OF TWO RHETORICAL TRADITIONS AT RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS AND IT BECOMES VIABLE AND TRANSFORMATIVE NOT BY SECURING 
0U[YVK\J[PVU!;OPURPUN;OYV\NO7HYHKV_LZ   
A LOGICAL OR UNIFIED ORDER BUT BY PARTICIPATING IN A PROCESS OF BECOMING 






GENEOUS  RESONANCEv  4HAT  IS  TO  SAY  WHILE  THERE  IS  NO  SHARED  ESSENCE 
BETWEEN THESE TWO TRADITIONS THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF PROXIMITYINDUCED 
INTERACTION  REALIGNMENT  AND  UNSETTLED  ASSOCIATION  &URTHER  HETERO
GENEOUS VOICES AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE BEING HEARD AND LISTENED 





















"Y DUBBING AS  )  AM DOING  IN  THIS PROJECT  AN EMERGENT HYBRID DIS
COURSE #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  ) HAVE ALSO BECOME QUITE MINDFUL OF 
THE COMPLICATIONS OR DANGERS INVOLVED &OR STARTERS ) HAVE NO INTENTION 
OF  SUGGESTING  THAT  THIS  RHETORIC  IS  NECESSARILY  AND  SUFFICIENTLY  UNIQUE 
NOR AM ) SUGGESTING THAT IT IS UNIFIED OR UNCHANGING 7HAT ) DO WANT TO 
SUGGEST  IS THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC SHOULD BE CONCEIVED OF AS A 
PROCESS  OF  BECOMING  AS  UNSETTLED  ASSOCIATIONS  INFUSED  WITH  HETEROGE
NEOUS  RESONANCE &URTHER  THIS PROCESS OF BECOMING UNFOLDS  IN  SPACES 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
WHERE #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL PRACTICES MEET FACE 






PROCESS  OF  BECOMING  WHICH  TAKES  PLACE  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  BE 
MOST EFFECTIVELY ARTICULATED AND PROMOTED ) ANSWER THESE CENTRAL QUES
TIONS IN #HAPTER /NE WHERE ) THEORIZE AND SITUATE MY WORK WITHIN THE 
CONTEXT  OF  EMERGENT  ETHNIC  AND  BORDERLAND  RHETORICS  )  THEN  FOCUS 
ON  FOUR  SPECIFIC  EXAMPLESEACH  OF  WHICH  CONSTITUTES  A  CHAPTERTO 
ILLUSTRATE HOW #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES 
HAVE  COME  TO BE  IN  CONTACT  AND  IN  CONFLICT WITH  EACH OTHER  AND HOW 
THEIR REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS BECOME THE FORM AND EXPRESSION OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC ) CONCLUDE IN #HAPTER 3IX ) RETURN TO THE #HINESE 
FORTUNE COOKIE AGAIN  TO EXERT  SOME PRODUCTIVE PRESSURE ON  ITS AFFINITY 
TO  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AND  TO  STIMULATE  MORE 




#HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AS  AN EMERGENT  ETHNIC  RHETORIC  AT  RHETORI
CAL  BORDERLANDS  AS  A HYBRID  THAT  OFFERS  BOTH PROMISES  AND PITFALLS  )N 
PARTICULAR  ) UNDERSCORE  THE NEED  TO  TRACE  THOSE  SPECIFIC  CONTEXTS  THAT 
HAVE  INFORMED  BOTH  THE  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  RHETORICAL 
PRACTICES UNDER DISCUSSION !ND  )  CONSIDER  IT  ESSENTIAL  TO BE  REFLECTIVE 
IN  THIS  PROCESS  TO  BE  ABLE  TO  INTERROGATE  WHERE WE  ARE  AND WHERE WE 
WANT  TO BE AS WE BORDER RESIDENTS PARTICIPATE IN THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC )N THE SAME CHAPTER ) ALSO BEGIN TO EXPERIMENT WITH 
A  STYLE OF WRITING  THAT  SEEKS  TO DISRUPT  THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN #HINESE 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL PRACTICES AND TO PROMOTE A SENSE OF 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE DISCURSIVELY





CESSES  OF  HYBRIDIZATION  ARE  RIFE  INEVITABLY  BECAUSE  GROUPS  OF  DIFFERENT 
BACKGROUNDS  ETHNIC  AND  OTHERWISE  CANNOT  HELP  BUT  ENTER  INTO  RELA






















#HAPTER  &OURh4ERMS  OF  #ONTACT  2ECONFIGURED  ඝ  h3HUv  OR 
2ECIPROCITY	 %NCOUNTERING  )NDIVIDUALISMvIS  IN PART MOTIVATED BY  THE 
NEED TO PROBLEMATIZE AND TO MOVE BEYOND THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY 
OR DIFFERENCE THAT SEEMS TO BE UNDERPINNING MUCH OF OUR CONVERSATION 
AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  $RAWING  UPON  THE  WORK  OF  #ONFUCIUS  AND 
CONTEMPORARY  SINOLOGISTS AND COMPARATIVE PHILOSOPHERS  ) DEVELOP  THE 
DISCOURSE OF ඝ hSHUv	 TO FOCUS ON RECIPROCITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE AND 
) USE  THIS DISCOURSE  TO EMBRACE hTHE UNITY OF  TWO ORGANISMIC PROCESSES 
WHICH REQUIRE EACH OTHER AS A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR BEING WHAT THEY 
AREv !MES h4HE -EANINGv 	 4HE DISCOURSE OF ඝ AS ) WILL SOON DEM
ONSTRATE NOT ONLY HELPS  RECUPERATE  SOME #HINESE  RHETORICAL PRACTICES 
BUT  ALSO  INITIATES  A  DIALOGUE  THAT  INTERROGATES  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF 7ESTERN 
INDIVIDUALISM  AND  THAT  PRODUCTIVELY  ENGAGES  hETHOSv  IN  %UROPEAN 





2HETORIC  ON  THE  'ROUNDvADDRESSES  THE  LAST  OF  MY  FOUR  EXAMPLES 




FOR  EXAMPLE  (OW  DOES  THEIR  LANGUAGE  BEHAVIOR  IMPLICATE  OR  SIGNIFY 
#HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITIONS AND HOW DOES IT 
EMPOWER  THEM AS  THEY  FIGHT  FOR  SOCIAL  JUSTICE AND FOR RACIAL HARMONY 
$IFFERENTLY  STATED  HOW  IS  #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  BEING  BORN  AND 
EXPERIENCED ON THE GROUND AND THROUGH THE SPEECH ACTS OF MY FELLOW 
BORDER RESIDENTS !ND HOW DO THESE ACTIONS VALIDATE AND EXEMPLIFY THE 











AND  IN  FORM ) NOW WANT  TO  IMAGINE MY WHOLE PROJECT AS ONE GIGANTIC 










MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC OR OF  ANY OTHER ETHNIC  RHETORIC 
FOR THAT MATTER
)  BEGIN  THIS  INTRODUCTORY  CHAPTER  WITH  A  PASSAGE  BY  :HUANGZI 
#HUANG 4ZU	 A $AOIST PHILOSOPHER n "#%	 IN ANCIENT #HINA 
"Y CHOOSING THIS PASSAGE AS MY FIRST EPIGRAPH  ) AM NOT  JUST  INTERESTED 
IN  INTRODUCING  :HUANGZI  OR  HIS  PHILOSOPHICAL  AND  RHETORICAL  IDEAS  TO 
MY INTERLOCUTORSWHICH PROBABLY WOULD BE REASON ENOUGH AT LEAST TO 
MY MIND 2ATHER  ) WANT  TO USE  THE EPIGRAPH BOTH TO  LEND A  THEME TO 
THIS INTRODUCTION AND TO PUT IN MOTION A SELFREFLECTIVE PROCESS THAT WILL 





LIMITATION OR  INADEQUACY OF  LANGUAGE  IN  REPRESENTING  IDEAS  IN GENERAL 
AND  IN  ARTICULATING  THE MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  IN  PAR





NOT  BASED  ON  THE  BELIEF  THAT  )  CAN  NOW  USE  LANGUAGE  FREELY  TO MEAN 
WHAT  )  CHOOSE  TO MEAN  IN  ORDER  TO  TRANSCEND  ITS  INADEQUACY 2ATHER 






BORDER  RESIDENTS  TO  PRACTICE  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  WITH  HUMILITY 
WITH HOPE  FOR  A  BRIGHTER  FUTUREA  FUTURE  THAT  FINDS  ECHOES  AND  RESO
NANCES BOTH IN OUR PRESENT AND IN OUR PAST
&INALLY  ) MUST  COME  TO  TERMS WITH MY OWN POSITION  IN  THE MAKING 
OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  WITH  MY  OWN  RESIDENCY  AT  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS  )N  h7ORLDLINESSWITHOUT7ORLD  (OMELESSNESSAS(OMEv 
*AN-OHAMED  IDENTIFIES  FOUR  MODES  OF  BORDERCROSSINGS  BETWEEN  THE 
7EST AND THE /THER AND THEY ARE ASSOCIATED RESPECTIVELY WITH THE EXILE 











IF  ONLY  IN MY  IMAGINATION  THIS  LONGING  FOR MY  ANCESTRAL  CULTURE  "UT 
UNLIKE  THE  EXILE  )  ALSO  FEEL  ENABLED BY  THE  FACT  THAT  )  AM OUTSIDE  THE 








,IKE  THE  IMMIGRANT  ) WANT  TO BE  hA  FULLFLEDGED  SUBJECT OF  THE NEW 
SOCIETYv  *AN-OHAMED  	  7ANTING  TO  BE  ACCEPTED  )  HAVE  TURNED 
FROM A  RESIDENT  ALIEN  TO  A NATURALIZED  CITIZEN  FOR  SOME  TIME NOW "UT 
IN SO DOING ) HAVE NO DESIRE TO DISCARD THE FORMATIVE INFLUENCES OF MY 
CULTURE OF BIRTH NOR DO ) WANT  TO EMBRACE THE SUBJECTIVITY OF  THE HOST 




)N  SHORT  AS  )  ENGAGE  IN  THIS  UNDERTAKING  OF  MINE  )  FIND  MYSELF 
INCREASINGLY CULTIVATING A SUBJECTIVITY THAT CONNECTS TO AND DISTANCES FROM 
THE SUBJECT POSITION OF	 BOTH THE EXILE AND THE IMMIGRANT .EITHER THE 
EXILE NOR  THE  IMMIGRANT  )  AM  LITERALLY  SITUATED  AT  A  CROSSROADS  LEARN
ING  TO  DEPLOY  A  MODE  OF  REPRESENTATION  THAT  ENABLES  ME  TO  PRACTICE 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  THROUGH  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN 














































-Y  APPREHENSION  AND  MY  HESITATION  ARE  NOT  WITHOUT  MERIT  )  AM 






NARRATIVE  	  4HE  STAKES  ARE  HIGH  AND  THE  CONSEQUENCES  ARE  HUGE 





)T  IS  PERHAPS  NOT  SURPRISING  TO  SEE  EMERGENT  DISCOURSES  TRYING  TO 
DEFINE  THEMSELVES  IN  TERMS  OF  THEIR  UNIQUENESS  IN  RELATION  TO  OTHER 
ALREADYESTABLISHED  DISCOURSES  3UCH  EFFORT  TO  A  LARGE  EXTENT  IS  IN 
RESPONSE  TO  A  TRADITIONAL  DEMAND  FOR  IDENTIFICATION  FOR  A  STABLE  SYS
TEM OF REFERENCE THAT SERVES AS SIGNS OF DISCRIMINATION AND DISTINCTION 














6WLUPUN;VWPJZ!9LHKPUN*OPULZL-VY[\UL*VVRPL   
$EFINITIONS OF RHETORIC VARY RELATIVE TO FOR EXAMPLE HISTORICAL PERIODS 
AND  SOCIAL  AND  TECHNOLOGICAL  CONTEXTSNOT  TO  MENTION  RHETORICIANS 
OWN IDEOLOGICAL AND ETHNIC COMMITMENTS )N THIS GLOBAL CONTEXT OF OURS 
RHETORIC  FOR ME AT  LEAST  REPRESENTS  THE  SYSTEMATIC ORGANIZED USE AND 
STUDY OF DISCOURSE AND DISCOURSE STRATEGIES IN INTERPERSONAL INTERCULTUR
AL CONTEXTS REFLECTING AND REINFORCING RHETORICIANS OWN IDEOLOGY THEIR 






EXPECT #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  TO  BE  ABLE  TO  SHOW  ITS  OWN UNIQUE 





















POSSIBLE  AND  VIABLE  TO  THINK AND COMMUNICATE OUTSIDE  SUCH AN ORDER 
OUTSIDE ITS LARGELY INVISIBLE	 DISCURSIVE RULES AND CATEGORIES
-Y EFFORT TO CONCEPTUALIZE #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC WITHOUT REVERT
ING  BACK  TO  THE  DOMINANT  TRADITION  AS  ITS  MEASURING  NORM  COINCIDES 
WITH AND IN FACT DRAWS INSPIRATION FROM A GROWING NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
THAT AIM TO ARTICULATE AND TO CONCEPTUALIZE EMERGENT ETHNIC RHETORICS AS 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
SITES OF DIFFERENCE AS TRANSFORMATIVE PRACTICES AND AS VIABLE ALTERNATIVES 
TO THE OFTINVISIBLE BUT NO LESS DOMINANT %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC 
4HESE  PROJECTS  ARE  PREDICATED MORE  ON  THEIR  OWN  TERMS  THAN  ON  THE 
TERMS OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC OR ON THE TERMS OF WHAT 'LENN 
CALLS  hTHE MALEDOMINATED  AND MALEDOCUMENTED  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONv 
	 !S  ALTERNATIVE  TRANSFORMATIVE  RHETORICS  THEY  hCHALLENGE AND PUT 
PRESSURE  ON  TRADITIONAL  CANONS  OF  RHETORICAL  THOUGHTv  AND  THEY  hGIVE 
VOICE  TO  THOSE  WHOSE  DISCURSIVE  ACTS  HAVE  GONE  UNRECOGNIZED  WITHIN 








TIVEv &IRST  THE USE OF  THE  TERM hALTERNATIVEv  TO CHARACTERIZE EMERGENT 
ETHNIC  RHETORICS  IS NOT WITHOUT PROBLEMS 'RAY2OSENDALE  AND 'RUBER 
ARE MINDFUL OF THE FACT THAT hNO RHETORIC IS FULLY @ALTERNATIVE BUT ALWAYS 
BOTH  REWRITES  THE  TRADITION  AND  INEVITABLY  BECOMES  PART  OF  ITv  	 
.EVERTHELESS  THEY  SEE  ALTERNATIVE  RHETORICS  AS  SIGNIFICANT  IN  THEIR  OWN 
RIGHT BECAUSE THEY hADVANCE A CRITICAL COUNTERPOINT TO THE TRADITIONv AND 
THEY  hEXPAND  THE  TERRITORY OF WHAT  CONSTITUTES  STUDENTS  AND  TEACHERS 
PERCEPTIONS OF RHETORIC AND RHETORICAL TEXTSv n	
/N  THE OTHER HAND  THERE  IS  A PARADOX  LURKING HERE  THAT MAY HAVE 
ESCAPED 'RAY2OSENDALE AND 'RUBER 'IVEN  THE  FACT  THAT WORDS HARDLY 
EVER SHAKE OFF THEIR PAST !USTIN h! 0LEA FOR %XCUSESv  'EE $ISCOURSE 
!NALYSIS 	  THE USE OF  hALTERNATIVEv  ACKNOWLEDGES  AND  IN  FACT  REPRO
DUCES  A  HIERARCHICAL  DIVISION  BETWEEN  THE  DOMINANT	  ONE  AND  THE 
SUBORDINATE	 OTHERBECAUSE IT IS PRECISELY SUCH DIVISION THAT MOTIVATES 
THE EMERGENCE OF AN ALTERNATIVE AS THE hDISRUPTIVEv OTHER 3UCH DIVISION 
FURTHER  RISKS  MARGINALIZING  THE  ALTERNATIVETHE  OTHER  GIVEN  THE  VALUE 
DIFFERENTIAL EVIDENCED IN CULTURAL CAPITAL THAT EACH ELEMENT IN THIS DIVI
SION  REPRESENTS  AND  DELIVERS  4HE  USE  OF  hALTERNATIVEv MAY  ALSO  IMPLY 
HOWEVER INCORRECTLY THAT ITS COUNTERPART READ AS THE DOMINANT OR THE 
MAINSTREAM	 IS PURE AND STABLE AND THAT IT  IS OTHERWISE IMMUNE FROM 
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CANNOT BE FULLY DISSOLVED AND WHERE THE PROCESS OF ASSIMILATION IS FILLED 
WITH ELEMENTS OF RESISTANCE














DISCURSIVE  FEATURESBECAUSE  THE  LATTER  HELP  ENCODE  AND  REINFORCE  A 
PATTERN OF ASSUMPTIONS BELIEFS VALUES AND INTERPRETATIONS OF THE WORLD 
BY WHICH  THESE  PEOPLE  OPERATE  &OSS  	 /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  THESE 
hINSTITUTIONALIZEDv  FEATURES  MAY  NOT  NECESSARILY  REFLECT  OR  SQUARE  WITH 
EVERCHANGING  MULTIFACETED  PRACTICES  ON  THE  GROUNDEVEN  THOUGH 
IRONICALLY  INDIVIDUALS  OR  PEOPLE  OF  LOWER  SOCIAL  STATUS  MIGHT  RELY  ON 
THESE FEATURES OR THESE DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTS TO READ OR CRITIQUE THEIR OWN 
DIVERGENT  BEHAVIORS  THUS  PERPETUATING  THE  EXISTING  POWER  IMBALANCE 












CRITICAL  REFLECTION  2ENATO  2OSALDO  IN #ULTURE  AND  4RUTH  CRITICIZES  THE 
METHODOLOGICAL  NORMS  IN  ETHNOGRAPHICAL  STUDIES  THAT  CONFLATE  THE 
NOTION OF CULTURE WITH THE IDEA OF DIFFERENCES &OR HIM THE TERM hCUL
TURAL DIFFERENCEv BECOMES JUST AS REDUNDANT AS THAT OF hCULTURAL ORDERv 
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BECAUSE  hTO  STUDY  A  CULTURE  IS  TO  SEEK OUT  ITS  DIFFERENCES  AND  THEN  TO 
SHOW HOW  IT MAKES  SENSE AS  THEY  SAY ON  ITS OWN  TERMSv 	  )N  THIS 
REGARD  THE NOTION OF DIFFERENCE POSES A PROBLEM BECAUSE  SUCH DIFFER
ENCES CAN NEVER BE ABSOLUTE AND BECAUSE THEY ARE ONLY hRELATIVE TO THE 





THOSE WHO POSSESS  RICH  CULTURE BUT WIELD NO POWER  AND WHO ARE ONLY 
SUPPOSED TO BE DISSECTED AND DISSEMINATED n	
&URTHER  ANY  DISCUSSION  OF  DIFFERENCEBE  IT  CULTURAL  OR  RHETORI
CALHAS TO DEAL WITH THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENCE TOO 4HAT IS TO SAY THERE 
IS  A  DIFFERENCENO  PUN  INTENDEDBETWEEN  THOSE  WHO  SET  OUT  TO 





,OCATION  OF  #ULTURE  	  )N  OTHER  WORDS  ANY  RECOGNITION  OF  RHETORICAL 
DIFFERENCES  PERTAINING  TO #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  OR  TO  ANY  OTHER 





WOULD PROBABLY MAKE IT QUITE DAUNTING  IF NOT  IMPOSSIBLE  FOR #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC TO BE HEARD AND LISTENED TO ON ITS OWN TERMS
3ECOND  INTERNAL  COHERENCE  IS  BASED  ON  AN  ASSUMED  BOUNDEDNESS 
IN THIS CASE ON A BELIEF  THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC CAN BE CLEANLY 
SET APART FROM OTHER ETHNIC RHETORICS AND THAT IT CAN BE INTERPRETED OR 
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ON THE OTHER 4HESE COMPLEX INTERRELATIONSHIPS ARE FRAUGHT WITH UNCER
TAINTIES  AMBIGUITIES  AND  CONTRADICTIONSSO  MUCH  SO  THAT  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  CAN NEVER BE UNIQUE NOT ONLY BECAUSE  THERE  IS NO 
INTERNAL COHERENCE  TO  SPEAK OF BUT ALSO BECAUSE  IT  IS ALWAYS  IN A  STATE 








RHETORIC  IS NO EXCEPTION )T  IS HOPELESSLY  INTERTWINED WITH OTHER ETHNIC 
RHETORICS  BECAUSE  ITS  VOICES  AND  ASPIRATIONS  CAN  EASILY  FIND  RESONANCE 
AND  EMPATHY  IN  THE  CHAMBERS  OF  OTHER  PEOPLES  HEARTS  BOTH  AT  CROSS




ING  TO  A  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  IDEAL  OF  hA  BOUNDED  DISTINCTIVE  AND 
INDEPENDENT WHOLEv 'EERTZ 	 *UST AS SUCH A WHOLE IS  IN FACT ALWAYS 
BOTH  SITUATED  AND  hDISTRIBUTEDv  SO  THE MAKING  OF  #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC CANNOT BE NOT SITUATED AND DISTRIBUTEDIN THE SENSE THAT  IT  IS 















THAT  )  SEE  THESE  FORTUNE  COOKIES  AS  A  GENERATIVE  ANALOGY  FOR  THE  KIND 
OF RHETORIC ) WANT TO ARTICULATE AND PROMOTE BOTH FOR MY STUDENTS AND 
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FOR  MYSELF  #RISPY  SUGARY  AND  DUMPLINGSHAPED  A  #HINESE  FORTUNE 
COOKIE  SERVES  AS  THE  FINALE  OF  AND  IN  FACT  REPRESENTS  A  CONSTITUTIVE 
INGREDIENTRITUAL OF A #HINESE MEAL IN #HINESE RESTAURANTS IN !MERICA 
7E  WOULD  PROBABLY  FEEL  CHEATED  IF  WE  DIDNT  GET  SERVED  WITH  FORTUNE 
COOKIES AT  THE END OF SUCH A MEAL 7HILE WE MAY  INDULGE OURSELVES  IN 
EATING A FORTUNE COOKIE WE MAY NOT BE COGNIZANT OF THE TWO TRADITIONS 
IT FAITHFULLY REPRESENTS /N THE ONE HAND THE FORTUNE COOKIE REPRESENTS 
A  CENTURIESOLD #HINESE  TRADITION  OF  USING MESSAGESTUFFED  PASTRY  AS  A 








)N  A  SENSE  THE #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE BECOMES  A PRODUCT  OF  CON
TRADICTIONS  IT  IS BORN OF  TWO COMPETING  TRADITIONS AND MADE VIABLE  IN 
A  BORDER  ZONE WHERE  TWO  CULTURES  COME  INTO  CONTACT WITH  EACH OTHER 
AND WHERE  GASTRONOMICAL NARRATIVES  ARE PUNCTUATED BY  RHETORICAL  PER
FORMANCES  !T  THE  SAME  TIME  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  MAKES  NO 
EFFORT TO MEDIATE THESE TWO VERY DIFFERENT TRADITIONS OR TO DENY EACH ITS 






USEFUL  ANALOGY  )  CANNOT  HELP  BUT  SUBMIT  THAT  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  BEARS  AN  UNMISTAKABLE  RESEMBLANCE  TO  THE  BIRTH  OF 
THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIEA RESEMBLANCE STEMMING NOT SO MUCH FROM 













USE  AND  EXPERIENCE  THIS  RHETORIC  2ATHER  IT  CAN  BE  USED  AND  EXPERI
ENCED NOT ONLY BY #HINESE !MERICANS BUT ALSO BY #HINESE %UROPEAN 
!MERICANSOR  ANY  OTHER  INDIVIDUALS  FOR  THAT  MATTER  !T  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS  WHICH  HAVE  BECOME  INCREASINGLY  MORE  VISIBLE  AND  GEO
GRAPHICALLY  LESS CONFINED #HINESE #HINESE !MERICANS AND %UROPEAN 
!MERICANS CAN PARTICIPATE IN THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
AS  LONG  AS  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  ARE 




OF  SOCIAL  RELATIONS  AND UNDERSTANDINGSv  -ASSEY 	  OR  OUR  FAILURE  TO 
ENGAGE TO OVERCOME SILENCE AND PREJUDICEALMOST LIKE ONE CAN OBSERVE 
AN EXISTING RULE BY EITHER HONORING OR BREACHING IT #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC  CAN  BE  REALIZED  NOT  ONLY  BY  OUR  OWN  SUCCESSFUL  OR  FAILED	 




BE  #HINESE  OR  %UROPEAN  !MERICANAND  TO  INTERROGATE  ITS  DISCURSIVE 
PRACTICES  AND MATERIAL  CONDITIONS  )N  THE PROCESS  OUR  REFLECTIONS  AND 
OUR  INTERROGATIONS  HELP  CULTIVATE  AND  NURTURE  A  SUBJECT  POSITION  THAT 
NEGOTIATES  BETWEEN  TWO  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  AND  THAT  CHALLENGES  AND 
CONTESTS THE DISCOURSE OF ESSENTIALISM AND DUALITY 4HEY IN FACT BECOME 
) SUBMIT THE STUFF THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS MADE OF
)N  ADDITION  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  DOES  NOT 









WITH  AMBIGUITIES  UNCERTAINTIES  AND  EVEN  CONTRADICTIONS  )N  A  WORD 
CONTINGENCY  AND  CONTESTATION  ARE  ALMOST  IMMANENT  TO  THE MAKING  OF 







CULTURES  EDGE  EACH OTHER WHERE PEOPLE  OF  DIFFERENT  RACES  OCCUPY  THE 
SAME  TERRITORY  WHERE  UNDER  LOWER  MIDDLE  AND  UPPER  CLASSES  TOUCH 
WHERE  THE  SPACE  BETWEEN  TWO  INDIVIDUALS  SHRINKS WITH  INTIMACYv  	 













SPACE WHERE  !NG WRITES  hFIXED  AND  UNITARY  IDENTITIES  ARE  HYBRIDIZED 
SHARP DEMARCATIONS BETWEEN SELF AND OTHER ARE UNSETTLED SINGULAR AND 
ABSOLUTE  TRUTHS  ARE  RUPTURED  AND  SO  ONv  	 4O DESCRIBE  THE MAT
TER  ANOTHER  WAY  THE  BORDERLANDS  BECOME  IN  THE  WORDS  OF  "HABHA  A 
hTHIRD SPACEv THAT hENABLES OTHER POSITIONS TO EMERGEv AND hSETS UP NEW 
STRUCTURES OF AUTHORITY NEW POLITICAL INITIATIVESv h4HIRD 3PACEv 	 !S 






!NZALDÞA  FURTHER  CHARACTERIZES BORDERLANDS  AS  hVAGUE  AND UNDETER
MINEDv AS PLACES  THAT ARE  hIN A CONSTANT  STATE OF  TRANSITIONv 	 &OR 
HER  TOO  BORDERLANDS  ARE  BOTH  METAPHORICAL  AND  PHYSICAL  THEY  ARE 
PLACES  WHERE  THE MESTIZA  hOPERATES  IN  A  PLURALISTIC MODENOTHING  IS 
THRUST  OUT  THE  GOOD  THE BAD  AND  THE UGLY  NOTHING  REJECTED  NOTHING 
ABANDONEDv  	  !ND  THESE  ARE  PLACES  WHERE  DIVERGENT  THINKING  IS 
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TAKING PLACE  hCHARACTERIZED BY MOVEMENT AWAY  FROM  SET PATTERNS AND 
GOALS  AND  TOWARD  A MORE WHOLE  PERSPECTIVE  ONE  THAT  INCLUDES  RATHER 
THAN  EXCLUDESv  	  &URTHER  HER  OWN  EXPERIENCE  OF  LIVING  ON  THE 
BORDERLAND BETWEEN -EXICO AND THE 5NITED 3TATES OF CLAIMING AND CEL
EBRATING THIS MESTIZA STATUS IS NOT A MATTER OF DESIRE BUT ONE OF SURVIVAL 
AND  RESISTANCE  !NG  	  2HETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  ARE  NO  EXCEPTION 
THEY ARE VAGUE AND UNDETERMINED NOT ONLY BECAUSE THEY ARE IN TRANSI







TAURANTS  IN !MERICA -ORE OFTEN  THAN NOT OUR  FORTUNES BE  THEY  TERSE 
PREDICTIONS  PITHY PROVERBS  OR #ONFUCIAN  SAYINGS  TEND  TO BE  hHAPPYv 
OR  hAUSPICIOUSv (OWEVER WE NEVER  FAIL  TO  FRET  OVER  PERHAPS HALF  SERI
OUSLY  THE  UNSPOKEN  THE  SILENCED  AND  THE  YETTOBEDECODED  7E 
KNOW THAT THERE IS ALWAYS A NAGGING hBUTv READY TO PUNCTUATE THE GOOD 
FORTUNE POPPING OUT OF  EVERY  FORTUNE  COOKIE 4AKE  FOR  EXAMPLE  THIS 
APPARENTLY AUSPICIOUS PREDICTION h9OU SHALL NEVER WORRY ABOUT WEALTH 
IN YOUR  LIFEvONE  THAT POPS OUT OFTEN  FROM FORTUNE COOKIES WE EAT AT 
THE END OF A #HINESE MEAL "UT SUCH FORTUNE IS NO LESS BURDENED WITH 
AN  EXCESS  OF  MEANING  THAT  COULD  QUICKLY  DEFLATE  THE  HAPPY MOMENT 
h$OES THAT ALSO IMPLYv A GOOD FRIEND OF MINE ONCE REMINDED ME WITH 
ALL  SERIOUSNESS AS ) EXHIBITED SOME JEALOUSY FOR NOT GETTING SUCH GOOD 
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OFTEN IN CONTEXTS OF HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWERv h#ONTACT 






HAVE  CONSTRUCTED  OF  THEIR  CONQUERED  OTHERS    EMPHASIS  ORIGINAL	 
4HESE TEXTS ARE OUTCOMES OF hA SELECTIVE COLLABORATION WITH AND APPRO





















FROM MISUNDERSTANDING  TO  MISREPRESENTATION  TO  WHOLESALE  REJECTION 
!T  THE  SAME  TIME  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  DOES  NOT  JUST  hSELECT 
AND  INVENT  FROM MATERIALS  TRANSMITTED BY A DOMINANT OR METROPOLITAN 
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REPRESENTATION  IS  NORMALLY  FOCUSED  ON  ONE  PARTICULAR  ASPECT  OF  THAT 
EXPERIENCE OR THAT CONCEPT 3O BY STATING THAT h!RGUMENT IS WARv ONE 

















THE  PHRASE  hCONTACT  LANGUAGEv  USED  IN  LINGUISTICS  #ONTACT  LANGUAGE 
REFERS IN LINGUISTICS TO AN IMPROVISED LANGUAGE THAT DEVELOPS IN PLACES 
SUCH  AS  PORTS  TRADING POSTS  PLANTATIONS  AND  COLONIAL  GARRISON  TOWNS 
WHERE MOST  SPEAKERS HAVE NO  COMMON  LANGUAGE "Y USING  THE  TERM 
hCONTACTv  0RATT  AIMS  TO  hFOREGROUND  THE  INTERACTIVE  IMPROVISATIONAL 




(OWEVER  AS  WE  EMBRACE  THE  PROMISES  OF  THIS  METAPHOR  (ALL  AND 
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	 &OR (ALL AND 2OSNER THIS KIND OF CHARACTERIZATION REFLECTS A DESIRE 
TO  STABILIZE  AND  TAME  WHAT  IS  OTHERWISE  A  DYNAMIC  CONCEPT  	A 
POSITION  THAT  )  SHARE (OWEVER  THE  DYNAMIC  PROCESSUAL  CHARACTERISTIC 

























)N  LIGHT OF  THESE CAUTIONARY OBSERVATIONS WE SHOULD  THEN RESIST ANY 
MOVE  TO  IDEALIZE  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  AS  SIMPLY  LIBERATING  EMPOW
ERING  OR  EQUALIZING  BECAUSE  WE  CANT  LOSE  SIGHT  OF  THE  PARTIALITY  AND 
INCOMPLETENESS  IMMANENT  TO  THE  METAPHORICAL	  IMAGE  OF  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS OR CONTACT ZONES !FTER ALL BORDERLAND HETEROGENEITY AND 
INTERLOCKING COPRESENCE WHILE POTENTIALLY TRANSFORMATIVE MAY VERY WELL 
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TRADITIONS  )T  IS PERHAPS  REASONABLE  AND EVEN  LOGICAL  TO  VIEW #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC AS A HYBRID BECAUSE IT INDEED INVOKES AND INVOLVES TWO 
KINDS OF RHETORICAL PRACTICES AND THEIR UNDERLYING TRADITIONS (OWEVER 









EASIER  AND MORE  RISKFREE  "IZZELL  h"ASIC 7RITINGv n	 "Y DEFINITION 
THE  TERM hHYBRIDITYv ENTAILS  THE EMERGENCE OF  THINGS NEW OR DIFFERENT 
OUT OF TWO OR MORE HETEROGENEOUS OR INCONGRUOUS SOURCES 4HE /XFORD 
%NGLISH $ICTIONARY ND ED	 /R AS 2 9OUNG PUTS IT IT IMPLIES hA DISRUP
TION  AND  FORCING  TOGETHER  OF  ANY  UNLIKE  LIVING  THINGSv  	  .OT  ONLY 
DOES THE TERM SUGGEST THE hIMPOSSIBILITY OF ESSENTIALISMv 2 9OUNG 	 
BUT  ALSO  IT  CAN  REPRESENT  A PROMISING  RESPONSE  THAT MEDIATES  THE  REAL 
AND POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ITS TWO OR MORE	 ORIGINATING SOURCES 




CALLED  h#HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORICv  SUGGESTS  AT  LEAST  A BLURRING  IF NOT 
ERASURE OF RHETORICAL HIERARCHIES AND DISCURSIVE BOUNDARIES
 (OWEVER IT IS QUITE EASY !NG REMINDS US AGAIN TO hEXTOL UNCRITICALLY 
THE  VALUE  OF  HYBRIDITY  WITHOUT  CAREFULLY  UNDERSTANDING  ITS  COMPLEXITY 
AND ITS CONTRADICTIONSv 	 )T IS INDEED TEMPTING TO TOUT AN EMERGENT 
HYBRID  LIKE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AS  A  SYMBOL  OF  hHARMONIOUS 
FUSION OR SYNTHESISv WHICH !NG DUBS hLIBERAL HYBRIDISMv 	 "UT SUCH 







BE OVERWHELMED BY  THE DOMINANT  TRADITION GIVEN  THE UNEQUAL  IMBAL
ANCED POWER RELATIONSHIP THAT EXISTS BETWEEN THEM $OBRIN n 	
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4HEN THERE IS THIS INTRACTABLE	 PROBLEM WITH THE USE OF METAPHOR 
4HE CHARACTERIZATION OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS A HYBRID  IN  THIS 
CONTEXT  OF  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  IS  METAPHORICAL  AND  QUITE  APPEAL
ING  &OR  ONE  THING  THE  IMAGE  OF  A  HYBRID  CERTAINLY  BLURS  THE  BOUND
ARY  BETWEEN  TWO  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  &OR  ANOTHER  IT  CAN  LEAD  US  TO 
RECOGNIZE THE INESCAPABLE IMPURITY OF ALL RHETORICAL TRADITIONS "UT AS ) 
HAVE SUGGESTED ABOVE THE USE OF METAPHOR IS INEVITABLY PARTIAL BECAUSE 
IT KEEPS US  FROM FOCUSING ON  THOSE OTHER ASPECTS OF  THE  SAME CONCEPT 
THAT ARE OFTEN INCOMMENSURABLE WITH THE METAPHOR IN QUESTION )N THIS 
CASE  THE  IMAGE  OF  A  HYBRID  WHEN  APPLIED  UNCRITICALLY  TO  THE MAKING 
OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  SIMPLY  ABSTRACTS DIFFERENT HISTORIES  AND 
EXPERIENCES FROM SITUATED PRACTICES 4HAT IS TO SAY THE IMAGE OF A HYBRID 
SEVERS  THE  CONCRETE  LINK  BETWEEN  DIFFERENT  HISTORIES  AND  EXPERIENCES 
AND THEIR CORRESPONDING PARTICULARIZING CONTEXTS BUT IT IS PRECISELY THE 














.EW 9EAR  ) ENJOY  THE  FOOD  THE COMPANY AND  THE  FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE 
4HE HIGHLIGHT FOR ME AT LEAST HAS TO BE THE PERFORMANCES THAT SHOWCASE 








PERFORMING  #HINESE  MARTIAL  ARTS  ໺ඓ  hWUSHUv	  WITH  BOTH  GRACE 
AND  PRECISION  AND  THEIR  PERFORMANCE  IS  PRECEDED  BY  TWELVE  #HINESE 
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!MERICAN  COUPLES  PARTICIPATING  IN  BALLROOM  DANCES  ACCOMPANIED  BY 
#HINESE TRADITIONAL FOLK MUSIC
) MARVEL AT THESE MIXED PERFORMANCESEXAMPLES OF HYBRIDITYBUT 









NOT  FORCED OTHER  ENCOUNTERS  AND  THEIR HYBRID  CONSEQUENCES  )  BEGIN 
TO FEEL AMBIVALENT ABOUT THESE PERFORMANCES AND ) BEGIN TO FEEL EVEN 








LESS ATTACHED  TO A #HINESE  TRADITION BECAUSE  IT  IS ALWAYS KNOWN AS  THE 
#HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE !ND ALTHOUGH THE FORTUNE INSIDE IS REGULARLY WRIT
TEN IN AND COMMUNICATED THROUGH !MERICAN %NGLISH THEIR CONSUMP
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AS  WE  ALSO  NEED  TO  EXAMINE  THE  SPECIFIC  CONTEXTS  AND  CONDITIONS  IN  WHICH 
HYBRIDITY OPERATES  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
)T IS THESE hSPECIFIC CONTEXTS AND CONDITIONSv THAT ) AM MOST INTERESTED 














AND  ADDRESS  THOSE  PARTICULARIZING  ASPECTS  AND  THEIR  UNDERLYING  STRUC
TURES THAT A METAPHORICAL HYBRID MAY VERY WELL HIDE OR ELIDE
3ECOND  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AS  AN  EMERGENT 

















INTERROGATIONS  THAT GO HAND  IN HAND WITH  THE HETEROGENEITY DIVERSITY 
AND MULTIPLICITY WE HAVE TO DEAL WITH AS WE LIVE TOGETHERINDIFFERENCEv 
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!NG  	  4O  PUT  IT MORE MATTEROFFACTLY  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS 




PREPARED  TO  DEAL  WITH  THESE  CHALLENGES  AND  COMPLEXITIES  INHERENT  IN 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC OR ANY OTHER EMERGENT ETH
NIC  RHETORIC WE MAY END UP EITHER  IDEALIZING  THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  OR  OVERLOOKING  ALTOGETHER  HOW  TENSIONS  BETWEEN 
TWO  TRADITIONS  BECOME MANIFESTED  IN  PARTICULAR  SPECIFIC  PRACTICES  )N 
SHORT WHAT ) INTEND TO FOCUS ON IN THIS BOOK IS A RHETORIC THAT SEEKS NOT 







TERM  hTOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCEvRATHER  THAN  HARMONYINDIFFER
ENCETHAT BECOMES  CONSTITUTIVE OF  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC





TRADITIONSDEEPLY  INFLECTED  WITH  THEIR  OWN  HISTORICAL  IDENTITIES  WITH 
















































4HERE  IS  ANOTHER  PARADOX  THAT  WE  MAY  EXPERIENCE  IN  PRACTICING 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  !S  )  HAVE  SUGGESTED  ABOVE  THE  MAKING  OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC INVOLVES THE PROCESS OF SELECTING AND INVENT
ING  FROM BOTH #HINESE  AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS 
/N  THE  OTHER  HAND  WE MAY  NOT  BE  FREE  ALL  THE  TIME  IN  PERFORMING 
THE  ACT  OF	  SELECTING  AND  INVENTING  FROM  THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  OR  FROM 
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THEIR  SPECIFIC  PRACTICESWHETHER  OUR  PURPOSE  IS  TO  FACILITATE  EVERYDAY 











POTENTIAL  IN ORDER  TO  FORESTALL  THE POTENTIAL OF MEANING HETEROGENEITY 



















)  OFTEN  GROW  RESTIVE  IF  NOT  DEFENSIVE WHENEVER  THE  SUBJECT  OF  CON
VERSATION  TURNS  TO  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIES  -Y  PAST  EXPERIENCE  TELLS 
ME THAT IN SPITE OF ITS PRESENTDAY UBIQUITOUSNESS THE #HINESE FORTUNE 
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)  INVARIABLY  WANT  TO  CHALLENGE  THIS  KIND  OF  DISCOURSE  BECAUSE  IT 
SIMPLY  FAILS  TO  REPRESENT  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  )  WANT  TO  TELL 
THIS  hMIGRATION  STORYv  ABOUT  THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  INSIDE OR BEHIND  THE 
#HINESE  FORTUNE COOKIE AND  ) WANT  THE #HINESE  FORTUNE COOKIE  TO BE 











THE  EXTENT  THAT  IT  DOES  AND  TO  THE  EXTENT  THAT  IT  SERVES  TO  EMPOWER 
ITS  USERS  AND  TO  ENHANCE  THEIR  AGONISTIC  EFFECTIVENESS  ITS  OPPOSI
TIONAL	  SIGNIFICANCE  SHOULD  BE  VALUED  AND  CELEBRATED 7HAT  BECOMES 
PROBLEMATIC  IS  WHEN  WE  TREAT  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  SIMPLY  AS 
AN  OPPOSITIONAL  DISCOURSE  AS  A MODE  OF  RESISTANCE  TO  THE  DOMINANT 
RHETORIC  !S  )  HAVE  ARGUED  ABOVE  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORIC IS PROMISING BECAUSE IT REPRESENTS A HYBRID THAT SERVES TO BLUR 
THE BOUNDARY AND TO DESTABILIZE THE BINARY BETWEEN THE DOMINANT AND 
THE  SUBORDINATED  4O  COME  BACK  THEN  TO  SET  UP  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORIC  ONLY  AS  AN  OPPOSITIONAL  DISCOURSE MAY  DETRACT  FROM  HOWEVER 






MUST  NOT  BE MERELY NEGATIVE  IN  ITS  IMPLICATIONSv    EMPHASIS  ADDED	 
2ATHER  SUCH THEORY SHOULD ARTICULATE  THE POSITIVE PRACTICES AND VALUES 






TIATION AND ADJUSTMENT AND BECAUSE  IT  IS ALWAYS ATTENDED BY  THIS  FLUID 
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DYNAMIC PROCESS )T IS BEST THEREFORE TO CHARACTERIZE #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC AS A RHETORIC OF BECOMING
!LMOST OPPOSITE OF  THIS  TREATMENT  IS A  LIBERAL DESIRE TO ENDORSE AND 















CULTURAL  RHETORICS DOES NOT  SOLVE  THE ASYMMETRICAL  RELATIONS  THAT  REMAIN 
BETWEEN THE DOMINANT RHETORIC AND OTHER EMERGENT ETHNIC RHETORICS SUCH 
AS #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 4O BE SURE MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS ARE PRED
ICATED  UPON  AN  UNDERSTANDING  THAT  DIFFERENCES  SHOULD  BE  ENCOURAGED 







TIONS AND CONSTRAINTSNOT  TO MENTION  THE  FACT  THAT  hNEWv RHETORICS CAN 
QUICKLY  BE  FRAMED OR  CONTAINED WITHIN  THE  OLD  PARADIGM MULTICULTURAL 
RHETORIC OR NOT !BSENT ANY IMMEDIATE SOLUTIONS TO SUCH PROBLEMS ) FEEL 
INCREASINGLY  AMBIVALENT  ABOUT  THESE  hADDITIVEv  MOMENTS  IN  OUR  DESIRE 






LANDS  !S  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  hCOMPLICATED  ENTANGLEMENTv  !NG  	  THE 
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STATED  OUR  PRACTICES  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  HAVE  TO  BE  COUPLED 


















AS %UROPEAN !MERICAN	 "Y USING OUR OWN hTERMINISTIC  SCREENSv  SO  TO 
SPEAK WE CAN BETTER ASSESS AND ENGAGE ITS HISTORY ITS UNDERLYING IDEOL
OGY  AND  ITS  ENTANGLED  RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR OWN #HINESE	  RHETORICAL 
TRADITION 3ELFREFLECTION AS A RESULT HELPS YIELD AN AWARENESS OF DIFFER
ENCES  BETWEEN  THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  WITHOUT  ANY  hEXAGGERATED  NOTIONS 
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"AKHTIN JUST AS EACH SITUATED UTTERANCE IS hA LINK IN THE CHAIN OF SPEECH 











COOKIES  IS PERSUASIVE ENOUGH  IT  IS  FAIR  TO  SAY  THAT NO  SHARED ATTRIBUTES 








HYBRID  INVOLVES  AND  EMBODIES  TWO  VERY  DIFFERENT  TRADITIONS  (OWEVER 
THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  HAVE  ALSO  ESTABLISHED  AN  EMERGENT  JOINT  MEM




CHARACTERIZED  AS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  hHETEROGENEOUS  RESONANCEv  "Y  hHET



































THE /CCIDENTAL  WITH  RESPECT  TO  #HINESE  FACE  PRACTICES  EERILY  RELEVANT 















AND  TO  CULTIVATE  THE  RHETORIC  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  THROUGH  A 
FACETOFACE DIALOGUE BETWEEN #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE
.OTHING  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  IS  PROBABLY  MORE  EXPOSED  AND 
MORE VULNERABLE  THAN OUR  FACE !S BORDER RESIDENTS WE  LOOK DIFFERENT 
AND WE MAY CHOOSE TO ACT DIFFERENTLY TOOSO THAT WE CAN BETTER CLAIM 









GIVES  AWAY MY  IDENTITY  AND  )  GET  RECOGNIZED  INSTANTLY  "UT MY  RHETORIC 

















ACROSS  DISCOURSE  AND  CULTURE  WANT  TO  CLAIM  FOR  THEMSELVES  IN  FACETO
FACE COMMUNICATION &URTHER THEIR CHARACTERIZATION OF FACE CONSISTS OF 
TWO RELATED ASPECTS NEGATIVE  FACE AND POSITIVE  FACE 4HEY DEFINE NEGA
TIVE  FACE  AS  THE  BASIC  DESIRE  FOR  FREEDOM OF  ACTION  AND  FREEDOM  FROM 
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IMPOSITION  AND  ANY  GIVEN  INDIVIDUAL  IN  SOCIETY  IS  ENTITLED  TO  SUCH  A 




7HILE  RECOGNIZING  THAT  FACE  CONTENT  IS  CULTURESPECIFIC  AND  SUBJECT 
TO MUCH  CULTURAL  ELABORATION  "ROWN  AND ,EVINSON MAINTAIN  THAT  THE 
NOTION OF  FACE CONSTITUTED BY  THESE  TWO BASIC DESIRES  IS UNIVERSAL  	 









AS  FACE  BECOMES  MORE  OF  A  PERSONAL  RATHER  THAN  A  PUBLIC  PROPERTY 













(OW  CAN  )  ADDRESS  THIS  CONTRADICTION  (OW  CAN  )  PRACTICE  TOGETH
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TION WHICH  IS EITHER ACHIEVED THROUGH GETTING ON  IN  LIFE OR ASCRIBED OR 
EVEN IMAGINED ) MIGHT ADD	 BY MEMBERS OF ONES OWN COMMUNITY 	 









ACTER (O 	 "UT ONE  THING  SEEMS  TO HAVE REMAINED CONSTANT  THE 
MORAL CONNOTATION OR SOCIAL JUDGMENT OF CHARACTER THAT INFORMS ਃ IS AT 
MOST SECONDARY IN ૲ሷ





IN  A  FACETOFACE  INTERACTION  )N  THIS  SENSE  #HINESE  FACE  IN  GENERAL  IS 
NOT  A  PRIVATE  OR  AN  INTERNALIZED PROPERTY  hLODGED  IN  OR  ON HIS  BODYv 
BUT AN IMAGE THAT IS SUPPORTED BY THE JUDGMENT OF OTHERS IN THE SITUA
TION AND THAT IS hDIFFUSELY LOCATED IN THE FLOW OF EVENTSv 'OFFMAN h/N 
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!S A DYNAMIC CONCEPT WHOSE SIGNIFICATIONS ARE TIED TO EACH AND EVERY 












) MUST MEET AND EXCEED  THE EXPECTATIONS OF MY  STUDENTS !ND  FOR MY 
COLLEAGUES AND PEERS  IN  THE PROFESSION  ) MUST DEMONSTRATE MY ABILITY 

















MAY  NOT  EXERT  ANY  IMMEDIATE  SMEARING  EFFECT  UPON MY ਃ  UPON MY 
EFFECTIVENESS AS A TEACHER IN THE CLASSROOM /N THE OTHER HAND IF SUCH 
LAPSES PERSIST  THE DAMAGE  TO MY ૲ሷ MAY BLEED  INTO  AND  EVENTUALLY 
IMPAIR MY  HARDEARNED ਃ  INSIDE  THE  CLASSROOM  )N  OTHER  WORDS  THE 
LONGER ) LET MY ૲ሷ DETERIORATE THE MORE LIKELY MY ਃ WILL BE ADVERSELY 
IMPACTED AND THE MORE LIKELY MY RELATIONSHIP TO MY STUDENTS TO THOSE 
)  AM MOST  INTIMATELY ASSOCIATED WITH WILL BE  STRAINED  IF NOT DAMAGED 
BEYOND  REPAIR 7HILE  #HINESE ૲ሷ  DOES  INVOLVE  AN  INDIVIDUALS  NEED 
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TO SECURE PUBLIC ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF HIS OR HER PRESTIGE OR REPUTATION 
THERE  ALWAYS  IS  A  FINE  LINE  BETWEEN  MAINTAINING  AN  APPROPRIATE  LEVEL 
OF ૲ሷ AND PURSUING IT AT ANY COST  TO THE POINT OF BEING SEEN AS VAIN 










FOR  #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  AND  TO  INFORM  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF 
THEIR DISCURSIVE PATTERNS 7HY HAVE WE REGULARLY CHARACTERIZED #HINESE 


















OUR  SOCIALCULTURAL  ENVIRONMENT  ANY  WRITERLY  EFFORTS  TO  REINFORCE  THIS 
CONNECTION  AND  TO  CULTIVATE  A  HARMONIOUS  WHOLE  AMOUNT  TO  DEMON
STRATING ONES MEMBERSHIP  AND  CONVICTION  IN  THIS  LARGER  SOCIALCULTURAL 
ENVIRONMENT 4O THE EXTENT ONE SUCCEEDS IN DOING SO ONE HAS ACTUALIZED 
AND ENHANCED ONES OWN ਃ ONES OWN CREDIBILITY AND AUTHORITY	 OR TO 
USE "OURDIEUS  TERM  ONES  SOCIAL  CAPITAL  OR  hMEMBERSHIP  IN  A  GROUPv 
h&ORMSv 	
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CONSCIOUSLY  REJECTING  7ESTERN  INDIVIDUALISM  )NSTEAD  THIS  DISCURSIVE 
PREFERENCE AND THIS APPEAL TO ਃ SHOULD BE TREATED MORE AS AN OUTCOME 
RESULTING FROM THE WRITERS EARLIER LITERACY TRAINING OR FROM THEIR EARLIER 
EXPOSURES  TO  A  DISCURSIVE  CONSTRUCT  THAT  FAVORS  HARMONY  AND  CULTURAL 
CONTINUITY )T COULD ALSO BE AN INDICATION OF BORDER RESIDENTS CONNECTING 







PREFERENCE  FOR  PROVERBIAL  EXPRESSIONS  LITERARY  CITATIONS  OR  CANONICAL 
PRECEDENTS IN THEIR WRITINGS 4HE DEPLOYMENT OF SUCH STRATEGIES CAN BE 
VIEWED AS  THEIR WAY OF  SECURING AND ENHANCING  THEIR ૲ሷTHEIR  ABIL






WITH  ORAL  COMMUNICATION  ANY  TENDENCY  TO  SHOW  AN  OVERDEPENDENCE 



































7HAT HAPPENS  THEN WHEN #HINESE  FACE  ਃ  AND ૲ሷ	 MEETS WITH 
%UROPEAN  !MERICAN  FACE  POSITIVE  AND  NEGATIVE  FACE	  7HAT  ACTUALLY 
TRANSPIRES  WHEN  )  INTERACT  FACE  TO  FACE  WITH MY  STUDENTS  IN MY  OWN 
CLASSROOM  WHERE  DIFFERENT  CULTURES  INTERSECT  AND  WHERE  DIFFERENT  LAN
GUAGES  CLASH  4HERE  SURELY  WILL  BE  CONFLICTS  AND  CONFRONTATIONS  WHEN 
WE  FACE  EACH  OTHER  OR  WHEN  THESE  TWO  CONCEPTS  OF  FACE  ARE  BROUGHT 
TOGETHER  THROUGH  OUR  RESPECTIVE  FACE  PRACTICES  !S  )  HAVE  SUGGESTED 
ABOVE %UROPEAN !MERICAN  FACE  FOCUSES ON  THE NEEDS OR WANTS OF  THE 
SELF  AND ON DISCOVERING AND EXPRESSING ONES DISTINCT ATTRIBUTES %VEN 
WHEN OTHERS WANTS OR EXPECTATIONS ARE BEING CONSIDERED  THESE WANTS 
OR EXPECTATIONS ARE  hINCORPORATED  INTO  THE  INDIVIDUALS OWN  SUBJECTIVE 
FRAME OF REFERENCE THAT IS INTO HIS OWN DEFINITION OF THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 
FOR HIS OWN ACTIONv (O 	 )N CONTRAST #HINESE FACE PUTS AN EMPHASIS 
ON  THE  INTERCONNECTEDNESS BETWEEN  SELF  AND PUBLIC  AND  IT  SYMBOLIZES 
THIS  EVEREXPANDING  CIRCLE  OF  FACEGIVING  AND  RECEIVING  IN  ONES  OWN 
COMMUNITY AND BEYOND
*UST AS CONFLICTS AND CONFRONTATIONS ARE BOUND TO ARISE SO ARE CREATIVE 
RESPONSES  AND  REALIGNMENTS  OR  hARTICULATED  MOMENTS  IN  NETWORKS  OF 
SOCIAL  RELATIONS  AND  UNDERSTANDINGSv  -ASSEY  	  -ORE  SPECIFICALLY 
SUCH MOMENTS RECOGNIZE AND EMBRACE THESE FACETOFACE DIFFERENCES AND 
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CONFLICTS AND THEY REPRESENT INDIVIDUAL FACEEXPERIENCES AND FACEACTS ON 
THEIR OWN TERMS )N FACT THEY BECOME PART OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE 







GYhA  SOURCE OF  INTENSE PAINv THAT NURTURES A  THIRD ELEMENT A NEW 
CONSCIOUSNESS  !NZALDÞA  n	  4HESE  ARTICULATED  MOMENTS  AS  THEY 
ACTIVELY CONSTRUCT RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES BROUGHT ON BY BORDERLAND FACE
TOFACE ENCOUNTERS BECOME EXAMPLES OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
-Y  CONCEPTUALIZATION  HERE  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  TO  SOME 
EXTENT  BEARS  SOME  IMPORTANT  RESEMBLANCE  TO  3COTT  ,YONS  EFFORTS  TO 
DEVELOP A MIXEDBLOOD PEDAGOGY OF CONFLICT AND CONTACT AND TO hREVISE 
THE  NARRATIVES  OF  CAPTIVITY  THAT  GOVERN  THE  DISCOURSES MATERIAL  CONDI





AND  LEARNING  LITERACY  AND  ORALITY  SUCCESS  AND  FAILURE  THEM  AND  USv 
n	 2EINSCRIBING  THE HISTORY OF CONFLICT AND CONTACT  THESE NARRA






TRY  TO  ESTABLISH  THIS  WEB  OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  WHERE  MY  PUBLIC  IMAGE 
NEEDS  THEIR BLESSINGS AS MUCH AS DO THEIRS  )N  THIS CONTEXT  )  TELL  THEM 
THAT IT IS NO LONGER MY NEED EITHER TO BE LIKED AS THEIR TEACHER	 OR NOT 
TO BE BOTHERED WHEN ) AM NOT IN THE CLASSROOM OR WHEN ) AM NOT HAV
ING MY OFFICE HOURS	  THAT  SHOULD BE  RESPECTED AND  SATISFIED 2ATHER  IT 
IS ABOUT WHETHER THEY CAN GRANT ME THE KIND OF PUBLIC TEACHERLY IMAGE 
THAT COMPORTS WITH THEIR OVERALL EXPECTATIONS AND WITH WHAT THEY BELIEVE 
TO  BE  APPROPRIATE  TEACHERLY  ACTIVITIES  AND  BEHAVIORS  BOTH  INSIDE  AND 
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM !T THE SAME TIME ) ASK MY STUDENTS TO TELL THEIR 
STORIES OF HOW THEIR OWN FACE WANTS HAVE BEEN LEFT UNFULFILLED BECAUSE OF 













OWN OTHERNESS 7E DO THAT  )  INSIST NOT  TO DISSOLVE OR DISOWN OUR OWN 
FACE BECAUSE WE CANT BUT  TO NURTURE  TO NEGOTIATE  TOGETHERNESSINDIF
FERENCE IN A SPACE THAT YIELDS A NARRATIVE FRAUGHT WITH INTERNAL TENSIONS 







!MERICAN  FACE  AND  THAT  WILL  PROMOTE  AN  INBETWEEN  SUBJECT  POSITION 
AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDSJUST  AS MUCH  AS  DO #HINESE !MERICAN  AND 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN EXAMPLES )N OTHER WORDS THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC CAN EMANATE FROM BOTH OUR OWN BORDERLAND EXPERI




































WORKING AT A  VERY EARLY AGE  )N  FACT EXCEPT  FOR  THE  LAST PARAGRAPH  THE 
REST  OF  HER  STATEMENT  AMOUNTS  TO  A  DETAILED  CHRONOLOGICAL  ACCOUNT  OF 
HER PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS WHICH NOT BY ACCIDENT ARE WRAPPED AROUND 
A NURTURING FAMILY AND A SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY "Y MAKING SO MUCH OF 











)  UNDERSTAND  THAT  THE  INTERESTING  CURRICULUM  AND  TRAINING  PROVIDED  IN 
THE PROGRAM WILL HELP TO ENRICH MY KNOWLEDGE IN SCIENCE AND TO IMPROVE 







4HIS PARAGRAPH CONSISTS OF  THREE ORDINARY  SENTENCES 7HAT  IS  SOME

























5NLIKE  OUR  #HINESE  APPLICANT  THIS  APPLICANT  DOES  NOT  ADDRESS  HER 
PAST OR HER OWN SUCCESS  STORIES  RIGHT AWAY 2ATHER  SHE  FOCUSES ON WHY 
SHE  IS APPLYING TO OUR GRADUATE PROGRAM AND ON THE FUTURE WHAT SHE 
INTENDS  TO PURSUE  AFTER  JOINING US (ER NEED  TO BE  LIKED  AND  THUS  TO 
BE ACCEPTED DOES NOT DEPEND SO MUCH UPON INITIALLY SHARING HER PAST 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS  AS  UPON WHAT  SHE  CAN BECOME  IN  THE NEAR  FUTURE
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.OT  SURPRISINGLY  THESE  KINDS  OF  UNSETTLING  VOICES  ALSO  RESONATE  IN 
-IN:HAN ,US 3HANGHAI 1UARTET 4HE #ROSSINGS OF &OUR 7OMEN OF #HINAA 
MEMOIR  ADDRESSED  TO  ,US  OWN  DAUGHTER  OF  HER  (AOPO  GRANDMA	 
HER -MMA  HER  NANNY  AND  HERSELF  !  NATURALIZED #HINESE  !MERICAN 
WHO FIRST MOVED TO !MERICA IN  ,U TELLS US IN STORY AFTER STORY HOW 


















FORMINGv MOVEMENTS  THAT  GIVE  RISE  TO  SUCH  AMBIVALENT  AND  ENTANGLED 
ENCOUNTERSBOTH OF WHICH ARE TO BE FURTHER ENRICHED AND COMPLICATED 




AND  EXPERIENCES  ONE  OF  HER  hYIv  MOMENTS  )N  THIS  CASE  SHE  NEEDS  TO 
DECIDE WHETHER THE DINNERWARE SHOULD BE PLATE AND SILVERWARE OR BOWL 
CHOPSTICKS AND #HINESE PORCELAIN SPOON OR WHETHER BOTH SETS SHOULD BE 
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hYIv  MOMENTS  TO  OTHER  BORDER  ZONE  ENCOUNTERS  LIKE  MINE  4HROUGH 
ENCOUNTERS LIKE THIS ONE ,U AND HER hFOREIGNER HUSBANDv CAN ASK hARE 
WE MAKING LOVE WHEN WE SIT OVER BOWL CHOPSTICKS PORCELAIN SPOON AND 



















FACES WITHOUT  DENYING  EACH  ITS  CHARACTERISTICS  OR WITHOUT  TURNING  ONE 
INTO  MERELY  AN  OBVERSE  OF  THE  OTHER  $IRECTED  BY  :HANG  9IMOU  AND 








FOR  THE CHILI PEPPERS  THEY RAISE (ER HUSBAND RESENTFUL OF  THE #HIEFS 
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)NITIALLY  THE #HIEF  SHOWS NO  REMORSE #ONFRONTED BY 1IU  *U  FOR  AN 
EXPLANATION HE  FLATLY  REFUSES  h$O WHATEVER YOU WANTv  IS HIS  RESPONSE 
4O  ISSUE  AN  APOLOGY  AMOUNTS  TO  AN  ADMISSION  OF  WRONGDOING  THUS 
CONSTITUTING A SERIOUS THREAT TO HIS ૲ሷHIS PRESTIGE IN THE EYES OF HIS 
FELLOW VILLAGERSAND EVENTUALLY  TO HIS ਃ  AS  SUCH AN ADMISSION WOULD 
SIGNIFICANTLY  CONTRIBUTE  TO  THEIR  POOR  JUDGMENT  OF  HIM 4HE  SAME  IS 
ALMOST  TRUE  OF 1IU  *U  NOT  TO  RECEIVE  AN  APOLOGY  FROM  THE #HIEF  IS  A 
THREAT  TO  HER ૲ሷ  HER  STANDING  IN  THE  EYES  OF  HER  FELLOW  VILLAGERS	 


















ਃ	  IS NOT DIMINISHED AT  ALL WITH HIS  AGREEMENT  TO  THE MEDIATION  THE 






LIKELY  WEIGHING  IF  THE  #HIEF  STILL  hDESERVESv  ALL  THE  FACE  THAT  HAS  BEEN 
ACCORDED HIM SO FAR AND IF 1IU *U CAN FACE UP TO SOMEONE THE SIZE OF 
WHOSE FACE IS PRESUMABLY BIGGER THAN HERS




TO  SAY  ANY  h૲ሷ v  hMIANZI  HUAv  hWORDS  THAT  ANOINT  ONES ૲ሷv	 
!ND THE -UNICIPAL 0UBLIC 3ECURITY "UREAU RETURNS WITH THE SAME DECI
SION EXCEPT  TO  INCREASE  THE MONETARY COMPENSATION BY  YUAN 4HIS 
TIME THE #HIEF INVITES HER HUSBAND TO HIS HOUSE AND LEAVES THE MONEY 
ON THE TABLE FOR HIM TO TAKE HOME )N SPITE OF THIS CONCILIATORY GESTURE 
THE #HIEF  STILL MANAGES  TO KEEP HIS  FACE  INTACT (E NOT ONLY MAKES NO 







SUPERIORITY 3HE  TRAVELS BACK  TO  THE CITY AND WITH  THE HELP OF A  LAWYER 
TAKES HER CASE TO COURTONLY TO BE TOLD LATER THAT THE COURT STANDS BY THE 







































































4HESE  KINDS  OF  REFLECTIVE  ENCOUNTERS  ONCE  AGAIN  ENABLE  US  TO  SEE 





POINT  OF  CONTACT  AND  AS  BEING  SHARED  AND  EXPERIENCED  BY  BOTH  SIDES 
&OR #HINESE  FACE WE  CAN NOW  RETURN  TO  THIS  PERVASIVE PREFERENCE  FOR 
THE PUBLIC NOT TO ERASE IT BUT TO NURTURE IT IN A WAY THAT WILL ENABLE US 
TO CRITIQUE ૲ሷ AND ਃ WITH SELFREFLECTION AND SELFRENEWAL AND TO SEE 





&ACE  ENCOUNTERS  AND  THE  DISCURSIVE  OPPORTUNITIES  THEY  PRESENT  FOR 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC ARE CERTAINLY NOT CONFINED TO 
CLASSROOM  INTERACTIONS  OR  TO  ACADEMIC  WRITINGS  4HE  CONSEQUENCES  OF 
NOT  SEEING EACH OTHERS  FACE  IN  THEIR OWN OTHERNESS OF NOT PRACTICING 






)SLAND  WITHOUT  PRIOR  CLEARANCE  -EANWHILE  THE  #HINESE  &  CRASHED 




GIZE  FOR  ACCORDING  TO  3ECRETARY  OF  3TATE #OLIN  0OWELL  3ANGER	  !FTER 
ELEVEN DAYS OF INTENSE NEGOTIATION WHICH HAS SINCE BEEN DUBBED hAPOL
OGY DIPLOMACYv 'RIES AND 0ENG 	 A COMPROMISE WAS WORKED OUT 
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A LETTER OF hREGRETv BY !MBASSADOR *OSEPH 0RUEHER WAS SENT TO #HINESE 





$IFFERENT  EXPLANATIONS  HAVE  SINCE  SURFACED  IN  THE 5NITED  3TATES  TO 
ACCOUNT FOR #HINAS INSISTENCE ON AN APOLOGY -ANY SEEM TO HAVE SINGLED 
OUT  THE #HINESE CONCEPT OF  FACE OR  ITS  FACESAVING CULTURE AS  THE ROOT 
CAUSE  OF  THIS  hINTRANSIGENT  BEHAVIORvTHOUGH NONE  OF  THESE  EXPLANA
TIONS  DISTINGUISHES  BETWEEN ૲ሷ  AND ਃ  7HAT  SEEMS  MOST  IRONIC  IS 
THAT  AS  THESE  EXPLANATIONS  APPEAL  TO  #HINESE  FACE  FOR  ITS  EXPLANATORY 
POWER  THEY  STOP  SEEING  IT  IN  ITS OWN OTHERNESS OR  THEY  SIMPLY CHARAC
TERIZE  IT  AS  THE OBVERSE OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN  FACE  3UCH  INTERPRETIVE 









(UMILIATIONvINDICATES  THEY  VIEW  THE  "USH  ADMINISTRATIONS  DECISION 
TO  EXPRESS  hTHEIR  SINCERE  REGRETv  AS  A  hPROFOUND NATIONAL  HUMILIATIONv 
	 /N THE OTHER HAND THEY ATTRIBUTE IN LARGE MEASURE THE #HINESE 
LEADERS INSISTENCE ON AN APOLOGY TO A CULTURE THAT hPLACES AN UNUSUALLY 
HIGH PREMIUM ON HONOR AND  @FACEv  AND  THAT MAKES  IT  IMPOSSIBLE  FOR 
THEM TO hADMIT ERROR AND TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITYv 	 &URTHER +AGAN 









AND MINDS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  hIRRATIONAL  EMOTIONALISMv  'RIES  AND  0ENG 
	 AND IT SHOULD NATURALLY BE REJECTED OUT OF HAND
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4HEREFORE  UNLESS  +AGAN  AND  +RISTOL  STOP  SEEING  #HINESE  FACE 
THROUGH THE MIRROR OF THEIR OWN %UROPEAN !MERICAN	 FACE THEY CAN




&ROM  THE POINT  OF  VIEW OF  THE #HINESE  LEADERSHIP  THE  JUSTIFICATION 
FOR APOLOGY READ AS #HINESE  FACE	 CANNOT BE BASED SOLELY ON  ISOLATED 
INCIDENTS  ON  INDIVIDUAL  FACE  WANTS  OR  ON  INDIVIDUAL  RESPONSIBILITY 
AND CULPABILITY 2ATHER  IT HAS  TO BE BASED ON A CLUSTER OF  INTERLOCKING 
EVENTS BOTH PRESENT AND PAST  )T  IS  THESE EVENTS  THAT SHOULD FRAME THE 
EXPECTATIONS AND THAT SHOULD DETERMINE CORRESPONDING FACEWORK &OR 
THE #HINESE  LEADERSHIP  THE  hPRESENTv EVENTS  INCLUDE  THE  FACT  THAT  THE 
ACCIDENT  OCCURRED  JUST  OFF  THE #HINESE  COAST  AND  AT  A  TIME WHEN  THE 
5NITED  3TATES  WAS  INCREASING  THE  FREQUENCY  OF  ITS  SURVEILLANCE  FLIGHTS 
4HE hPASTv EVENTS HAVE TO DO WITH THE  !MERICAN ACCIDENTAL	 BOMB
ING OF THE #HINESE %MBASSY IN "ELGRADE WITH THE "USH ADMINISTRATIONS 
REPUDIATION  OF  #LINTONS  #HINA  POLICY  OF  hENGAGEMENTv  AND  WITH  ITS 
DECISION  TO  BRAND  #HINA  AS  A  hSTRATEGIC  COMPETITORv  'RIES  AND  0ENG 










































HOWEVER  TEMPORARILY  IN  ASSERTING  SOME  FORM  OF  MORAL  AND  SYMBOLIC 





+AGAN AND +RISTOL BY  INSISTING  THAT ALL #HINA  IS CONCERNED ABOUT  IS 









INTO  CONTACT  WITH  EACH  OTHER  ,ET ME  DEVELOP  THREE  ANSWERS  TO  THESE 
QUESTIONS AS A WAY TO BRING THIS CHAPTER TO A CLOSE
&IRST WHEN  TWO CULTURES OR  TWO  FACES ARE BROUGHT  TOGETHER  hIN CON
TEXTS OF HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWERv 0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv 




LOGIC  TO  THE  OTHER  NO  REFLECTIVE  ENCOUNTERS  ARE  EVER  POSSIBLE  AND NO 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  IS  EVER GOING  TO  COME  TO  FRUITION (OWEVER 
THE  INABILITY  TO  NURTURE  THE  RHETORIC  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  HAS 
FARREACHING CONSEQUENCES

















TURE  THAT  HAS  SUFFERED  THE  SLINGS  AND  ARROWS  OF  COLONIALISM  AND OTHER 
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FACETOFACE ENCOUNTERS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE ONE THING BUT TO 
BE  ABLE  TO  FACE  EACH  OTHER WITHOUT  PREJUDICE  AND WITHOUT  THE  hOTHER
INGv  IMPULSEBY  SAY  NOT  hDISFIGURINGv  THE  OTHER  FACE  OR  DISOWNING 
ONES OWN BUT SEEING BOTH FACES IN RELATION TO THEIR OWN CONTEXTS AND 
IMAGINING  THEM  TOGETHER  IN  A  NEW  ENVIRONMENTIS  ENTIRELY  ANOTHER 
4HEREFORE WE SHOULD GUARD AGAINST CONFUSING SIGHT WITH VISION AND WE 
SHOULD NOT FORGET THAT VISION IS SEEING THROUGH BOTH FACES BY MEANS OF 
CULTIVATING AN  INBETWEEN SUBJECTIVITY  THAT ENGAGES BOTH  FACES AND  THAT 
REALIGNS THEM IN RELATION TO EACH AND EVERY INSTANCE OF CONTACT OF hYIv 
)F WE WANT TO MOVE BEYOND THE DISCOURSE OF DUALISM AND BEYOND WHAT 
IT  ENTAILS  WE MUST  TAKE  THE  INITIATIVE  TO  CULTIVATE  SUCH  A  VISION  AND  TO 
DEVELOP A DIFFERENT WAY OF NAMING AND COMMUNICATING 7HILE ) AM FULLY 

















!S  A  STYLE OF  COMMUNICATION #HINESE  INDIRECTION  IS  QUITE  VISIBLE .OT 
ONLY  HAVE  #HINA  OBSERVERS  FROM  MISSIONARIES  TO  SINOLOGISTS  STUDIED 
IT  LINKING  IT  TO  THE  #HINESE  PREFERENCE  FOR  HARMONY  AND  STABILITY  IF 
NOT TO THE IMAGE OF INSCRUTABILITY BUT IT HAS ALSO BEEN CONSISTENTLY CON
TRASTED AS A QUINTESSENTIAL FEATURE OF #HINESE COMMUNICATION WITH THE 
DIRECT  STYLE  OF  COMMUNICATION  IN  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  CULTURE  7HILE 
#HINESE  INDIRECTION  HAS  BEEN  ATTRIBUTED  TO  THE  LONGHELD  TRADITION  IN 
#HINA  hTO  NURTURE  THE  SUBTLE  FRAGILE  BONDS  AND  LINKS  IN  HUMAN  RELA
TIONSv , 9OUNG n	 THIS STYLE OF COMMUNICATION IS NOT THAT UNIQUE 
)NDIRECTION HAS  BEEN  FREQUENTLY  CHARACTERIZED  IN  TERMS  THAT  ARE  REMI
NISCENT OF (ALLS hHIGHCONTEXTv COMMUNICATION IN WHICH hVERY  LITTLE  IS 
IN  THE  CODED  EXPLICIT  TRANSMITTED  PART  OF  THE  MESSAGEv  	  OR  OF 
"ERNSTEINS CHARACTERIZATION OF hRESTRICTED CODEv AS VERBAL SIGNALING WITH 
CONDENSED MEANINGS AND REDUCED CLUES n	 &URTHER AS &OX HAS 












PERCEIVED  POWER  HIERARCHY  BETWEEN  THEIR  INTERLOCUTORS	  AND  THEM
SELVES 4HEY ARE ALSO SAID TO BE RELUCTANT TO DEVELOP BOLD TRANSPARENT 
STATEMENTS  UP  FRONT  IN  THEIR  WRITTEN  DISCOURSEWHETHER  OR  NOT  THESE 
STATEMENTS ARE TO BE SUBSTANTIATED LATER IN THE SAME TEXT )NSTEAD THEY 
PREFER  TO  ESTABLISH  FIRST  A  SHARED  SOMETIMES  ELABORATE  CONTEXT  WHERE 
THEIR  REQUESTS  OR  STATEMENTS  CAN  BE  BETTER  JUDGED  AND  APPRECIATED 
&URTHER SUCH A CONTEXT MAY NOT BE TIED DIRECTLY TO THE REQUESTS OR STATE
MENTS THAT THEY WILL LATER MAKE OR DEVELOPA CONNECTION THAT THE INTER
LOCUTORSREADERS MAY HAVE  TO MAKE ON THEIR OWN )N  THIS MANNER  THE 
REQUESTS CAN THEN BE SEEN AS EXPRESSIONS OF COOPERATION AND THE DELAYED 










LANGUAGE  LACKS  DIRECT  LINGUISTIC MEANS  TO  PERFORM  ASSERTIONS  OR  DENI







SPECIFIC  SPEECH  EVENT  AND  THAT  THEIR  LANGUAGE  MAY  SEEM  INDIRECT  OR 
CRYPTIC ONLY TO THOSE UNINITIATED OR ON THE OUTSIDE LOOKING IN n	 
&URTHER  AS  SHE  EXPLAINS  ELSEWHERE  IT  IS  THE  RICHNESS  OF  HER  LINGUISTIC 
EXPERIENCES  NEGOTIATING  BETWEEN  HER  MOTHERS  hBROKENv  %NGLISH  AND 
HER OWN hWATERED DOWNv TRANSLATION OF HER MOTHERS #HINESE h-OTHER 









MENv  	  &OLLOWING  'ILLIGAN  AND  4ANNEN  ,  9OUNG  TELLS  US  THAT 
WHEN %UROPEAN !MERICAN WOMEN ASK QUESTIONS IN A CONVERSATION WITH 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN MEN  THEY  ARE  OFTEN DOING  SO NOT  TO  GET  ANSWERS 
TO  THEIR  QUESTIONS  BUT  TO  KEEP  THE  CONVERSATION  GOING  	  ,IKE  THE 
#HINESE %UROPEAN !MERICAN WOMEN WANT TO hNURTURE AND AFFIRM THE 
OTHERS EXISTENCE AND PRESENCEv 	 BECAUSE THEY ARE MORE INTERESTED 









NESS MAY  IN  THE  END HELP  TURN  THE  VISIBLE#HINESE  INDIRECTIONINTO 
THE  LESS  VISIBLE  BECAUSE  FOR  NOW  AT  LEAST  THE  #HINESE  TALK  JUST  LIKE 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN WOMEN










EXAMPLE  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTIONTHOUGH  NO  ADEQUATE  CONSIDERATION 
HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO ACCOUNT FOR ITS UNDERLYING CULTURAL CONTEXT (OW 
CAN WE  THEN  EVALUATE #HINESE  INDIRECTION  SEEN  FROM  THIS  SIDE OF  THE 
0ACIFIC WITHOUT APPLYING AN ORIENTALIST LOGICA LOGIC THAT RELIES ON INVOK
ING  THE 7ESTERN PUBLIC ADDRESS PARADIGM AS  ITS NORM AS  ITS ADJUDICAT
ING AUTHORITY  IN  STUDYING #HINESE  INDIRECTION !ND HOW SHOULD WE AS 
TEACHERSWRITERS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS RESPOND WHEN WE ENCOUNTER 
WELLKNOWN QUOTATIONS LITERARY ALLUSIONS AND CELEBRATED SAYINGS IN OUR 








!MID  THESE  RESPONSES  )  OFTEN  FEEL  SO  OUT  OF  PLACE  SIMPLY  BECAUSE 




4HE  DISCOURSES  SO  FAR  PRODUCED  ON  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  HAVE  ALSO 
CREATED  THEIR  OWN  DISCURSIVE  REALITYHOWEVER  REMOVED  THAT  REALITY  IS 
FROM  THE  REAL  DYNAMICS  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  OR  FROM  ITS  UNDERLY
ING  CONTEXT  3UCH DISCURSIVERATHER  THAN ONTOLOGICALREALITY  IN  TURN 
HELPS CONSTRUCT CULTURAL  STEREOTYPES AND SHAPE  INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES 
EVEN THOUGH THESE EXPERIENCES MAY NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH INDI
RECTNESS #HINESE  OR  OTHERWISE  )N  OTHER WORDS #HINESE  AND #HINESE 
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7HAT WE ARE SEEING HERE IS A DISCONNECT BETWEEN REFERENCING OR NAM
ING ON THE ONE HAND AND THE REFERENT OR WHAT IS BEING NAMED ON THE 
OTHER  3UCH A DISCONNECT ONLY  SPEAKS  TO  THE DISCURSIVE POWER OF  THESE 
DISCOURSES  ON  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  THEY  CREATE  KNOWLEDGE  AND  THEY 
CONDITION OUR WAYS OF THINKING BECAUSE THEY NOW OPERATE AS A SOCIAL AND 





THOUGH MOST  IRONICALLY  SUCH DISCOURSES HARDLY  REFLECT  TRUTH  AND  THEY 
HARDLY hWORDv THE WORLD
3O WHAT THEN IS THE UNDERLYING CONTEXT THAT INFORMS #HINESE INDI
RECTION  7HAT  IS  THE  REAL  REFERENT  THAT  HAS  BEEN  SO  OBSCURED  IF  NOT 










IN ANY SHAPE OR  FORM AS AN ATTEMPT  TO ACCOMMODATE #HINESE  INDIREC
TION TO THE TERMS OF THE DIRECTNESS PARADIGM %ITHER INTERPRETIVE MOVE 
IS AT BEST  TO CANCEL  IMPORTANT PRODUCTIVE OPPORTUNITIES  FOR REFLECTIVE 
ENCOUNTERS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS 3UCH ENCOUNTERS INTERROGATE AND 
CONTEST  HIERARCHICAL  STEREOTYPES  AND  STRUCTURES  THAT  HAVE  IN MY  VIEW 
SO  CRIPPLED  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  DIRECTNESS  !S  )  HAVE  ARGUED  IN  #HAPTER  /NE  ENCOUNTERS 
OF  THIS  KINDTHROUGH  HETEROGENEOUS  RESONANCEHELP  RECONNECT  TO 
THE COMPLEX PAST  THAT HAS  INFORMED  THEIR  RESPECTIVE MANIFESTATIONS AT 
PRESENT 4HEY GENERATE DYNAMIC COMPLEX RELATIONSHIPS YIELDING A NEW 
AWARENESS THAT IS  INTRICATELY  IMPLICATED IN THOUGH NOT CAUSALLY DERIVED 
FROM  POINTS  OF  CONTACT  BETWEEN  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS
3ECOND  MY  REEVALUATION  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  IN  RELATION  TO 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS SHOULD NOT ENTAIL THAT THE LATTER IS MONO
LITHIC OR UNCHANGINGTHOUGH IT IS QUITE TEMPTING TO DESCRIBE %UROPEAN 
0UKPYLJ[PVU]LYZ\Z+PYLJ[ULZZ!(9LSH[PVUVM*VTWSLTLU[HYP[`   
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS OR %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITION FOR THAT 
MATTER AS SUCHSO THAT WE CAN USE IT AS OUR OWN EASY TARGET AS OUR OWN 











WITH  DIFFERING  CONSEQUENCES  4HAT  IS  TO  SAY  FOR  #HINESE  AND  #HINESE 
!MERICAN STUDENTS TO DESCRIBE THEIR COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICES AS hINDI















#ORRELATIVE  THINKING  HAS  BEEN  CHARACTERIZED  AS  A  FUNDAMENTAL 
#HINESE  CHARACTERISTIC  ONE  THAT  IS  hGROUNDED  IN  INFORMAL  AND HENCE 







AN  IMPLICIT OR EXPLICIT  THEORY OF  TYPES OR UPON CAUSAL  IMPLICATIONS OR 






CONNECTION  AS  WOULD  BE  EXPECTED  BY  7ESTERN  LOGIC  UNDERPINS  SUCH 



























TIONS  BETWEEN DIFFERENT  SIGNSv  4 #HANG  	  AND ON  THEIR MUTUALLY
DEPENDENT CHARACTERISTICS
4O  SUGGEST  THAT  CORRELATIVE  THINKING  IS  A  CENTRAL  CHARACTERISTIC  OF 
#HINESE  CULTURE  SHOULD  NOT  LEAD  US  TO  CONCLUDE  THAT  IT  IS  NECESSAR
ILY  UNIQUE  TO  THE  #HINESE  MIND  3UCH  A  CONCLUSION  WOULD  BE  TOO 
EXTRAVAGANT  BECAUSE  hIT  IGNORES  OR  UNDERMINES  THE  WELLDEVELOPED 
'REEK INTERESTS  IN CORRELATIONSv AS  IS SEEN IN THE 0YTHAGOREAN 4ABLE OF 

















TECHNOLOGICAL  ACHIEVEMENTS  THROUGHOUT  #HINESE  HISTORY  PROVIDE  SUF
FICIENT  EVIDENCE  FOR  ITS  EXISTENCE  AND  FOR  ITS  INFLUENCE  !S  (ALL  AND 
!MES POINT OUT ALL CULTURES POSSESS BOTH CORRELATIVE AND CAUSAL MODES 
OF THINKING AND WHAT MAKES ONE MODE RUN ROUGHSHOD OVER THE OTHER 
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THEY NECESSARILY OR ALWAYS HIERARCHICALLY ORDERED OR DISTINGUISHED WITH 
ONE BEING SUPERIOR TO AND MORE VALUABLE THAN THE OTHER #ORRELATIVES 
LIKE  hDAYv  AND  hNIGHTv  hHEAVENv  AND  hEARTHv  AND  hACTIONv  AND  hINAC
TIONv  IN  A  CLASSIFICATORY  SCHEME  OF  TWOS  SHOULD  NOT  BE  CHARACTERIZED 
AS OFTEN BEEN THE CASE AS OPPOSITES THAT CONFLICT BUT AS OPPOSITES THAT 
COMPLEMENT 'RAHAM $ISPUTERS n	 /THERWISE STATED THE CONTRAST 











POLARITY  IN  #HINA  IN  THE  THIRD  AND  SECOND  CENTURIES  "#%	  FIRST  AS  A 
CYCLIC MODEL THAT hEMPHASIZED THE ALTERNATION OF DAY AND NIGHT OR DARK
NESS  AND  LIGHT  ߺଃ	  AND  THE  FOUR  SEASONSv  BEFORE  IT  BECAME PART  OF 
THE  LANGUAGE  IN  AN  EXPLANATION  OF  SOCIAL  POLITICAL  AND  COSMOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES  2APHALS  3HARING  THE  ,IGHT    ALSO  SEE  'RAHAM  9IN9ANG 
n	  4HEREFORE  hYINv  AND  hYANGv  ARE  ALWAYS  INTERDEPENDENT  AND 
THEY  ARE  ALWAYS  IN  THE  PROCESS  OF  BECOMING  IN  RELATION  TO  ONE  OR MORE 




IN  THE  HUMAN  BODY  SUCH  AS  A  BROKEN  LEG  OR  A  PINCHED  NERVE  !MES 
AND 2OSEMONT h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 /N THE OTHER HAND THE hYINYANGv 









TO MAINTAIN  THE  STATUS QUOTHOSE WHO DARE  TO  CHALLENGE  THE EXISTING 




YANGv  CONTRAST #HINESE  INDIRECTION HAS OFTEN BEEN  CHARACTERIZED  AS  A 
DIRECT AND SUBORDINATE OPPOSITION TO THE %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS 
PARADIGM !NY ATTEMPTS TO COMPLICATE OR TO REJECT THIS BINARY CHARACTER
IZATION WILL  THEN BE NATURALLY  FAULTED  FOR NOT  OBSERVING  THE  hYINYANGv 





/NCE THIS KIND OF DISPOSITION  IS  SET  IN MOTION OR PUT  TO WORK  THE REST 
ABOUT #HINESE INDIRECTION IS AS WE SAY IN %NGLISH HISTORY
.OT TOO SURPRISINGLY THE #HINESE LANGUAGE SEEMS TO HAVE SUFFERED AN 
ALMOST  IDENTICAL  FATE !CCORDING  TO 4ONG #HINESE HAS BEEN CHARACTER







OF  HIERARCHICAL  POLARITY  THAT  OPPOSES  A  SUBORDINATE	  NONINFLECTIONAL 
#HINESE  LANGUAGE  TO  SUPERORDINATE	  INFLECTIONAL  7ESTERN  %UROPEAN 
LANGUAGES
!NALOGICAL  CORRELATIVE  ASSOCIATIONS  ARE NOT  ALWAYS  BINDING  THOUGH 
4HEIR DISCURSIVE  FORCES ARE PREDICATED UPON THE EXTENT  TO WHICH THESE 
ASSOCIATIONS  HAVE  BEEN  FULLY  INSTITUTIONALIZED  OR  FIRMLY  ENTRENCHED 
WITHIN  STRUCTURES OF POWER &OR  INSTANCE  THERE  IS  A NOTABLE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN  (ALL  AND  !MES  EXAMPLE  OF  TOTEMIC  CLASSIFICATIONS  AND  MY 
EXAMPLE OF  THE TWELVE ANIMALS OF #HINESE ASTROLOGY 7HEN A CLAN OR A 
FAMILY  BECOMES  ASSOCIATED  WITH  A  PARTICULAR  ANIMAL  OR  NATURAL  OBJECT 
THEY MAY NOT HAVE MUCH CHOICE EXCEPT TO EMBRACE OR TO ADJUST TO THOSE 
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NECESSARILY  INCURRING  ANY  SERIOUS  CONSEQUENCES  OR  PENALTIES  FROM  THE 
COMMUNITY 7HILE #HINESE  TWELVEANIMAL  ASTROLOGY  DOES  CREATE MEAN





,ET  ME  NOW  TURN  TO  THE  SECOND  COMPONENTTHE  TOPICPROMINENT 





%NGLISH  A  SUBJECTPROMINENT  LANGUAGE  WHICH  PROMINENTLY  FEATURES 
SUBJECTVERB  STRUCTURE  #HINESE  HAS  AS  ITS  BASIC  SENTENCE  TYPE  TOPIC










GUANG MAFAN  YIGE  RENv  SERVES  AS  A  COMMENT  ON  THE  TOPIC  hZ;H=EIJIAN 
SHIQINGv $IFFERENTLY  STATED  hZ;H=EIJIAN  SHIQINGv PROVIDES A  FRAMEWORK 
































AND  CONNECTIVE  PAIRS  LIKE  hYINWEI xx  SUOYIxxv  IN #HINESE  FOSTER  A 
DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  WHERE  hTOPICSv  OR  CLUSTERS  OF  CONDITIONS  PRECEDE 
hCOMMENTSv  OR  DEFINITIVE  STATEMENTS  AND WHERE  INFORMATION  IS  BEING 
PACKAGED AS hONE GIGANTIC UNITv , 9OUNG 	 ANALYZABLE ONLY IN TERMS 










4AIS  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  #HINESE  WORD  ORDER  FURTHER  REINFORCES  THIS 
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!LONG  A  SIMILAR  LINETHOUGH  WITH  MORE  OF  A  PHILOSOPHICAL  FOCUS 
!MES  AND  2OSEMONT  DESCRIBE  CLASSICAL  #HINESE  AS  hAN  EVENTFUL  LAN
GUAGEv WHEREAS  THEY CHARACTERIZE %NGLISH AS A  hSUBSTANTIVE AND ESSEN










BECAUSE  PRESUMABLY  THE  GHOST  hHAS  FOUND  ITS  WAY  BACK  TO  SOME MORE 
PRIMORDIAL STATEv h)NTRODUCTIONv n	 4HIS KIND OF DISCURSIVE INTER





4HE  EVENTFUL  PROPERTIES  OF  CLASSICAL  #HINESE  COUPLED  WITH  THE  FACT 
THAT CLASSICAL #HINESE DOES NOT HAVE DEFINITE ARTICLES COPULAS PLURALS OR 
TENSES HAVE OFTEN BEEN VIEWED AS EVIDENCE THAT #HINESE REMAINS HIGHLY 
AMBIGUOUS BECAUSE  THESE  hEVENTFULv PROPERTIES  LEAD  TO A  hCRYPTIC AND 
AMBIGUOUS STYLE "ECKER 	 4HIS VIEW IS PATENTLY MISTAKEN !S ) HAVE 
BEEN SUGGESTING  THE CONTEXTUAL  INTERDEPENDENCE IS  IN FACT hA DECIDED 
COMMUNICATIVE ASSETv OR AN EXAMPLE OF hPRODUCTIVE VAGUENESSv BECAUSE 
IT  hREQUIRES  THE  READER  TO PARTICIPATE  IN  ESTABLISHING  AN  INTERPRETATION 
AND TO INTERNALIZE THE GIVEN PASSAGE IN THE PROCESS OF DOING SOv !MES 
AND 2OSEMONT  h)NTRODUCTIONv  	  )N  ADDITION  SUCH  A  VIEW  ASSUMES 
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INTERDEPENDENCE  ON  HOW  EVENTS  STAND  IN  RELATION  TO  OTHER  EVENTS  IS 
SHARED BY BOTH CLASSICAL WRITTEN #HINESE AND MODERN #HINESE 4HE FACT 
THAT  THIS  AFFINITY  HAS  BEEN MAINTAINED  FOR  ALL  THESE  YEARS  IS  SIGNIFICANT 
IF ONE  JUST CONSIDERS HOW MUCH HAS CHANGED IN THE LANGUAGE SINCE THE 





















3O  HOW  THEN  IS  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  GOING 
TO BE DIFFERENT IN THIS NEW CONTEXT INFORMED BOTH BY CORRELATIVE THINK




INDIRECTION  BE  IT  REALIZED  OR  ARTICULATED  BY  REPEATED  APPEALS  TO  TRADI






PROVIDE  A  METADISCURSIVE  LANGUAGE  TO  TALK  ABOUT  AND  REFLECT  UPON  IT 
MORE FELICITOUSLY
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&OR  ONE  THING  THEY  CAN  NOW  BE  VIEWED  AS  PART  OF  AN  EVERPRESENT 
EFFORT  TO  ESTABLISH  A  FIELD  OF  CONDITIONS  OR  CONTINGENCIES  )T  IS  QUITE 
POSSIBLE  THAT  THESE DISCURSIVE MOVES MAY CONTRIBUTE  TO  THE  IMPRESSION 
THAT  THERE  ARE  TOO MANY PILES OF  FACTS  QUOTATIONS  AND ANECDOTES  THAT 





&OR  ANOTHER  AS  EXAMPLES  OF  PRODUCTIVE  VAGUENESS  THEY  SERVE  AS 
hCONTEXTUALIZATION  CUESv  AS  LINGUISTIC  FEATURES  THAT  SIGNAL  CONTEXTUAL 
PRESUPPOSITIONS  AND  THAT  SUGGEST  HOW  THE  ENTIRE  DISCOURSE  SHOULD  BE 
UNDERSTOOD 'UMPERZ n	 )N OTHER WORDS THEY INITIATE AND INVITE 
THE AUDIENCE TO MAKE NECESSARY ASSOCIATIONS TO RECOGNIZE THE INTERDE
PENDENCE  OF  TEXTS  AND  TO  PARTICIPATE  IN  THE  OVERALL  MEANINGMAKING 
PROCESS  .ATURALLY  AUDIENCE  PARTICIPATION  IN  MEANINGMAKING  CAN  BE 
FRAUGHT WITH UNCERTAINTY AND INCOMPLETENESS !ND THERE WILL ALWAYS BE 
A SURPLUS OF MEANING IN COMMUNICATIONIN THE SENSE THAT MEANING IS 









(ERE  THEN  IS  THE  QUESTION  (OW  WILL  THIS  NEW  UNDERSTANDING  OF 
#HINESE  INDIRECTION  INFLUENCE  OUR  ENCOUNTERS  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDER
LANDS AT PLACES WHERE DIFFERENT CULTURES ENGAGE EACH OTHER AND WHERE 
THE  DISADVANTAGED  THE  DISEMPOWERED  NEGOTIATE  WITH  THE  DOMINANT 
)T  SURELY  CREATES  TENSIONS  IF  )  CHOOSE  TO  COMPOSE  PROSE  IN  %NGLISH 
WITH  CLUSTERS  OF  INITIAL  hTOPICSv  OR WITH  REPEATED  EFFORTS  TO  EMBED MY 
ARGUMENT WITHIN  ALLUSIONS  AND  ANALOGIESBOTH  ARE  BEING  ATTEMPTED 




















CENTURY  WHEN  LANGUAGE  CAME  TO  BE  VIEWED  hAS  A  TRANSPARENT  REPRE
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HAVE ARGUED IN SOME DETAIL IN #HAPTER /NE TO GLOSS OVER THESE PROBLEMS 






THAT  )  CAN  BREAK  OUT  OF  THIS  CACOPHONY  OVER  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND 
MOVE BEYOND THIS DISCOURSE OF hOTHERINGv 2ATHER MY DECISION IS VERY 
MUCH GROUNDED IN MY OWN DESIRE TO ALIGN MYSELF WITH MY OWN #HINESE 
AND  #HINESE  !MERICAN	  COMMUNITY  TO  SECURE  ITS  APPROVAL  AND  ITS 
BLESSINGS &URTHER  ) KNOW MY DISCURSIVE ALIGNMENT OR  RHETORICAL  hFOOT
INGSvTO BORROW A TERM FROM 'OFFMAN &RAME !NALYSIS	CAN NEVER BE 
TOTALLY DIVORCED  FROM %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS  FROM  ITS CULTURE 
AND FROM ITS OVERWHELMING COOPTING POWER /NCE AGAIN ) FIND MYSELF 
TO BE CULTIVATING SOMETHING OF AN INBETWEEN SUBJECTIVITY THAT NEGOTIATES 
BETWEEN  THE  SUBJECT  POSITION  OF  THE  EXILE  AND  THAT  OF  THE  IMMIGRANT 
4HOSE CONFLICTING IDEOLOGIES ARE FOREVER IMPLICATED IN AND CONTINUOUSLY 
IMPRESS THEMSELVES UPON MY RHETORICAL INVENTIONS UPON MY YEARNINGS 
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VICE  VERSA /R  TO PARAPHRASE "AKHTIN QUOTED  IN  THE  SECOND EPIGRAPH 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS CAN ONLY BE UNDERSTOOD IN THE DIALOGIC 
CONTEXT OF INDIRECTION OR IT CAN ONLY EXIST IN CONJUNCTION WITH IT
7HAT NOW  ) WILL  FOR  THE  REMAINDER OF  THIS  CHAPTER  FURTHER  ILLUMI
NATE THIS INTERLOCKING TENSION AS #HINESE INDIRECTION ENGAGES %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS ) FIRST DISCUSS -IN:HAN ,US WORK AGAIN FOLLOWED 
BY  A  READING  OF  +INGSTONS 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR  THROUGH  THE  LENSES  OF 
BOTH  INDIRECTION AND DIRECTNESS  )N  SO DOING  ) WANT  TO HIGHLIGHT HOW 
SUCH TENSION CAN YIELD A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING OF REFERENCING THE 









/NE OF  THE STORIES  SHE  TELLS US  IN  THE MEMOIR  IS CENTERED UPON HER 






MATTERS  OF  ECONOMICS  AND  POLITICS  AS  OF  PALATE  OR  HABITv  	  AND 
BECAUSE NO SINGLE STORY CAN GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THINGS &OR HER THERE
FORE ANY DIRECT ANSWER TO SUCH QUESTION HAS TO START FROM hTHE SEEMINGLY 







FORMED  THE  HABIT  OF  MIXING  IT  WITH  MILK  AND  THREE  LUMPS  OF  SUGAR 
THOUGH BOTH MILK AND SUGAR WERE RATIONED IN THOSE YEARS IN #HINA 3HE 
ONLY BEGAN TO REALIZE HER PRIVILEGED POSITION WHEN HER NANNYS TWOYEAR
OLD  ADOPTED GRANDSON ASKED  FOR  hA BOWL OF  LIFESAVING  SUGAR WATERv  TO 
FIGHT OFF HIS DIZZINESS 	 .OW SHE TAKES HER COFFEE STRAIGHT BECAUSE 
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SHE DISCOVERED SOON AFTER COMING TO !MERICA THAT THE DISHWATER VARIETY 
SERVED AT MOST PLACES COULD NOT HAVE BEEN TAKEN ANY OTHER WAY 9ET TO 






TO PROVIDE A  FULL  RANGE OF CONDITIONS AND TO SET UP A NECESSARY  FRAME 
OF  REFERENCE  IN  ORDER  TO  ANSWER  OR  TO  TALK  ABOUT  WHETHER  OR  NOT  THE 
#HINESE  DRINK  COFFEE  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  AN  OTHERWISE  ALLENCOM
PASSING  RESPONSE  WOULD  NECESSARILY  BECOME  QUITE  INCOMPLETE  OR  TOO 
ABSTRACTNO MATTER HOW hDIRECTv IT MIGHT BE (ER OWN ACUTE AWARENESS 
OF THE INADEQUACY EVIDENCED IN THIS hDIRECTv APPROACH MAKES THE TELLING 
OF  HER  STORY  ALL  THE MORE  APPROPRIATE  AND  QUITE  DIRECT  TO  HER	 NO 







AFFINITY  TO  +ENNETH  "URKES  CONCEPT  OF  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANECDOTEv  ! 
'RAMMAR n	 AND TO HIS OVERALL INSIGHT THAT LANGUAGE BOTH REFLECTS 
AND  DEFLECTS  REALITY  ,ANGUAGE  	  &OR  "URKE  A  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANEC
DOTEv  IS A DRAMATISTIC CONCEPTION THAT  IS hSUPPLE AND COMPLEX ENOUGH 
TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF  THE SUBJECTMATTERv  IT  IS CHOSEN TO REPRESENT OR 
INFORM ! 'RAMMAR 	 "ECAUSE  IT  CONTAINS  THE  TERMINOLOGICAL  STRUC
TURE  A  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANECDOTEv DEVELOPS  hA  SYSTEMATIC  TERMINOLOGYv 








,US  STORY  ABOUT  HER  OWN  CHILDHOOD  COFFEEDRINKING  EXPERIENCE 
IN  THE MIDST  OF  SOCIAL  POLITICAL  UPHEAVAL MAY  INDEED BE  VIEWED  AS  AN 
EXAMPLE  OF  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANECDOTEv  BECAUSE  IT  IS  CHOSEN  TO  ANSWER 






!MERICAN  DIRECTNESS  .OT  ONLY  DOES  THE  DANGER  EXIST  OF  HAVING  SUCH 









TO  ILLUSTRATE  FOR  MY  MAINSTREAM  !MERICAN  STUDENTS  HOW  #HINESE 
!MERICANS  LIKE  +INGSTON  ARE  NEGOTIATING  BETWEEN  TWO  POWERFUL  CUL






MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC 7HILE  THEY  ARE  REAL  AND DIRECT 
MOST OF THE TIME ) KNOW IN THE BACK OF MY MIND SOME OF THESE TEACHING 





4HE  hGENERALv  !MERICAN  READERS  ACCORDING  TO  6  #HEN  VIEW  4HE 
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THE  BLURRING  THE  BORDERCROSSING  REFLECTS  TO  A  LARGE  EXTENT  THE  TEN
DENCY TO READ THE #HINESE hEVENTSv THROUGH THE FRAMEWORK OF %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  hTHINGSvTHAT  IS  THEY  WERE  EXPECTING  A  TRANSPARENT  CAUSAL 
PROGRESSION FROM A TEXT THAT THRIVES UPON MEANING INTERDEPENDENCE AND 
UPON PRODUCTIVE VAGUENESS 4HE FAILURE OF THEIR EXPECTATION CONVENIENTLY 
MATCHES  AND PERHAPS  REINFORCES  THEIR  CULTURALLYCONDITIONED  IMAGE OF 
THE #HINESE AS THE EXOTIC AS  THE INSCRUTABLE &OR ME THEN  IT BECOMES 
CRUCIAL  TO MOVE BEYOND DISCOURSES  THAT  SIMPLY DUB 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR 
AN EXAMPLE OF hFICTIONAL AUTOBIOGRAPHYv AND THAT QUICKLY CONDEMN hTHE 
GHOSTLY  OTHERNESSv  IN  +INGSTONS  #HINESE  !MERICAN  EXPERIENCE  TO  THE 
EXOTIC  /RIENT  +INGSTON  h#ULTURAL  -ISREADINGSv  	  )NSTEAD  )  MUST 
DEVELOP DISCOURSES THAT CAN AS +IM SUGGESTS STAKE OUR CLAIM ON !MERICA 
WITHOUT RELINQUISHING hOUR MARGINALITYv 	 AND THAT CAN TO DRAW ON 
MY PRECEDING DISCUSSIONS  CLAIM  hTHE GHOSTLY OTHERNESSv  AS PART OF  THIS 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS
4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR SHOULD BE READ ) TELL MY STUDENTS IN NO UNCERTAIN 
TERMS  AS  A  STORY  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTNESS  IN  CONTEXTS  THAT  CUT  ACROSS 
DIFFERENT  TIMES  SPACES  AND  CULTURES 4HROUGHOUT  THE  BOOK +INGSTON 





















A  GOOD  EXAMPLE  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND  OF  CREATING  PART  OF  AN 
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AMBIGUOUS CYCLICAL WORLDA WORLD  THAT +INGSTON  INHERITS AND TRIES  TO 
MOLD IN HER OWN WAY
)N  THE  SECOND CHAPTER  h7HITE 4IGERSv +INGSTON MIXES HISTORY WITH 
MYTH TO TELL A STORY OF A #HINESE WOMAN WARRIOR WHO AGAINST ALL ODDS 
LED AN UPRISING AND EVENTUALLY OVERTHREW A DYNASTYONLY TO COME HOME 
TO  BE  A  FILIAL  DAUGHTER  AND  DAUGHTERINLAW  n	  TO  COMPLETE  THE 
CYCLE THAT WAS BROKEN TEMPORARILY WHEN SHE LEFT HOME FOLLOWING THE CALL 
OF A BIRD  INTO THE MOUNTAINS AT  THE AGE OF  SEVEN TO BECOME hA  FEMALE 
AVENGERv  	 ,IKE THE STORY OF .O .AME 7OMAN THE CREATION OF 












THEY  KEEP  ASKING  h7HY  DOESNT  +INGSTON  START  TELLING  US MORE  ABOUT 





4HINGS  ARE  NOT  GOING  TO  GET  ANY  MORE  DIRECT  FOR  MY  STUDENTS  FOR 
NOWTHOUGH IN MY WORLD OF INDIRECTNESS THEY ARE JUST EVENTS HOLDING 
OUT FOR MORE EVENTS MORE RELATIONS 4HEREFORE THE NEXT TWO CHAPTERS
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)T  IS  NOT  UNTIL  THE  LAST  CHAPTER  THAT  +INGSTON  BEGINS  TO  DEAL  WITH 
HER  OWN MEMORY  DIRECTLY  OF  GROWING  UP  AS  A  #HINESE  !MERICAN  WHO 
STRUGGLES FOR EXAMPLE BETWEEN HER PARENTS INJUNCTION TO HIDE SECRETS 
FROM ALL KINDS OF GHOSTS IN !MERICA n	 AND HER OWN NEED TO TALK 
TO  EXPLAIN  THINGS  SO  THAT  SHE  CAN  REMAIN  SANE  	  )N  THE  PROCESS 
+INGSTON BEGINS TO CONNECT ALL THE hPRECEDING TOPICSv TO REACH FOR THE 
CLIMAX &OR EXAMPLE UNLIKE HER .O .AME !UNT WHO COULD ONLY REPAIR 




WOMAN WARRIOR +INGSTON HAS  TO  LEAVE HOME  TOO  hIN ORDER  TO  SEE  THE 
WORLD LOGICALLYv 	ONLY TO COME BACK TO TELL HER MOM THAT SHE NOW 
ALSO hTALKSSTORYv 	 !ND FINALLY SHE COMPLETES THOUGH WITH A TELLING 
TWIST  THE  STORY  THAT HER MOTHER BEGAN 	THUS  SIGNIFYING  THAT  THE 














HAD  TO  LEAVE  FOREVER BEHIND HER 8IONGNU HUSBAND AND HER  TWO  SONS 
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REUNION WITH HER  FAMILY  TO HELP HER  SEARCH  FOR NEW POSSIBILITIES  FROM 
THIS  WORLD  WITH  BLURRED  BOUNDARIES  AND  SHIFTING  PARADOXES  6  #HEN 
	 A SEARCH THAT IS FRAUGHT WITH AMBIVALENCES AND AMBIGUITIES 7HILE 
HER MOTHERS STORY MAY HAVE BEGUN WITH A TRAGIC DEVELOPMENT THE LOSS 











TO  COEXIST WITH  THEIR  DIFFERENCES  AND  IT  IS  THIS  COEXISTENCE  THAT  LEADS 
+INGSTON TO ALLOW BOTH CULTURES TO WRAP DOUBLE BINDS AROUND HER FEET 
	 3UCH NARRATIVE IN TURN GIVES ME HOPE THAT +INGSTON MAY EVENTU












OWN  RHETORICAL  TENDENCIES  AND  WHERE  THEY MUST  PREPARE  TO  NEGOTIATE 
WITH OTHER PERSPECTIVES WITH OTHER WAYS OF READING AND WRITING &OR ME 
ON THE OTHER HAND TO READ 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR AS AN EXAMPLE OF #HINESE 
INDIRECTION  IS  IN  LARGE  PART  TO  CLAIM  AS  DIRECTLY  AS  )  CAN  hTHE  GHOSTLY 
OTHERNESSv READ AS h#HINESE TRADITIONv	 THAT !MERICAN REVIEWERS HAVE 
TRIED  SO  HARD  TO  EXORCISE  +INGSTON  h#ULTURAL -ISREADINGSv	 .O  LESS 
REAL IS MY DESIRE TO ENTER A DIALOGUE THAT WILL ALSO ALLOW ME TO START WHERE 
MY STUDENTS ARE TO IMAGINE HOW A DIRECTNESS APPROACH CAN BE RECAST SO 
THAT WE  CAN  READ 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR WITHOUT MEASURING  IT  AGAINST  THE 
STEREOTYPE  OF  THE #HINESE  AS MYTHICAL  OR  EXOTIC  !FTER  ALL  INDIRECTION 






WITHOUT EITHER  FEMINIZING ONE OR  IDEALIZING  THE OTHER !ND BY PRACTIC
ING TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE THIS KIND OF DISCOURSE BECOMES PART AND 























4HEY  WOULD  LIKE  TO  HEAR  AN  ANSWER  TO  WHERE  )  AM  REALLY  OR  ORIGINALLY 
FROMRATHER THAN AN ANSWER THAT ENCOMPASSES ALL THE STOPS )VE MADE 
IN BETWEEN "UT LIKE MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS ) OFTEN FEEL INCAPABLE 
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/N THE OTHER HAND ) KNOW WHAT KIND OF ANSWER ) WANT TO GIVE ) WANT 
TO TELL MY INTERLOCUTORS ALL THE PLACES ) HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH FROM 



















)  AM  FAR  FROM GIVING  UP  TRYING MY DIRECT  ANSWER /N  THE  CONTRARY 
) HAVE  LATELY BEEN MORE  INSISTENT ON GIVING MY  ANSWER  TO  THE QUESTION 







hORIGINv  STORY  TO  REJECT  CULTURAL  STEREOTYPES  AND  TO  CULTIVATE  A  MUCH 
NEEDED SENSE OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE
!S ) AM ABOUT TO CLOSE THIS CHAPTER AND TO END THIS NARRATIVE ) MUST 





ARE  YOU  FROMHAS  NEVER  BEEN  ASKED  OF ME  AT  ALLv  )N  OTHER  WORDS 
HOW WOULD ) REACT IF MY INTERLOCUTORS DECIDED TO SAY NOTHING AT ALL ABOUT 
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THEIR CURIOSITY CONCERNING	 MY ORIGIN #OULD ) THEN TAKE THEIR SILENCE 
OR  THEIR  LACK  OF  CURIOSITY  TO MEAN  THAT  )  AM  NO  LONGER  hRECOGNIZEDv 





TION  OR  WOULD  )  CHOOSE  TO  SAY  NOTHING  7HAT  DOES  EITHER  DISCURSIVE 
MOVE REALLY MEAN TO ME ACTING NOW AS MY INTERLOCUTORS ) BEGIN TO FEEL 
AMBIVALENT  AGAIN  /NCE  AGAIN  )  SEE  THE  COMPLEXITIES  AND  CHALLENGES 
THAT BOTH SIDES TO THIS INTERACTION IN FACT FACE AND SHARE !ND ) REALIZE 
TOO  THAT  THE PROMISE AND PERIL  THAT  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC PRESENTS AFFECT US BORDER RESIDENTS AND OUR %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
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#HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES HAVE OFTEN BEEN CHARACTERIZED IN VARIOUS 
WAYS  AS  DISCOURAGING  OR  IMPEDING  INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSION  OR  DEVELOP






ISTICS ABOUT ANCIENT #HINESE  RHETORIC OR ABOUT !SIAN  RHETORIC  FOR  THAT 
MATTER IS THAT ITS PRIMARY FUNCTION hIS NOT TO ENHANCE THE WELFARE OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL SPEAKER OR LISTENER BUT TO PROMOTE HARMONYv 	 7HAT IS 
LURKING BEHIND THESE DESCRIPTIONS  TO MY MIND  IS  THE CONCEPT OF  INDI
VIDUALISM OR MORE PRECISELY ITS ABSENCE IN ANCIENT #HINA
)N MODERN #HINA ACCORDING TO -ATALENE WHO TAUGHT %NGLISH WRITING 
THERE  IN  THE  S  THE  PRIMARY  FUNCTION  OF  #HINESE  RHETORIC  IS  NOT  SO 
MUCH IN EMPHASIZING ORIGINALITY AND INDIVIDUALISM AS IN PRESERVING AND 
PROMOTING  COMMUNAL  HARMONY  AND  COHESION  h#ONTRASTIVE  2HETORICv 







COLLECTIVE NOT  A NOVEL  INDEPENDENT  INDIVIDUALv  	 (E  FURTHER  SUG
GESTS  THAT  hTHIS  SUBORDINATION OF  THE  INDIVIDUAL  TO  THE GROUP MOREOVER 
LEADS  THE  IDEAL  #HINESE  WRITER  TO  EMPLOY  A  CHARACTERISTIC  RECOGNIZABLE 
MODE OF REASONINGv THAT IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE REPEATED USE OF MAXIMS 
ANALOGIES AND AUTHORITATIVE STATEMENTS 	 -ORE BLUNTLY PUT IT IS THE 
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THE %SSENCEv	 REFLECTS HER GENUINE MOTIVE TO hUNDERSTAND AND ELUCIDATE 

















(OW  CAN WE  THEN MOVE  BEYOND  SUCH  BIAS (OW  CAN WE  INITIATE  A 
DIFFERENT  KIND  OF  DISCOURSE  WHERE  OTHER  VOICES  CAN  BE  HEARD  AND  LIS
TENED TO AND WHERE TERMS LIKE hDEFICIENCYv hABSENCEv OR hLACKv CAN BE 
REPLACED BY AN INSISTENCE TO SEARCH FOR hEXPERIENCENEARv CATEGORIES OR 
WAYS  OF  SPEAKING (OW  CAN  WE  FINALLY  PRACTICE  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFER





PINS  hINDIVIDUALISMvAN  IDEOLOGY  THAT  HAS  BECOME  NATURALIZED  AND 
THUS INVISIBLE ) SUGGEST THAT IT IS THIS UNDERLYING IDEOLOGY THAT MAKES THE 

















CLASS  IN  SOCIETY 4HIS MUCH HOWEVER  IS WHAT  ) WANT  TO  SUGGEST 4O  THE 
EXTENT THAT THE IDEOLOGY OF 7ESTERN INDIVIDUALISM HAS BECOME A DOMI
NANT FORCE OVER THE LAST TWO CENTURIES OR SO THOSE UNDERLYING INGREDIENTS 












IN  LARGE  PART  TO  THE  2OMANTICS  AND  THE  %NLIGHTENMENT  4HIS  BELIEF 
EMPHASIZES  THAT  THERE  IS  AN  INHERENT  SEPARATENESS  OF  DISTINCT  PERSONS 
AND THAT ITS NORMATIVE IMPERATIVE IS TO BECOME INDEPENDENT FROM OTH
ERS  AND  TO  DISCOVER  AND  EXPRESS  ONES  DISTINCT  ATTRIBUTES  -ARKUS  AND 
+ITAYAMA 	  )T CONCEIVES OF AN  INDIVIDUAL AS A BOUNDED DISTINCTIVE 
AND  INDEPENDENT  WHOLE  WHICH  IS  SET  BOTH  AGAINST  OTHER  SUCH  WHOLES 
AND AGAINST ITS OWN SOCIAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND 'EERTZ 	 -Y OWN 
CLASSROOM  PRACTICES  EMBODY  THIS  BELIEF  IN  WAYS  BIG  AND  SMALL  AND  AT 
TIMES ) HAVE TO SERVE AS ITS LOYAL SPOKESPERSON AS ITS EFFECTIVE CONDUIT




EYES  THE  hDANGLING  SWORDv  OF  A  PLAGIARISM  CHARGE  4HESE  PRACTICES  OF 
MINE  AND  MY  STUDENTS  SUBSEQUENT  RESPONSES  MANIFEST  A  COLLECTIVE 
EFFORT TO ESTABLISH AN INDEPENDENT UNIQUE SELF 3IMILARLY IN CLASS DISCUS
SIONS ) MAKE SURE THAT MY STUDENTS LISTEN TO EACH OTHER WITHOUT UNNEC
ESSARY  INTERRUPTION AND  THAT  THEIR VERBAL CONTRIBUTIONS PROCEED  IN AN 
ORDERLY FASHION 4O REGULATE THEIR TURNTAKING IS ONCE AGAIN AN ATTEMPT 


















-EADS  hSOCIAL  TURNv  IS  FURTHER  POWERED  BY  HIS  DISTINCTION  BETWEEN 




AND WE  REACT  TO  IT  AS  AN  @)v  -EAD  	 /THERWISE  STATED  THE  h)v  IS 








ACROSS  THE BOUNDARY OF  INTERPERSONAL  SELF  INTO  THE ARENA OF RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH  OTHER  SELVES  AND  THE  PHYSICAL  ENVIRONMENTv  *OHNSON  n 
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3ECOND INDIVIDUALISM EMBRACES A CORRESPONDING MEANS OF REALIZING 
THIS VERY BELIEF 4HAT IS TO SAY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS BRAND OF  INDIVIDUAL
ISM  IS  AN  EXCLUSIVE  MUCH  REVERED  DEPENDENCE  UPON  AN  INDIVIDUALS 
OWN  INTERNAL  REPERTOIRE  OF  THOUGHTS  FEELINGS  AND  ACTIONS  4HIS  SELF
DEPENDENCE IS CHARACTERIZED BY ITS PERSISTENT APPEAL TO REASON AND RATIO









CAN BRING  YOU PEACE BUT  YOURSELFv  IN  h3ELF2ELIANCEv  	  ALSO  LOOKS 
INWARD TO THE SELF FOR TRUTH FREEDOM AND AUTHENTICITY 7HILE ENDOWING 
INDIVIDUALISM WITH A MORAL AND RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE %MERSON APPEALS 
TO  THE  INDIVIDUALS  SOUL  AS  hTHE  FOUNTAIN OF  ACTION AND OF  THOUGHTv  AS 
hTHE LUNGS OF THAT INSPIRATION WHICH GIVETH MAN WISDOM AND WHICH CAN
NOT BE DENIED WITHOUT IMPIETY AND ATHEISMv 	
/NE  CAVEAT  IS  PROBABLY  IN  ORDER  HERE  4HIS  KIND  OF  INWARDLOOKING 
CHARACTERISTIC  DOES  NOT  AUTOMATICALLY  EXCLUDE  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  THE 
INDIVIDUAL BEING RESPONSIVE TO THE EXTERNAL TO hTHE GENERALIZED OTHERv 
-EAD 	 )NDEED AS 2OSKELLY AND 2ONALD HAVE SUGGESTED IT IS INAC
CURATE  TO CHARACTERIZE %MERSON AS  ADVOCATING  SELF  IN EXCLUSIVE OPPOSI
TION TO SOCIETY &OR AS THEY TELL US %MERSON NOT ONLY LOOKS INWARD BUT 
ALSO OUTWARD TO THE WORLD SURROUNDED BY THE SIGNS OF THE .EW %NGLAND 




INDEBTED  TO  THIS BINARY BIAS  ONE  THAT  CONTINUES  TO PRESUPPOSE A DIVI
SION  THOUGH  NOT  NECESSARILY  AN  OPPOSITION  BETWEEN  SELF  AND  OTHER 
SELVES )N OTHER WORDS A WORLD POPULATED BY A HIGHER	 SELF AND OTHER 
SELVES  IS  PREDICATED  UPON  A  DUALISTIC  ONTOLOGY  THAT  SITUATES  THE  INDI
VIDUAL  OUTSIDE  OF  OR  INDEPENDENT  OF  THE  SOCIETY  -OREOVER  WHATEVER 
SOCIAL  RESPONSIVENESS  OR  KNOWLEDGE  SUCH  SELFEXAMINATION MAY  INDUCE 
hOFTEN IF NOT ALWAYS DERIVES FROM THE NEED TO STRATEGICALLY DETERMINE THE 
BEST WAY TO EXPRESS OR ASSERT THE INTERNAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE SELFv -ARKUS 
AND +ITAYAMA 	 $IFFERENTLY  STATED ANY OUTWARD  SEARCH  IN ORDER  TO 
















MODEL  WHERE  INDIVIDUAL  INITIATIVES  ARE  CALCULATED  TO  ACHIEVE  A  GIVEN 
OBJECTIVE AND WHERE INDIVIDUALS ARE PRIMED TO CARVE OUT THEIR OWN PATHS 


















IN  ARTICULATING  THIS  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  )  AM  NOT  SUGGESTING  OR 
IMPLYING  AT  ALL  THAT  THESE  THREE  INGREDIENTS  REPRESENT  THE  FULL  GAMUT 
OF  SIGNIFICATIONS  ATTRIBUTABLE  TO  INDIVIDUALISM  )N  ADDITION  POSTMOD
ERN  RECONCEPTUALIZATIONS  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  ABOUND  WHICH  ATTEMPT 
TO  FOREGROUND  FOR  EXAMPLE  MULTIPLE  SUBJECT  POSITIONS  OR  MULTIPLE 
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INTERPERSONAL  VOICES  SEE EG /GULNICK	 4HESE  RECONCEPTUALIZATIONS 
OR OTHER COMPETING REPRESENTATIONS NOT ONLY FURTHER HELP ILLUSTRATE THE 
DYNAMIC NATURE  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  BUT  ALSO  POINT  TO  THE  INADEQUACY  OF 
RELYING ON ONE ESSENTIAL CATEGORY LIKE hINDIVIDUALISMv TO CONCEPTUALIZE 
THE  COMPLEX MULTILAYERED PROCESS OF  SELFACTUALIZATION "Y  ALMOST  THE 
SAME TOKEN TO STATE AS ) AM DOING NOW THAT THE IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUAL
ISM IS LOCAL AND SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED TO #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES 
DOES  NOT MEAN  THAT  INDIVIDUALISTIC  TRAITS  HAVE  NEVER  EXISTED  IN #HINA 
THEN AND NOW !S DE "ARY HAS ARGUED THE .EO#ONFUCIANS IN THE 3UNG 
$YNASTY  CELEBRATED  CERTAIN  INDIVIDUALISTIC  QUALITIES  SUCH  AS  hSELFCON
SCIOUSNESS  CRITICAL  AWARENESS  CREATIVE  THOUGHT  INDEPENDENT  INITIATIVE 
AND  JUDGMENTv  	 3UCH CELEBRATIONS WERE NEVERTHELESS PREDICATED 
UPON  THE  VIEW  THAT  INDIVIDUALS  FULFILL  THEMSELVES  hTHROUGH  THE  SOCIAL 
PROCESS  AND  A MORAL  AND  SPIRITUAL  COMMUNION WITH  OTHERSv  	  )N 
CONTEMPORARY  MAINLAND  #HINA  DEMANDS  FOR  INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSIONS 
AND  PERSONAL  FREEDOM  CAN  NOW  BE  HEARD MORE  FREQUENTLY  AND MORE 






REALITY  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDSWHERE  CONTACTS  WITH  AND  CRITIQUES 
OF #HINESE  RHETORICAL PRACTICES  ARE BEING MADE AND WHERE KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT THAT TRADITION IS BEING BOTH CREATED AND DISSEMINATED
7HAT  HAPPENS  ONE  IS  BOUND  TO  ASK  WHEN  INDIVIDUALISM  WITH  THIS 
CONCOMITANT  IDEOLOGY  GETS  INVOKED  TO  DESCRIBE  AND  TO  MAKE  SENSE 
OF  #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  7HAT  ARE  THE  GAINS  AND  LOSSES  WHEN 
IT  MOVES  OUT  OF  ITS  OWN  CULTURAL  DOMAIN  AND  ENTERS  INTO  AN  ENTIRELY 
DIFFERENT SPACE
0LAINLY  PUT  THE  USE  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  IN  CHARACTERIZING  #HINESE 
RHETORICAL PRACTICES HAS  LED  TO  A DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE 
.AMELY  EITHER #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  LACK  INDIVIDUALISM  HENCE 
DEFICIENCY	 OR THEIR CONCEPT OF SELF OR PERSONHOOD IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM 
7ESTERN INDIVIDUALISM HENCE DIFFERENCE	 #OMMENTING UPON THE DAN




PERSON  AND  INDIVIDUAL  OR  THEIR  CONCEPTS  ESSENTIALLY  DIFFER  FROM  THEIR 






4O BE  FAIR  THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE  IN AND OF  ITSELF 
SHOULD NOT NECESSARILY BE  VIEWED AS WANTING WHEN WE ARE ENGAGED  IN 

























INTRODUCTION  INTO  #HINESE  THE  WORD  hINDIVIDUALISMv  HAS  UNDERGONE 
SOME DRASTIC TRANSFORMATIONS !CCORDING TO , ,IU hGEREN ZHUYIv DIDNT 
QUITE  BECOME  RADICALIZED  INITIALLY  .OT  UNTIL  AROUND  THE .EW #ULTURE 










NOTHING MORE  THAN  SELFCENTEREDNESS  AS  ILLICIT  SELFISH  BEHAVIOR  DRIVEN 










4HEREFORE  ANY  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  AS 
LACKING  INDIVIDUALISM  WITHOUT  ATTENDING  TO  THE  LATTERS  LINGUISTIC  AND 
RHETORICAL HISTORY IN MODERN #HINA NEGLECTS AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE 
CONTEXT  THAT  HAS  SHAPED  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  IN  #HINA 
&URTHER SUCH CHARACTERIZATION RISKS JEOPARDIZING THE CAUSE THAT THE USE 
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;7=E  MIGHT  DISAPPROVE  OF  AN  ACTION  THAT  MEMBERS  OF  ANOTHER  CULTURE 
APPROVE  "UT  IF  OUR  DISAPPROVAL  RESTS  ON  CRITERIA  THAT  INVOLVE  CONCEPTS 
TERMS	 ABSENT FROM THEIR CULTURE LANGUAGE	 AND IF THEIR APPROVAL RESTS 
ON  CRITERIA  THAT  INVOLVE  CONCEPTS  TERMS	  ABSENT  FROM OUR  CULTURE  LAN
GUAGE	 THEN IT WOULD SIMPLY BE A QUESTIONBEGGING LOGICAL MISTAKE TO SAY 
THE MEMBERS  OF  THE  TWO  CULTURES WERE  IN BASIC MORAL DISAGREEMENT  THE 
TERM IS OURS NOT THEIRS h!GAINST 2ELATIVISMv n EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
0UT ANOTHER WAY IF TWO GIVEN CULTURES DO NOT SHARE CERTAIN CONCEPTS 
BOTH DENOTATIVELY  AND CONNOTATIVELY  AND  IF WE END UP USING CONCEPTS 
FROM ONE CULTURE TO DESCRIBE AND EVALUATE THE SAME PHENOMENON FROM 


















IT  BECOMES  AT  BEST  A  NON  SEQUITUR  TO  SAY  THAT  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  DIFFER  OVER  HOW  TO  CONCEPTUALIZE  AND 
EVALUATE  THE  RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN  INDIVIDUAL  AND  SOCIETY  ANDOR  THAT 
ONE RHETORICAL PRACTICE LACKS AND DEVALUES INDIVIDUALISM AND THE OTHER 
EMBODIES AND CHAMPIONS INDIVIDUALISM
#HINESE DID NOT HAVE OTHER  RELATED  LEXICAL  TERMSSUCH AS  hRIGHTSv 
hINDEPENDENCEv hPERSONAL PROPERTYv OR hDEMOCRACYvEITHER UNTIL THE 
TURN OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY WHEN THEY TOGETHER WITH hINDIVIDUALISMv 
BECAME  PART  OF  THIS  MASSIVE  LINGUISTIC  INFLUX  INTO  MODERN  #HINESE 
4HESE TERMS ARE CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH AND IN FACT HELP CONSTITUTE THE 
ENTIRE  DISCURSIVE  FIELD  OF  WHICH  %NGLISH	  INDIVIDUALISM  IS  AN  INTEGRAL 
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PART  )N  LIGHT  OF  2OSEMONTS  ARGUMENT  AGAINST  MORAL  RELATIVISM  IT  IS 
IMPORTANT  FOR US  TO RECOGNIZE  THAT  IT  IS NOT ADEQUATE  TO SEEK ONLY ONE 
TERM  IN  #HINESEIF  THERE  WERE  SUCH  A  TERMTHAT  CORRESPONDS  TO 




























-Y  EFFORTS  TO  CALL  ON  MY  FELLOW  RHETORICIANS  TO  CHALLENGE  THE  DIS
COURSE  OF  DEFICIENCY  OR  DIFFERENCE  SHARE  SOME  FAMILY  RESEMBLANCE  TO 
SOME  RECENT  PROJECTS  THAT  LOOK  FOR  AND  DEVELOP  #HINESE  TERMS  AND 
CONCEPTSIN ORDER NOT TO RELY ON SUCH 7ESTERN TERMS AS hRHETORICv AND 
hPERSUASIONv  IN  DISCUSSIONS  OF  #HINESE  COMMUNICATIVE  PRACTICES  &OR 
EXAMPLE 8 ,U ARGUES THAT hMING BIANv Ϗᛂ	LITERALLY hNAMINGv AND 
hDISPUTEv  AS  TWO  SEPARATE  CHARACTERSCOMES  CLOSEST  AS  A  COMPOUND 
TO APPROXIMATING hRHETORICv IN ANCIENT #HINA n "#%	 BECAUSE 
THE COMPOUND FORMULATES hA PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE THEORIES OF LOGIC 
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ARGUMENTATION  PERSUASIVE  SPEECH  BEHAVIOR  AND  ARTISTIC  USE  OF  LAN
GUAGEv 	 3IMILARLY  TO RESPOND TO THE CHARGE OR MYTH THAT #HINESE 
CLASSICAL  TEXTS  LACK  ARGUMENTATION  'ARRETT  FOCUSES  ON  hBIANv  ᛂ 
hDISPUTEv	  hSHUOv  ი  hARGUEv  hEXPLAINv	  AND  hSHUIv  ი  hDISCUSSv 











#HINA  DID  DEVELOP  hRHETORICv  Ϗᛂ	  AND  IT  DID  PRACTICE  hPERSUASIONv 








SIMILAR  OR  SHARED MEANINGS  IN  THE  CONCEPTUALIZATION  OF  RHETORIC  ILLU
MINATING  AMBIGUITY  AND  SUBTLE DIFFERENCES  EMBEDDED  IN  SUCH  SIMILAR
ITYv 	 (OWEVER THIS KIND OF LANGUAGE BECAUSE OF ITS PREDISPOSITION 
TO  SIMILARITY MAY  PROVE  TO  BE  A  BIT  PREMATURE  !FTER  ALL  WE  HAVE  JUST 




OF  THIS  KNOWLEDGEMAKING  AND  RECEIVING  PROCESS  ANY  DISCUSSIONS  OF 
SIMILARITY MAY BECOME INADEQUATE EITHER YIELDING SUPERFICIAL REDUCTIVE 




SHIP  BETWEEN  INDIVIDUAL  AND  SOCIETY  IN  #HINESE  CONTEXT  )N  FACT  IT  IS 
THESE TERMS THAT CREATE BY RESONANCE AND COMPLEMENTARITY KNOWLEDGE 
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PIVOTAL TO OVERCOMING THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE AND TO 
NURTURING  A  DISCOURSE  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  IN  THE  MAKING  OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
4O ACCOMPLISH  THIS  TASK  )  CHIEFLY  FOCUS ON  THE !NALECTS OF #ONFUCIUS 
NOT  ONLY  BECAUSE  h#HINESENESSvWHATEVER WE MIGHT MEAN BY  ITHAS 
OFTEN BEEN  TRACED BACK ALL THE WAY TO THE !NALECTS !MES AND 2OSEMONT 
h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 BUT ALSO BECAUSE IT  IS  IN THE !NALECTS THAT WE EXPERI











AND  INCEPTIVE  ORIENTATIONSv  FOR  THE  STUDY  OF  COMMUNICATION  #HENG 
h#HINESE 0HILOSOPHYv 	 !S A MATTER OF FACT THE !NALECTS SHOULD BE SEEN 
AS PART OF A  LARGER BODY OF TEXTS THAT WERE INSTRUMENTAL TO THE DEVELOP
MENT  OF #HINESE  RHETORIC  IN  ANCIENT  OR  PREIMPERIAL  #HINA  n 
"#%	 AND THAT IN THE WORDS OF 9 ,IU hHAD REACHED AN IMPRESSIVE LEVEL 







#OMPARATIVE  PHILOSOPHERS  $AVID  (ALL  AND  2OGER  !MES  HAVE  CON
SISTENTLY  ANALYZED  THE  !NALECTS  WITH  A  PHILOSOPHICAL  POINT  OF  VIEW 
!MONG  THE  INSIGHTS  THAT  APPEAL  TO  ME  THE  MOST  IS  THEIR  RECOGNITION 




4HINKING  4HROUGH  #ONFUCIUS  	THAT  UNDERPINNED MUCH  OF  ANCIENT 
#HINESE  DISCURSIVE  PRACTICES  INCLUDING  THE  !NALECTS  )RONICALLY  IT  IS 
DUALISM RATHER THAN POLARITY THAT SEEMS TO HAVE GUIDED THEIR OCCASIONAL 
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DISCUSSIONS OF  RHETORIC  IN PREIMPERIAL #HINA  RESULTING AS A MATTER OF 





	 7HILE  THEY  ACKNOWLEDGE  THAT  RHETORIC WAS  hTHE PRIVILEGED MODE 
OF  COMMUNICATIONv  IN  CLASSICAL  #HINA  	  THEIR  CURIOUS  ASSOCIATION 




THROUGH THE  LENS OF DUALISM !RENT  THEY  IN OTHER WORDS DENYING THE 
MUTUALLYENTAILING  CHARACTERISTIC  THEY  HAVE  RIGHTLY  ACCORDED  #HINESE 

















3O  IF  IT  IS  INCONCEIVABLE  FOR  THE  #HINESE  LANGUAGE  NOT  TO  POSSESS 





)N  PARAGRAPH    OF  BOOK    HIS  STUDENT  :IGONG  ASKS  #ONFUCIUS 
IF  THERE  IS  ONE  EXPRESSION  THAT  CAN  SERVE  AS  A  GUIDE  TO  ONES  CONDUCT 
THROUGHOUT ONES LIFE #ONFUCIUS REPLIES AS FOLLOWS
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h)T  IS  PERHAPS  THE  WORD  @SHU  ඝ	  $O  NOT  IMPOSE  ON  OTHERS  WHAT  YOU 
YOURSELF DO NOT WANTv 	
/FTEN TRANSLATED AS hRECIPROCITYv OR AS hPUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS 







4HE  USE  OF  ONES  OWN  HEARTANDMIND  FOR  COMPARISON  WITH  OTHERS 
COULD LEAD ONE ASTRAY IF ONES HEARTANDMIND IS EITHER TOO SELFCENTERED 






TO  TREAT HIM AS  YOU WOULD BE  TREATEDv  h&OLLOWING  THE  @/NE 4HREADv 
	 AND IT AMOUNTS TO hANALOGIZ;ING= MYSELF TO YOUv AND hBEING YOUR )v 
 EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	 4HEREFORE  THE ANALOGY  INITIATED BY ඝ  IS  THE 
USE OF ONES OWN HEARTANDMIND SITUATED WITHIN AND FILTERED THROUGH 
THE OTHER PERSONS PERSPECTIVES OR THROUGH THE OTHER )S )N THE WORDS 
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4HUS  THE  EXEMPLARY  PERSON  ;hJUNZIv ळሷ=  RELIES  ON  PEOPLE  TO  GUIDE 
OTHER PEOPLE AND HE OR SHE DOES NO MORE AFTER SUCCEEDING IN DOING THAT 
$OING ONES UTMOST AND PUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE DO NOT STRAY 
FROM  THE  WAY  ;ᇘඝົ֨҉ᄀ=  $O  NOT  TREAT  OTHERS  YOU  YOURSELF  DO  NOT 
WANT &OUR "OOKS 	
















BK  PAR 	 4O ANSWER  THIS QUESTION WE HAVE  TO MOVE BEYOND  THE 
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AT ITS SIDE ඝ IS NOW SUPPORTED BY AN INDIVIDUALS MAXIMUM EFFORT THUS 
ACQUIRING A MORE WELLDEFINED AGENCY 7HAT IS ALSO REVEALING IS THAT BOTH 




#OUPLED  WITH ᇘ  THE  PRACTICE  OF ඝ  BECOMES  MORE  INTERPERSONAL 
















WHICH  ONE  CAN  TRANSFORM ONESELF  INTO  A  HUMANE PERSON ඝ  BECOMES 
CONSTITUTIVEIN THE SENSE THAT THE PRACTICE OF ඝ IS THE PROCESS OF BECOM
ING !S ONE PRACTICES ඝ  ONE  IS  ON ONES WAY  TO BECOMING  A HUMANE 










&INGARETTE  PUTS  IT  THIS  WAY  h4O  BE MOST  FULLY  AND  PERFECTLY  A  HUMAN 
BEING TO BE A PERSON IS INHERENTLY TO LIVE CERTAIN HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH  OTHER  PERSONS      v  h4HE -USIC  OF  (UMANITYv  	  !ND  WHEN 




AGAIN  IT  IS BY WAY OF ALIGNING ONESELF WITH OTHERS ඝ	 EITHER  THROUGH 
LOVE OR THROUGH FRIENDSHIP THAT ONE REALIZES HUMANENESS








THERE  IS NO  SEPARATING CONSIDERATION OF	  TRADITION OR  INSTITUTIONALIZED 
RELATIONSHIPS FROM PUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME 
AND  FOR  THE  RIGHT PURPOSE ᔩ BECOMES  INHERENTLY  TIED  TO  THE PRACTICE 
OF ඝ
7HEN  9AN  (UI  HIS  FAVORITE  STUDENT  ASKS  ABOUT  HUMANENESS  ಬ	 
#ONFUCIUS  REPLIES  h/NE BECOMES HUMANE  THROUGH  SELFDISCIPLINE  AND 
RITUALIZED LIVINGv  BK  PAR 	 %LSEWHERE #ONFUCIUS ASKS RHETORI
CALLY  h(OW CAN ANYONE WHO  IS NOT HUMANE OBSERVE  RITUALIZED  LIVINGv 
 BK  PAR 	 )T IS CLEAR THAT ᔩ INVOLVES CONNECTING TO AND INTERNAL
IZING  SPECIFIC  AND  WELLDEFINED  VALUES  ROLES  AND  RELATIONSHIPS  WITHIN 
ONES CULTURAL MILIEU 4HE PROCESS OF PUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE 
IN  THIS  CONTEXT  IS  TANTAMOUNT  TO HOW WELL ONE CAN ENACT  THESE  VALUES 





ONES  CONDUCT  APPROPRIATE  TO  THIS  TRADITION  THE  INDIVIDUAL  ALSO  LEARNS 
TO DIALOGUE WITH THE TRADITION TO CULTIVATE PERSONAL EXPRESSION AND TO 
DEVELOP  ONES  OWN  COURSE  OF  ACTION  )N  THE  END  THESE  PERFORMANCES 




EXACTLY DOES #ONFUCIUS  SAY ABOUT  THE ROLE OF  SPEECH  IN  THE REALIZATION 
OF ඝESPECIALLY  CONSIDERING  THAT #ONFUCIUS  IS  SAID  TO  BE  THINKING  OF 
GIVING UP SPEAKING IN THE !NALECTS  BK  PAR 	 4HE DISCOURSE 



























































LIVING  OR  INDIVIDUALIZED  RELATIONSHIP  OF  INTERCONNECTEDNESS  AND  INTER
DEPENDENCE  THAT  ECHOES  AND  RESONATES WITH  A  TRADITION OF  OTHER  SUCH 
PRACTICES 4HIS RELATIONSHIP IS TO BE CULTIVATED BY ᇘ DOING ONES UTMOST 
FOR  THE OTHERS  INTERESTS	  THROUGH ᔩ  RITUALIZED  LIVING	  AND WITH  THE 




ඝ  IS  THE ABILITY  TO  INFER AND CONNECT TO OTHERS SO AS NOT TO  IMPOSE ON 
THEM WHAT YOU YOURSELF DO NOT WANT ONES UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THIS 
ABILITY CAN ACTUALLY BE PUT TO ACTION DEPENDS ON ᇘ ಬ ᔩ ུ ᙰ င AND 










#HINESE !MERICANS  COMPOSE  THEMSELVES  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS -Y 
BASIC CLAIM IS SIMPLY THIS SUCH DISCOURSE AS WILL BE MADE CLEARER BELOW 



































"Y  DEVELOPING  THIS  DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  )  AM  NOT  PROPOSING  THAT  SUCH 
DISCOURSE BE ADOPTED IN ITS ENTIRETY IN ORDER TO INTERVENE IN CASES WHERE 
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IN CALLING ON THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ TO PLAY A VIABLE ROLE AT RHETORICAL BOR




MY EFFORT  IS  TO  FOREGROUND THE RELATIONAL OTHERORIENTED CHARACTERISTIC 





AND  FEMININE PRONOUNS  TO  INCLUDE BOTH  THE MALE  AND  FEMALE GENDER 
IN MY DISCUSSION AS  IN  FOR EXAMPLE hONES ABILITY GENDERNEUTRAL	 TO 


















IS EMBEDDED  IN  THESE #HINESE CHARACTERS AND  TO HIGHLIGHT A VERY GEN
DERBIASED  OR  SEXIST  CONTEXT#ONFUCIAN  #HINAWHERE  #HINESE  MEN 
WERE NORMALLY  THE  REAL  REFERENTS  AND WHERE  FEMININE PRONOUNS WERE 
LINGUISTIC ANOMALIES AS THEY DID NOT HAVE ANY REAL OR IMMEDIATE REFERENTS 
TO  REFER  TO  )N  OTHER  WORDS  THIS  EVEREXPANDING  RELATION  OF  INTERDE
PENDENCE  AND  RECIPROCITY  WAS  NOT  GENDERNEUTRAL  OR  GENDERINCLUSIVE 
IT EITHER EXCLUDED #HINESE WOMEN OR RELEGATED THEM TO A SUBORDINATE 
POSITION  AND #HINESE WOMEN WERE NOT  AS  FREE  AS  THEIR MALE  COUNTER
PARTS TO PRACTICE ඝ HOWEVER CAPABLE THEY MIGHT BE
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!S 7OLF HAS DEMONSTRATED IT WAS #HINESE BOYS RATHER THAN #HINESE 
GIRLS  THAT WERE  TRADITIONALLY  RECOGNIZED  AS  BEING  AN  INTEGRAL PART  OF  A 
LARGER WHOLE AS BEING IMMEDIATELY CAPABLE OF INFERRING AND CONNECTING 
TO AN EVEREXPANDING CIRCLE OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS !S  FUTURE  FATHERS 
GRANDFATHERS  AND  ANCESTORS  IN  #HINAS  PATRILINEAL  SYSTEM  THEY  WERE 
ENDOWED  WITH  A  SENSE  OF  HISTORICAL  CONTINUITY  WHICH  LINKED  THEM  TO 
BOTH THE PAST AND THE FUTURE n	 AND WHICH ENTITLED THEM TO THE 
DISCOURSE OF ඝ AND TO THE RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE IN COMMUNAL DIALOGUES 
)N CONTRAST  SINCE #HINESE GIRLS WERE  TEMPORARY  RESIDENTS  IN  THEIR PAR
ENTS HOME THEY WERE NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A PART OF ANYONES PAST OR 
FUTUREAT  LEAST  NOT  UNTIL  AFTER  THEY  WERE  MARRIED  TO  SOME  UNKNOWN 
FAMILY  IN SOME UNKNOWN PLACE 7OLF n	  )N ORDER EVEN TO BEGIN 
TO  CONTEMPLATE  PRACTICING ඝ  #HINESE  GIRLS  HAD  TO  BE  RELOCATED  AND 










PARTICIPATION  OF  OTHERS  IN  THEIR  PARENTS  COMMUNITY  7HETHER  OR  NOT 
THEY  COULD  BECOME  PART  OF  THEIR  HUSBANDS  COMMUNITY  DEPENDED  ON 
HOW WELL THEY COULD CONSTRUCT THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THAT COMMUNITY 
AFTER MARRIAGE (ENCE  THE  REALIZATION  OF ඝ  AND ಬ  WAS  AT  BEST  ONCE 












BY MEN THESE VIRTUES INCLUDED hMORAL  INTEGRITY  INTELLECTUAL  JUDGMENT 
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THE ABILITY  TO ADMONISH A  SUPERIOR  COURAGE  AND CHASTITY  IN  THE  SENSE 
OF  SINGLEMINDED  LOYALTYv  h'ENDERED  6IRTUEv  	  4HESE  NARRATIVES 
THOUGH COMPILED AND REDACTED BY MEN SUGGEST THAT VIRTUE WAS NOT GEN
DERED AT ALL TIMES 3UCH NARRATIVES ONLY GAVE WAY TO hACCOUNTS OF FEMALE 
CHASTITY  AND  WIDOW  SUICIDEv  AFTER  #ONFUCIANISM  WAS  ESTABLISHED  AS  A 
HEGEMONIC  IDEOLOGY  FROM  THE ,ATER (AN  n	  THROUGH  THE 1ING 
$YNASTY n	 	 %LSEWHERE 2APHALS ASKS
#AN WE  ASSUME  FOR  EXAMPLE  THAT  THE  READERS WRITERS  AND  AUDIENCE OF 
#HINESE  PHILOSOPHICAL  WORKS  HOWEVER  DEFINED	  AT  ALL  TIMES  WERE  ALL 
MEN  #AN  WE  ASSUME  THAT  REFERENCES  TO  hPEOPLEv  REN ಭ	  INCLUDING  A 
RANGE OF hSAGESv AND hDEVELOPED INDIVIDUALSv INEVITABLY REFERRED TO MEN 
3HARING THE ,IGHT 	
4O  THE  EXTENT  THAT  WOMEN  IN  EARLY  #HINA  WERE  ETHICALLY  VIRTUOUS 









DISCURSIVE POTENTIAL  ONLY WHEN  IT  ENABLES US BORDER  RESIDENTS  TO MOVE 




TION  OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  AND  RECIPROCITY  AND  IT  PROMOTES  A  CREATIVE 























)N  MY  #OMPARATIVE  2HETORIC  SEMINAR  AT  MY  OWN  SCHOOL  )  SHARE 
WITH MY  STUDENTS #HINESE DISCURSIVE  EXAMPLES WITH  THE  SAME PURPOSE 
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4HE SAME ESSAY THEN PROCEEDS TO CITE SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF THESE hGIANT 
CHARACTERSv AND THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
(IGH  SCHOOL  STUDENTS  PRACTICE  THEIR  WRITINGS  ON  THESE MODEL  ESSAYS 
WITH THE SOLE PURPOSE OF SCORING GOOD MARKS ON THE ESSAY PORTION OF THE 
UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 4HEY LEARN HOW TO WRITE A GOOD ESSAY 





4HIS  KIND  OF  CHARACTERISTIC  SO  GOES  THE  DIAGNOSIS  AT  OUR  RHETORICAL 














ඝ  BECOMES  ITS BIGGEST PROMOTER  AND ENFORCERBECAUSE  IT  FOCUSES ON 




INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSIONS  TO  FIT  IN WITH OR  TO PROMOTE  SOME  LARGER  SOCIAL 
CULTURAL THEMESIN THE SAME WAY THAT THESE IDEOLOGYHEAVY ESSAYS MAY 
HINDER  #HINESE  STUDENTS  CREATIVITYv  !S  )  HAVE  STATED  ABOVE  THE  DIS
COURSE OF ඝ INDEED DOES NOT PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSION AS UNIQUELY 
DISTINCTIVE OR AS POSSESSING THE ULTIMATE VALUE /N THE OTHER HAND WITHIN 
ITS  OWN  CONTEXT  IT  DOES NOT  DENY  THE  EXISTENCE OF  THE  INDIVIDUAL  NOR 
DOES IT NECESSARILY HINDER INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY
7E  KNOW  BY  NOW  THAT  INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSION  CAN  BE  CULTIVATED  BY 
APPEALING  TO  THE  INDIVIDUALS  OWN  INTERNAL  REPERTOIRE  OF  THOUGHTS  FEEL
INGS  AND  ACTIONSHENCE  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM 7E  KNOW  TOO 
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THAT INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSION CAN ALSO BE DEVELOPED THROUGH A RELATIONSHIP 
THAT  PUTS  INDIVIDUALS  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  EACH  OTHER  AND  THAT  CALLS  ON 
INDIVIDUALS  TO  SITUATE  THEIR  DISCURSIVE  PERFORMANCES  WITHIN  THE  CONTEXT 
OF  hTHE  TOTAL  SPECTRUM  OF  SOCIAL  NORMS  CUSTOMS  AND  MORES  COVERING 
INCREASINGLY COMPLICATED RELATIONSHIPS AND INSTITUTIONSv (ALL AND !MES 
4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS 	HENCE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ #ONSEQUENTLY 
INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSION  CAN  BE  CULTIVATED  AND  EXPERIENCED  THROUGH  A 
HUMANE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF AND OTHERS BETWEEN ONE AND MANYIN 
WHICH  THERE  IS NO ASSUMED ASSIMILATION OF ONE BY  THE OTHER BUT PLENTY 
OF RECOGNITION THAT ONES VALUE STANDS ONLY  IN RELATION TO THAT OF OTHERS 
3IMILARLY MORAL MESSAGES OR SOCIALLY SANCTIONED CODES OF CONDUCT ARE NO 





DENCY  IN #HINESE WRITING  TO  CONVEY  A MORAL MESSAGE  TO  A PREFERENCE 
IF NOT REVERENCE  FOR ESTABLISHED DISCOURSE PATTERNS OR GENRES !S EARLY 
AS  THE  S  2OBERT  +APLAN  TOLD  US  THAT  ESSAYS  WRITTEN  IN  %NGLISH  BY 
HIS #HINESE STUDENTS SHOWED SUCH A PREFERENCE WITH SOME DISCERNABLE 
TRACES  OF  THE  #HINESE  hEIGHTLEGGED  ESSAYv  hBAGUWENv ϝܩ໚	THE 
LATTER TO WHICH ) WILL RETURN SHORTLY IS KNOWN FOR ITS RIGID STRUCTURE AND 
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BECAUSE  IT  IS  PREDICATED  UPON  SIGNIFICATIONS  ORIGINATING  FROM  OR  PRO
DUCED BY  INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SELF AND OTHERS AT  THE POINT OF CONTACT 
)N THIS REGARD PRACTICING THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ CAN ENTAIL A CREATIVE UNDER
STANDING  OF  THIS  INTERPERSONAL  SOCIAL  CONTEXT  3IMILARLY  THE  FOURPART 










4HIS  STANDARD  STRUCTURE REPORTED BY -ATALENE  IS  IN  FACT WELL KNOWN 
AND  IT  HAS  BEEN  ENCODED  INTO  FOUR #HINESE  CHARACTERS  hQIv  hCHENGv 
hZHUANv AND hHEv ৹؀ᕢϐ	 ALMOST FORMING A SET PHRASE (SIUNG  
4SAO 	 %ACH CHARACTER IN THIS PHRASE STANDS FOR A GIVEN SUBSTRUCTURE 
OR  FUNCTION  AND  EACH  SUBSTRUCTURE  IS  RELATED  TO  THE  OTHERS  WITHIN  THE 
OVERALL STRUCTURE 3O hQIv MEANS hOPENv OR hBEGINv SIGNIFYING AN OPEN
ING  OF  AN  ARGUMENT  OR  DISCOURSE  hCHENGv  CAN  LITERALLY  BE  TRANSLATED 
AS  hSUPPORT  WITH  ONES  PALMv  OR  hBEARv  AND  IT MARKS  AND  EMPHASIZES 
A  TRANSITION  FROM  INTRODUCTION  hQIv	  TO  EXPLANATION  hZHUANv  CONVEYS 
THE MEANING OF hTURNv AND SUBSEQUENTLY OF hTURN TO ANOTHER VIEWPOINT 
OR  PERSPECTIVEv  AND  hHEv MEANS  hCLOSEv  OR  hASSEMBLEv  LEADING  TO  THE 
MEANING OF hTO CONCLUDEv OR hTO PULL EVERYTHING TOGETHERv #IHAI	 4HIS 
FOURCHARACTER  ORGANIZATIONAL  STRUCTURE  FINDS  ITS  EARLIEST  EXPRESSION  IN 
hJUEJUv मच	 ! PARTICULAR TYPE OF CLASSICAL #HINESE POETRY hJUEJUv CON
SISTS OF FOUR FIVECHARACTER OR SEVENCHARACTER LINES AND EACH LINE TENDS 






































GUv  hMOPUP  LEGv ඖܩ	 4HE  FIRST  FOUR  PARTS  REPRESENT  AN  ELABORATE 
BEGINNING %ACH OF THE FOUR LEGS IN THE NEXT FOUR PARTS INCLUDES TWO PAR
ALLEL  STATEMENTS OR PARAGRAPHS BOTH  IN  RHYME AND  IN MEANINGSINCE 









NOT  LACK  IMAGINATION OR ORIGINALITY  n	  3ECOND NOT MUCH  REC
OGNITION HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE FACT THAT THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv UNDER
WENT  SEVERAL  CHANGES  ITSELF  SINCE  IT  BECAME  THE  STANDARD  EXAMINATION 
FORM IN THE -ING $YNASTY n	 AFTER THE )MPERIAL #IVIL 3ERVANT 
%XAMINATION WAS PERMANENTLY  ESTABLISHED  IN    4U 	 4HE  FACT 
THAT IT DID CHANGE SUGGESTS THAT THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv ALMOST LIKE ANY 
OTHER GENRE WAS ADAPTIVE AND REFLECTIVE OF THE CHANGING TIMES 4HIRD 
WHILE  THE  hEIGHTLEGGED  ESSAYv  IF  FOLLOWED  SLAVISHLY  COULD  DEGENERATE 
INTO A  RIGID OR EVEN AN OPPRESSIVE GENRE WE  SHOULD RESIST  THE  TEMPTA
TION  TO EXAGGERATE  THE NORMALIZING AND CONSTRAINING EFFECT OF  A GIVEN 
STRUCTURE ON ITS USERS AND TO ASSUME THAT INDIVIDUAL WRITERS CAN BE FREE 





A  #HINESE	  DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  THAT  ESPOUSES MORAL MESSAGES  WITH  A 




-ODERN  RESEARCH  ABOUNDS  ON  ETHOS  A  CONCEPT  THAT  IS  MOST  OFTEN 
ATTRIBUTED  TO !RISTOTLE AND COMMONLY DEFINED AS  A MEANS  hPISTISv	 OF 
PERSUASION EMPLOYED BY A SPEAKER ABOUT HOW TO CREATE THE MOST CRED
IBLE  IMPRESSION  OR  CHARACTER  OF  HIM  OR  HERSELF  !  RECENT  EXAMPLE  IS 
"AUMLIN AND "AUMLINS %THOS .EW %SSAYS IN 2HETORICAL AND #RITICAL 4HEORY 
ALSO SEE THEIR SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY n	 0ART OF  THIS  FASCINATION 
WITH  ETHOS  IN MY  VIEW  COMES  FROM  THE  ETYMOLOGICAL  INTERPLAY  ENCAP
SULATED  IN  THE 'REEK  WORD  hETHOSv  ABOUT  CONCEPTIONS  OF  SELF  )T  IS  AN 
INTERPLAY BETWEEN 'REEK hEgQO6v ETHOS	 AS hHABITv hCUSTOMv hINSTITUTEv 
AND  'REEK  hH}QO6v  EETHOS	  AS  hCHARACTERv  OR  hDISPOSITIONv  AS  WELL  AS 
hAN ACCUSTOMED PLACEv ! -ILLER n	 )F THE EMPHASIS IS ON hHABITv 
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OR  hCUSTOMv  ETHOS  EgQO6	  SEEMS  TO  BE  DESCRIBING  A  SOCIAL  PUBLIC  SELF 



















4HIS  CONSTRUCTION  OF  ETHOS  IS  BASED  ON  PREVIOUSLY  ESTABLISHED  SHARED 
KNOWLEDGE AS A  FOUNDATION  FOR  RHETORICAL  TRANSACTIONS AS A METHOD OF 
DECIDING QUESTIONS OF JUDGMENT OR POLICY h&URTHER 4HOUGHTSv 	
"Y  ASSOCIATING  ETHOS  WITH  THE  PUBLIC  RATHER  THAN  THE  PRIVATE  THE 










TANCE  OF	  HABIT  )T  IS  CLEAR  THAT (ALLORAN WANTS  TO  REMIND  US  THROUGH 
THESE  DISCUSSIONS  OF  THE  NECESSARY  INFLUENCE  OF  A  HABITUAL  GATHERING 
PLACE ON THE SHAPING OF A GIVEN CHARACTER h!RISTOTLES #ONCEPTv 	
4HE  INFLUENCE  OF  EgQO6  UPON  H}QO6  OR  THE  SIGNIFICANCE  OF  LOCATION 
IN RELATION  TO  THE SHAPING OF CHARACTER  IS NOT  LOST ON  FEMINIST  RHETORI
CIANS 2EYNOLDS *ARRATT AND 2EYNOLDS	 WHO HAVE ALSO DRAWN UPON THIS 
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ETYMOLOGICAL  INTERPLAY  TO DEMONSTRATE HOW CHARACTER  IS BEING  FORMED 









SPACES  CONTRIBUTE  TO  THE  FORMATION  OF  SELF  OR  CHARACTER  *ARRATT  AND 
2EYNOLDS SUCCEED IN FOREGROUNDING THE hKAIROSv IN THE SHAPING OF CHAR
ACTER AND IN OPENING UP NEW SPACES FOR THEORIZING GENDERED SUBJECTS




CULTURAL  HERITAGE  TO  BE  EXCHANGED  IN  A  HABITUAL  GATHERING  PLACE  )N 
FACT  THIS  HABITUAL  GATHERING  PLACE  HAS  BECOME  FOR  (ALLORAN  BOTH  A 
UNIFIED  AND  UNIFYING  WORLD  TO  BE  ARTICULATED  AND  REINFORCED  OR  hA 
COMMON GROUND THAT  IS BOTH  ITS  STARTING POINT AND  ITS GOALv h&URTHER 
4HOUGHTSv 	 4HIS KIND OF CHARACTERIZATION TO BEGIN WITH IS AT LEAST 
A  SIMPLIFICATION  OR  AN  IDEALIZATIONTO  WHICH  (ALLORAN  HAS  ADMITTED 
h&URTHER  4HOUGHTSv  	  &URTHER  )  SENSE  A  SUBTLE  IRONY  EMANATING 
FROM (ALLORANS PROJECTAN IRONY THAT HAS BECOME MORE PALPABLE WITH 
THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ NOW AT ITS SIDE (ERE IS HOW
7ITH  AN  EMPHASIS  NOW  BEING  PLACED  ON  THE  PREEXISTING  VALUES  OR 
NORMS IN THE SHAPING OF CHARACTER SELF HAS BECOME QUITE INVISIBLE IF NOT 






THE NECESSARY  RECOGNITION OF OR  APPEAL  TO  SHARED CULTURAL  VALUES  AND 
NORMS HAS TURNED INTO A FULLSCALE CELEBRATION IF NOT REIFICATION AT THE 
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OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  JOINTLY  )N  THIS  COLLABORATIVE  PROCESS  THE  EMPHA
SIS  IS  NOT  SO  MUCH  ON  ALIGNING  ONESELF  HABITUALLY  OR  OTHERWISE  WITH 
PREEXISTING VALUES OR NORMS AS ON  TAKING CUES  FROM THEM TO DEVELOP 
THIS RELATIONSHIP AT EVERY POINT OF CONTACT  IN ORDER TO NURTURE A SENSE 


















PROCESS  IN  WHICH  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THIS  RELATIONSHIP  OF  INTERDEPEN
DENCE  DOES  NOT  REVOLVE  AROUND  A  STABLE  SELF  THAT  HABITUATES  A  PUBLIC 
PLACE WITH THE SOLE INTENTION OF  IMMERSEING ONESELF  IN SHARED CULTURAL 
VALUES  OR  NORMS  !ND  THIS  RELATIONSHIP  OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  IS  NOT  AN 










INTERPERSONAL  DIFFERENCES  GO  AWAY -ORE  IMPORTANTLY  THE  SAME  EFFORT 
SHOULD  TAKE  INTO  ACCOUNT  HOW  THESE  DIFFERENCES  BEYOND  THE  FAMILIAL 
MILIEU AFFECT THE PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PARTICULAR MANIFESTA
TIONS OF THIS RELATIONSHIP !LTHOUGH #ONFUCIUS RECOGNIZES INTERPERSONAL 
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DIFFERENCES HE CONCEPTUALIZES  THEM ONLY  IN  TERMS OF A  FAMILIAL HIERAR
CHYTHAT  IS  IN  TERMS OF PARENT AND CHILD HUSBAND AND WIFE AND OLD 
AND  YOUNG /NCE  FRAMED OR  CONTAINED WITHIN  SUCH  A HIERARCHY  THESE 
DIFFERENCES BECOME PREDICTABLE AND EASILY MANAGEABLE THUS PRESERVING 




EVERY  SPEECH  EVENT  THEY  ARE  IMPLICATED  IN  THE  POSITIONS  SELF  ASSUMES 




COMPLICATE  AND PROBLEMATIZE  THE DISCOURSE  OF ඝ /UT  OF  THIS  PROCESS 














4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS 	 4HAT  IS  TO SAY  THE DEVELOPMENT OF  THE DISCOURSE 
OF ඝ  IS MADE POSSIBLE BY AN ONGOING PRESENTDAY DEBATE ORIGINATING 







ME  TO  ARRIVE  AT  A MORE  COMPLEX UNDERSTANDING OF  SELF  AND OTHERS  OF 
PLACE AND CHARACTER AND OF THE STABLE AND THE CONTINGENT !S ) USE THE 
DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  TO  INTERROGATE  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  TO MOVE 




OF  THESE  SITUATED HETEROGENEOUS  SPACES WITH CONFIDENCE AND HUMILITY 

















4HUS  FAR  THE MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  HAS  LARGELY  BEEN 
MOTIVATED AND MOBILIZED BY MY CLASSROOM PRACTICES AND BY MY OWN EXPE




CONSCIOUSLY  OR  SUBCONSCIOUSLY  THIS  TENSION  BETWEEN  THE  hSTRUCTURAL 
NOSTALGIAv  FOR  THE hANCESTRAL CULTUREv *AN-OHAMED 	 AND  THE REAL 
DESIRE  TO BE ACCEPTED AS PART OF  THE !MERICAN  STORYNOT  AS  hINNATELY 
AND IRREVERSIBLY DIFFERENT FROM THEIR FELLOW !MERICANSv #HANG 	 ) 
CANNOT HELP ASKING MYSELF (OW DO MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS NEGOTI
ATETHROUGH  THEIR  USE  OF  LANGUAGEBETWEEN #HINESE  AND %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  (OW  DO  THEY  APPROPRIATE  BOTH  TRADI












WEEKLY  PUBLISHED  AN  ARTICLETITLED  h/42  #ONSULTANT  .O  #HINESE 
!LLOWEDvTHAT BOTH ANGERED AND GALVANIZED THE LOCAL #HINESE !MERICAN 
COMMUNITY  !CCORDING  TO  THIS  ARTICLE  *OHN  %LKINGTON  THE  -EMPHIS 
REDEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT HAD TOLD A GROUP OF LOCAL POLITICAL AND BUSI
NESS  LEADERS AT  AN EARLIER /VERTHE2HINE #HAMBER OF #OMMERCE  LUN
CHEON THAT HIS YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPMENT HAD TAUGHT HIM hTO 
NEVER RENT TO A #HINESE RESTAURANTv $UNLAP h.O #HINESEv	 !CCORDING 





TO  REVIVE  AND  BRING  DIVERSITY  TO  /VERTHE2HINE  h/42v  FOR  SHORT	
#INCINNATIS HISTORICAL DISTRICT WHICH HAD BEEN MIRED BY RACIAL TENSIONS 
AND  SHUNNED BY  INVESTORS AND BUSINESS OWNERS !ND  THE CITY WAS  THEN 
CONSIDERING AWARDING HIM A WHOPPING  CONTRACT
4HESE  RACIST  REMARKS  ARE  BLATANTLY  OFFENSIVE  AND  DEEPLY  TROUBLING 









&IRST  THE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  COMMUNITY  GOT  TOGETHER  AND  QUICK
LY  DECIDED  TO  FORM  AN  AD  HOC  COMMITTEETHE  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
#OUNCILTHAT CONSISTED OF SEVEN LOCAL #HINESE !MERICAN ORGANIZATIONS 
4HIS  COMMITTEE WAS  THEN CHARGED WITH COORDINATING ALL  THE  RESPONSES 




CONCLUDED  SHOULD  NOT  BE  VIEWED  AS  ISOLATED  BUT  AS  PART  OF  A  LARGER 
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DISCOURSE  THAT PERSISTENTLY  CONSTRUCTS  THE  ETHNIC OTHER  AS  hDEVIANTv  AS 
hUNDESIRABLEv  )N  PURSUING  THESE  ACTIONS  THE #HINESE !MERICAN  COM
MUNITY WAS  IN  FACT  APPROPRIATING  A  RHETORICAL  STRATEGY USED  FREQUENTLY 
BY  THE DOMINANT CULTURETHAT  IS ORGANIZING AND NETWORKING  THROUGH 
GRASSROOTS ACTIONS
3ECOND  THEY WROTE  TO -AYOR #HARLIE ,UKEN  AND OTHER  CITY  LEADERS 
TO  EXPRESS  THEIR  OUTRAGE  AND  TO  DEMAND  THAT  -R  %LKINGTONS  RACIST 
REMARKS BE UNEQUIVOCALLY CONDEMNED AND THAT HE NOT BE HIRED BY THE 






























RHETORIC  TAKES  THREE RELATED POSTURES  TO REALIZE THIS EGOFUNCTION &IRST 
IT RECOGNIZES AND MAKES PUBLIC THAT hONES EGO IS SOMEHOW IGNORED OR 
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DAMAGED  OR  DISENFRANCHISEDv  3ECOND  IT  DESCRIBES  AND  EXTOLS  hTHE 
STRENGTHS  AND  VIRTUES  OF  THE  EGO  SOUGHT  AFTERv  4HIRD  IT  hDECRIES  AND 
ATTACKS THE IGNORANCE OR MALICIOUS QUALITIES OF AN ENEMY A FOREIGN EGO 
WHICH STANDS IN DISLOGISTIC JUXTAPOSITION TO THE DESIRED EGOv 	
  7HAT  MY  FELLOW  #HINESE  !MERICANS  DID  IN  THE  AFTERMATH  OF  -R 
%LKINGTONS RACIST REMARKS MANIFESTS TO SOME EXTENT THIS EGOFUNCTION 
&OR  EXAMPLE  THEY HAVE POINTED OUT UNEQUIVOCALLY  THAT  SUCH  REMARKS 
WHICH PORTRAY THEM AS hDEVIANTv OR hIRRATIONALv HAVE MARGINALIZED AND 


























TO  SEE  THAT  OUR  COMMUNITY  BE  ACCEPTED  AND  INCLUDED  NOW  OR  AT  ANY 
OTHER TIME IN THE FUTURE /N THE OTHER HAND ) ALSO WANTED TO STUDY MY 
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3INCE THERE WAS NO WALL SEPARATING ONE POSITION FROM THE OTHER THESE 









h%CONOMICSv    	 4O PUT  IT MORE  SUCCINCTLY MEANINGS BECOME 
OPERATIVE BECAUSE OF THE OCCASION OF USE THROUGH BOTH SITUATED PRODUC
TION AND CONSUMPTION &URTHER hGOING NATIVEv  TOOK ON NEW MEANINGS 
FOR ME  IN  THIS  CASE  IT MEANT  PARTICIPATING  IN  A  DISCOURSE  THAT  REJECTS 
RACIAL AND RHETORICAL STEREOTYPES AND THAT FOSTERS REFLECTION AND MUTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING #ONSEQUENTLY ) FOUND NEW RELEVANCE AND INSPIRATION IN 
THE KIND OF RHETORIC  ) AM ARTICULATING  IN  THIS CHAPTER AND  THROUGHOUT 
THIS BOOK






!FTER  THE NEWS ABOUT -R %LKINGTONS  REMARKS BROKE OUT  THE  SEVEN 
LOCAL  #HINESE  !MERICAN  ORGANIZATIONS  WROTE  AN  OPEN  LETTER  TO -AYOR 
,UKEN  AND  #OUNCILMAN  *OHN  #RANLEY  &ROM  THE  OUTSET  THE  AUTHORS 
OF  THE  LETTER MAKE A DIRECT  EFFORT  TO  SITUATE %LKINGTONS  RACIST  REMARKS 
WITHIN A HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND  TO MAKE  THE PAST AN  IMPORTANT PART OF 
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THE AUTHORS MAKE IT QUITE CLEAR THAT THESE REMARKS CANNOT BE TAKEN IN 
ISOLATION AND  THAT  THEY MUST BE  SEEN AS PART OF A  LARGER  SOCIALCULTURAL 
PRACTICE  INFORMED BY RACIAL HOSTILITY AND BY  THE ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS 
OF  POWER  &OR #HINESE !MERICANS  IN  PARTICULAR  THESE  REMARKS  CANNOT 
ESCAPE  ALL  THE  OTHER MEANINGS  WITH  WHICH  THEY  HAVE  BEEN  HISTORICALLY 
AFFILIATED )N A WAY THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN FRAMED OR INFECTED BY THEM 
!S DISCOURSE ANALYST 'EE RIGHTLY POINTS OUT









CONJURES  UP  THE  HISTORICAL  DEROGATORY  IMAGE  OF  THE #HINESE  AS  hDEVI
ANTv  AS  hUNASSSIMILABLEv  3IMILARLY  BY  STATING  THAT  #HINESE !MERICANS 







THEM 4O  CLAIM  AS DID -R %LKINGTON  THAT  THESE  REMARKS WERE MEANT 










DEVELOPMENT  PROJECT  'IVEN  THE  RECENT  RACIAL  TENSION  IN  THE  #ITY  OF 
#INCINNATI -R %LKINGTONS OPENLY ANTI#HINESE COMMENTS ARE AN  INSULT 
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TO THE PROGRESSIVE DESIRES OF THE PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI AND THE LOCAL BUSI
NESS COMMUNITY
!S  ONE  CAN  SEE  THIS  PARAGRAPH  PRESENTS  AN  UNMISTAKABLE  CONTRAST 




INSULTING  AND  DOWNRIGHT  UNACCEPTABLE  TO  BOTH  THE #HINESE  !MERICAN 





ALLOWED  TO  GO  UNCHALLENGED  4HE  NEXT  PARAGRAPH  OFFERS  US  A  PRECISE 
GLIMPSE OF SUCH A FUTURE
)F -R  %LKINGTONS  POLICY  OF  EXCLUDING  #HINESE  BUSINESSES  IS  ALLOWED  TO 
STAND IT WILL WORSEN THE DIVIDED RACIAL CLIMATE HERE )T WILL BE DETRIMENTAL 











APPLICANT  THE  PAST  IS  INTIMATELY  WOVEN  WITH  THE  PRESENT  AND  THEY 





COMMUNITY  TO BRING UP  THIS PARTICULAR HISTORICAL PAST  IS  TO EXPOSE  THE 
PERNICIOUS NATURE OF THESE REMARKS AND TO ENSURE THAT SUCH A PAST WILL 
NEITHER BE FORGOTTEN NOR BE REPEATED AGAIN )T IS THIS PAST OF EXCLUSION 
AND  DISCRIMINATION  THAT  HAS  DENIED  SO  MANY  #HINESE  !MERICANS  THE 







"UT UNLIKE  THE #HINESE APPLICANT  THE AUTHORS OF  THE  LETTER BECOME 
QUITE DIRECT WHEN THE TIME COMES FOR THEM TO CONVEY THEIR DEMANDS TO 
THE #ITY #OUNCIL $RAWING UPON WHAT ) HAVE BEEN SUGGESTING IN THE PRE











9OU NEED  TO  IMMEDIATELY  DENOUNCE -R %LKINGTONS  DIVISIVE  INSULTS  AND 












4HE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  #OMMUNITY  APPRECIATES  YOUR  LEADERSHIP  TO 
DATE IN TRYING TO CREATE A RACIALLY INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY IN #INCINNATI WHERE 




























"OTH DIRECTNESS  AND  INDIRECTION ALWAYS  ALIGN  THEMSELVES  IN  RELATION  TO 
EACH AND EVERY SITUATED ENCOUNTER AND BOTH CONTRIBUTE TO AN EVERSHIFT
ING RELATION OF INTERDEPENDENCE -OREOVER THE VALUES OF DIRECTNESS AND 












INFORMED BY  THE DIFFERENT  SOCIALCULTURAL POSITIONS  THEY OCCUPY AND BY 
THE KINDS OF SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS OR NONTRANSFORMATIONS THEY DESIRE
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4HIS  DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  TO  ENGAGE  THE  PASTEITHER  TO  EMBRACE 
IT  IN THE CASE OF  THE #HINESE APPLICANT OR TO CRITIQUE IT AS  IS SEEN IN 
THE  OPEN  LETTERRESONATES  WITH  .ATIVE  !MERICAN  PROTEST  RHETORIC  OR 
2ED 0OWER  RHETORIC  &OR  EXAMPLE  THE PAST  IS  EQUALLY  EVER PRESENT  IN 
.ATIVE !MERICAN PROTEST RHETORIC NOT ONLY BECAUSE THE PAST CAN NEVER 
BE  SEPARATED  FROM  THE  PRESENT  BUT  ALSO  BECAUSE  THE  PAST  OR  NATIVE 
hHISTORYv  IS ALWAYS PART OF hAN ONGOING TALE OF  INJUSTICEv EXPERIENCED 
BY MANY .ATIVE !MERICANS  ,AKE  h"ETWEEN -YTH AND (ISTORYv 	 
4HIS  TENDENCY  TO  ENGAGE  THE  PAST  EVIDENCED  IN  .ATIVE  !MERICAN 
PROTEST  RHETORIC  IS  ALSO MOTIVATED BY A PARTICULAR  RHETORICAL EXIGENCY 
!CCORDING  TO  ,AKE  h"ETWEEN  -YTH  AND  (ISTORYv	  THE  EVOLUTIONARY 
OR %URAMERICAN NARRATIVE BY GROUNDING  ITSELF  IN  THE  LINEAR METAPHOR 
OF  hTIMES ARROWv 	  SEVERS  THE  LINK BETWEEN  THE .ATIVE !MERICAN 
PAST AND CONTEMPORARY LIFE THUS hDISSOCIATING HISTORICAL INJUSTICES FROM 
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS AND PROTESTSv 	 .ATIVE !MERICAN PROTEST 




PAST  BECOMES  CONSTITUTIVE  OF  CONTEMPORARY  .ATIVE  !MERICAN  PROTEST 





#HINESE!MERICANSv  THE  EDITORIAL  SEEMS  TO  BE  TAKING  THE  POSITION  OF 
CRITICIZING -R %LKINGTONS REMARKS AND PROMOTING AN INCLUSIVE ENVIRON

















ENCE  AT  ALL  TO  THE  HISTORICAL  CONTEXT  WITHIN WHICH  THESE  REMARKS MUST 
BE SITUATED )TS SILENCE ABOUT THE PAST OR ITS FAILURE TO ENGAGE THE PAST 
EITHER BETRAYS ITS BLINDNESS OR SPEAKS TO ITS OWN UNDERLYING IDEOLOGY THAT 










/N  /CTOBER   MORE  THAN   #HINESE !MERICANS  TOGETHER 
WITH OTHER CONCERNED CITIZENS INCLUDING !FRICAN !MERICANS AND *EWISH 
!MERICANS WENT  TO #ITY (ALL  TO  VOICE  THEIR ANGER AND  FRUSTRATION AND 
TO DEMAND ACTION FROM THE CITY LEADERSHIP ! GOOD NUMBER OF #HINESE 
!MERICANS  SPOKE  BEFORE  THE  #ITY  #OUNCIL  !CCORDING  TO  #ITY  #OUNCIL 
RULES  SPEECHES  BEFORE  THE #OUNCIL MUST  BE  KEPT  WITHIN  TWO MINUTES 







REMARKS  BY  -R  *OHN  %LKINGTON  AS  REPORTED  BY  #ITY"EAT  LAST  WEEK  -R 
%LKINGTONS  DEROGATORY  REMARKS  ARE  NOT  ONLY  AN  INSULT  TO  THE  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  COMMUNITY  BUT  ALSO  TO  THE  GREAT  PEOPLE  OF  THIS  GREAT  CITY  AT 
LARGE 7E  BELIEVE  HIS  REMARKS  ARE  TOTALLY  INCONSISTENT  WITH  THE  DIVERSITY 
OBJECTIVES OF THE /42 PROJECT AND WE BELIEVE ALSO IT IS TOTALLY INCONSISTENT 
WITH THE DEDICATION YOU HAVE PUT TO THIS GREAT CITY FOR DIVERSITY AND ALSO FOR 
























!ND  THE  SPEAKER DOES MORE (E  REACHES OUT  AND  CONNECTS  TO BOTH 
THE PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI AND THE #ITY #OUNCIL BY TRYING TO PUT HIMSELF 
IN  THEIR  POSITION  4HEY  ARE  FOR  NOW  ALMOST  JUST  AS MUCH  A  VICTIM  TO 
%LKINGTONS  RACIST  REMARKS  AS  ARE  #HINESE  !MERICANS  BECAUSE  THESE 
REMARKS  ARE  hTOTALLY  INCONSISTENT  WITHv  WHAT  THEY  HAVE  BUILT  ON  AND 
WHAT  THEY  ARE  ASPIRING  TO  4HE  USE  OF  hYOUv  IN  THE  SECOND  PARAGRAPH 
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$EAR #INCINNATI #ITY #OUNCIL
-Y  NAME  IS  #HRIS  :HANG  )  REPRESENT  THE  #INCINNATI  #ONTEMPORARY 
#HINESE  3CHOOL  A  SCHOOL  WITH  ABOUT    REGISTERED  STUDENTS  AND MORE 
THAN  HOUSEHOLDS
-R %LKINGTONS RACIST REMARKS NOT ONLY OFFENDED THE #HINESE !MERICAN 
COMMUNITY AND ALL  CONSCIENCE CITIZENS BUT ALSO  SHED A HUGE  SHADOW  IN 
OUR  CHILDRENS  HEART  4HEY  ARE  DEEPLY  HURT  BY  SUCH  OPENLY  RACIST  COM










AND  RICHER  FOR  THE  FAMILIES  AND  THE  PEOPLE  WHO  LIVE  HERE  ,ETS  WORK 
TOGETHER TO KEEP THIS DREAM ALIVE
,IKE  THE  OPEN  LETTER  AND -R  3HENGS  SPEECH  :HANGS  SPEECH  PRO
VIDES  ANOTHER  EXAMPLE  OF  HOW  THESE  #HINESE  !MERICANS  DEPLOY  DIF
FERENT  RHETORICAL  STRATEGIES  TO  NEGOTIATE  SOME  COMPLEX  HISTORICALLY 
DETERMINED  RELATIONS  OF  POWER  AND  TO  CREATE  A  CONFIDENT  RESPECTABLE 
ਃ FOR THEMSELVES AND FOR THE COMMUNITY 7HILE :HANG MUST CONFRONT 
AND DENOUNCE RACISM AS DIRECTLY AS HE CAN HE MUST NOT ANTAGONIZE HIS 
INTENDED  AUDIENCETHE  #ITY  #OUNCILTOO  DIRECTLY  AND  HE MUST  NOT 
MAKE THEM FEEL THAT THEIR POSITIVE FACE IS BEING UNFAIRLY PRESSURED
!FTER  A  QUICK  SELFINTRODUCTION  IN  THE  FIRST  PARAGRAPH  -R  :HANG 
WASTES NO TIME IN EXPRESSING THE COMMUNITYS OUTRAGE 7HAT IS TELLING 
THOUGH IS THAT HE CHOOSES IN THE SECOND AND MAIN PARAGRAPH TO FOCUS 
ON  THE  DAMNING  CONSEQUENCES  OF  %LKINGTONS  REMARKS  ON  HOW  THEY 
HAVE TRAUMATIZED THE CHILDREN AT THE #HINESE ,ANGUAGE 3CHOOL .AMELY 
THESE  CHILDREN  ARE  DEEPLY  HURT  AND  CONFUSED  BECAUSE  SUCH  OFFENSIVE 




&URTHER  SIMILAR  TO  WHAT  WE  HAVE  SEEN  IN  THE  OTHER  TWO  EXAMPLES 
:HANG IS ALSO QUITE DIRECT IN APPEALING TO THE ENTIRE #ITY #OUNCILONCE 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
AGAIN  USING  THE  IMPERATIVE  MOODTO  STAND  UP  WITH  THE  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  COMMUNITY  TO  DENOUNCE %LKINGTONS  REMARKS  AND  SAY  h.Ov 
TO RACISM "Y STATING THAT THE CHILDREN AT THE #INCINNATI #ONTEMPORARY 
#HINESE 3CHOOL hARE  THE HOPE OF  TOMORROWv AND hARE  THE TOMORROW OF 


















4HE DIRECT  APPROACH ADOPTED HERE BY :HANG  IS  ALSO PUNCTUATED BY 
SOME  INDIRECT  CRITICISMS  IN  THE  SPEECH /N  THE ONE HAND  THERE  IS NO 




THE USE  OF  hPLEASEv  IN  THE ONLY  IMPERATIVE  SENTENCE  IN  THIS  PARAGRAPH 
ENCODES  A  DEFERENTIAL  GESTURE  THAT  WILL  NOT  BE  LOST  ON  HIS  AUDIENCE 
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)N FACT BECAUSE THEY HAVE NOT WORKED TOGETHER THE CITY NOW HAS TO FACE 




CLIMATEv  h7E  ALL HAVE ONE COMMON DREAMv AND  h,ETS WORK  TOGETHER 
TO KEEP  THIS DREAM ALIVEv  EMPHASIS  ADDED	IS  INCLUSIVE  IN MEANING 
CREATING  A  SENSE  OF  TOGETHERNESS  AND  UNITY  BETWEEN  THE  TWO  SIDES  !T 
THE  SAME  TIME  THIS  KIND OF  INCLUSIVE USE  ALSO  CHALLENGES  THE OTHER  SIDE 
TO hTAKE POSSESSIONv OF  THESE CHILDREN AND TO MEET  ITS RESPONSIBILITY  TO 
PROTECT THEM FROM GETTING FURTHER HURT AND CONFUSED !ND SINCE THE TWO 
SIDES ARE NOW UNITED BY OUR CHILDREN BY OUR COMMON DREAM AND BY OUR 










%UROPEAN !MERICAN	 POSITIVE  FACE (IS USE OF  THE  INCLUSIVE  hWEv  AND 
OF ITS hCOGNATESv BEGINS TO ESTABLISH A COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP WHICH IS 
BEING ENHANCED BY THE IMAGE OF hCHILDRENvAN IMAGE THAT AS A SYNEC
DOCHE  INVOKES A  SERIES OF OTHER  IMAGES  SUCH AS  INNOCENCE HOPE AND 
THE  FUTURE OF !MERICA !S OUR  SPEAKERS  RHETORICAL PERFORMANCES HELP 





















THE  ACT  )  HOPE  NONE  OF  YOU  WERE  THERE  (OW  BACKWARD  THIS  IS  $ID  IT 
NEVER OCCUR  TO YOU AND ALL  THE  LEADERS  THERE  THAT  THIS WAS WRONG )T HAS 










)N  COMPARISON  WITH  OUR  FIRST  TWO  SPEAKERS  THIS  SPEAKER  COMES  OUT 
MINCING  NO  WORDS  &OR  EXAMPLE  HE  TELLS  THE  #ITY  #OUNCIL  THAT  THE 
#HINESE !MERICAN  COMMUNITY  IS  VERY  DISAPPOINTED  AT  THE  CITYS  RACIAL 
CLIMATE NOT ONLY BECAUSE IT WAS THE CITY OFFICIALS WHO BROUGHT %LKINGTON 
TO THE CITY BUT ALSO BECAUSE THOSE POLITICAL AND BUSINESS  LEADERS AT THE 
LUNCHEON  FAILED  TO  STAND  UP  AND  TO  DENOUNCE  %LKINGTONS  REMARKS 
4HEIR  hBACKWARDv  CONDUCT  SHARPLY  CONTRASTS WITH  THE #ITY"EAT  REPORTER 
WHO BROKE THE STORY AND BROUGHT ATTENTION TO THESE RACIST REMARKS (IS 
RHETORICAL QUESTIONh$ID IT NEVER OCCUR TO YOU AND ALL THE LEADERS THERE 
THAT  THIS WAS WRONGvIS  TINGED WITH  SARCASM AND  IT  FURTHER  SHARPENS 








MOREv  PRESUPPOSES  THAT  THE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  COMMUNITY  HAS  BEEN 
IGNORED  IN  THE  PAST  AND  THE  TAUTOLOGICAL  EXPRESSION  SIGNALS  THAT  THE 
#HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY WONT PUT UP WITH THIS KIND OF TREATMENT 































4HIS  EMERGENT  SENSE  OF  INCLUSIVENESS  SIGNIFIES  A  SHIFTING  OF  POSITIONS 
4HAT IS TO SAY BY USING THE INCLUSIVE hOURv THE SPEAKER IS TRYING TO BRING 





ASSOCIATION  HE  IS  BOTH  HIGHLY  CRITICAL  OF  hYOUv  AND WANTS  TO  TRANSFORM 
hYOUv INTO hUSv INTO hOUR LEADERSv )NDEED THIS KIND OF DISCURSIVE STRAD
DLING  SERVES  AS  AN  UNDERCURRENT  FOR  THE  OTHER  THREE  TEXTS  THE  OPEN 


















IN  OUR  COMMUNITIES  )N  THE  PROCESS  THESE  RHETORICAL  PERFORMANCES 
COME TO RESEMBLE UP TO A POINT PROTEST RHETORIC IN GENERAL AND .ATIVE 








DECISIVE  ACTIONS  AGAINST  BIGOTRY  AND  RACIAL  HATRED  THEY  NURTURE  AND 
DEVELOP  A  RHETORIC  THAT  GROWS  OUT  OF  TWO  COMPETING  OFTEN  CLASHING 
RHETORICSRHETORICS  THAT HAVE  CIRCULATED  IN DIFFERENT  TIMES AND PLACES 
AND  THAT  HAVE  PICKED  UP  DIFFERENT  DISCURSIVE  SITUATIONAL  VALUES  ALONG 
THE WAY 4HIS IS A RHETORIC THAT SITUATED IN AND IN DIRECT RESPONSE TO A 
PARTICULAR SPEECH EVENT JUXTAPOSES #HINESE ਃ AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
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SHAPE  OR  FORM WILL  NOT  BE  TOLERATED  AND WHERE  DIFFERENT  CULTURES  WILL 
BE ABLE TO SPEAK TO EACH OTHER WITH UNDERSTANDING AND REFLECTION BUT 
WITHOUT THE FEAR OF BEING EXOTICIZED OR SILENCED
!  CAVEAT  THOUGH !S  ) HAVE  ARGUED  IN PREVIOUS  CHAPTERS WHILE  THE 



















TRADITIONS  3INCE  OUR  DISCURSIVE  EXPERIENCES  WILL  NOT  BE  AUTOMATICALLY 






3ECOND  AS  WE  PRACTICE  AND  PROMOTE  THIS  RHETORIC  OF  TOGETHERNESS










AND OUR  INTERLOCUTORS  THAT OUR MISSION  IS NOT  TO BANISH OR  IMPOVERISH 
SELF BUT TO INCORPORATE BOTH SELF AND OTHER INTO A RELATIONSHIP OF INTER
DEPENDENCE AND INTERCONNECTEDNESS
4HIRD  PART  OF  OUR  CHALLENGE  IN  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORIC LIES IN HOW WE BORDER RESIDENTS CAN BEST RECONNECT TO OUR OWN 
RHETORICAL  HISTORY  AND  IN  HOW  WE  CAN  BEST  REPRESENT  IT  OR  TRANSFORM 
THE  OTHERS  REPRESENTATIONS  OF  IT  4O  DO  SOIT  CANNOT  BE  EMPHASIZED 
ENOUGHIS NOT TO GET BOGGED DOWN BY SUCH HISTORY BUT TO USE IT TO LAY 
CLAIM TO THE PRESENT AND TO RECLAIM OUR AGENCY AND OUR IDENTITYNOT 
ONLY  BECAUSE  SUCH  HISTORY  INEVITABLY  INFLUENCES  OR  IMPLICATES  OUR  ON
GOING PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC BUT 
ALSO BECAUSE IT ENABLES US TO RESIST BOTH THE DISCOURSE OF ASSIMILATION AND 
THE  DISCOURSE  OF  DEFICIENCY  OR  DIFFERENCE -OREOVER  THIS  TURN  TOWARD 
HISTORY GIVES US ANOTHER REASON TO INITIATE AND ASSEMBLE A DIFFERENT WAY 
OF SPEAKING IT INJECTS NEW MEANINGS INTO OUR UNDERSTANDING OF #HINESE 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  AND  IT  FURTHER  RECONFIG
URES  THE  RELATIONSHIP  THAT  BOTH  TRADITIONS  CANNOT  HELP  BUT  ENTER  AND 
SHAREA RELATIONSHIP WHOSE COMPLICATED ENTANGLEMENT IS BOTH INDICA























BY  THIS  STRUCTURE  BY  THIS  RELATIONAL  FOCUS -ORE  PLAINLY  PUT  )  SEE MY 
)NTRODUCTION AND MY FIRST FIVE CHAPTERS AS CONSISTING OF A SERIES OF hTOP
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COMMENTLIKE  hSUOYIv  hSOv	  PARTTO  EMERGE  TO  COMPLETE  THE  hUTTER
ANCEv  READ AS  THIS PROJECT	  STARTED BY  THESE  hTOPICSv  )N OTHER WORDS 
THIS CHAPTER FILLS IN THE SECOND PART OF THIS TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE AS 
IT REPRESENTS A NECESSARY OUTCOME OR hSOv ෵ၢ	 EMERGING OUT OF THESE 
hCAUSESv  OR  hBECAUSESv ႀເ	  .EITHER  hDELAYEDv  NOR  hDISPREFERREDv 
THIS CHAPTER IN PARTICULAR SEEKS TO SPOTLIGHT THOSE HIDDEN DISSIMILARITIES 








































RIENCES  AND  REFLECTIONS  TO  THAT  OF  POSITIVE  AND  NEGATIVE  FACE .OR  CAN 
















TALKING ABOUTv  THE QUESTION  h$O  THE #HINESE DRINK COFFEEv  3HANGHAI 
1UARTET 	 7ITH GROWING CONFIDENCE ) CAN RESPOND TO h7HERE ARE YOU 
FROMv WITH AN ANSWER THAT NOT ONLY hMESSES UPv THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN 
INDIRECTION  AND DIRECTNESS  BUT  ALSO  ENABLES USMY  INTERLOCUTORS  AND 












TO  MODIFY  OUR  BEHAVIOR  IN  RELATION  TO  THE  PREDICTIONS  OR  INJUNCTIONS 
CONVEYED IN THOSE FORTUNES )N OTHER WORDS WHILE THERE MAY BE A LOT OF 
*SVZPUN*VTTLU[!*OPULZL-VY[\UL*VVRPLHZH;VWPJ(NHPU   











REFERS  TO  AS  hA NEW MYTHOSv  	  &OR US BORDER  RESIDENTS  THEN  THIS 
NEW MYTHOS IS NOT JUST CENTERED UPON ILLUMINATING OUR OWN ਃ AND ૲ሷ 
UPON MAKING  INDIRECTION MEAN MORE  THAN  INNUENDOS OR ALLUSIONS OR 










4HIRD  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  TO  ALL  INTENTS  AND  PURPOSES 
HAS BECOME A NATURAL PART OF EATING A #HINESE MEAL  IN !MERICA EVEN 
THOUGH AS ) HAVE SUGGESTED IN #HAPTER /NE  IT COULD BE CONSIDERED A 
GASTRONOMICAL  CONTRADICTION  PAR  EXCELLENCE  )N  COMPARISON  THERE  IS 
NOTHING NATURAL AT ALL ABOUT ARTICULATING AND PRACTICING THE MAKING OF 




TICv  SELVES  IN  ORDER  TO  BE  hA  FULLFLEDGED  SUBJECT  OF  THE  NEW  SOCIETYv 
*AN-OHAMED  	  AND  IN  ORDER  TO  WRITE  DIRECT  TRANSPARENT  %NGLISH 
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TO  NURTURE  AN  INBETWEEN  SUBJECT  POSITION  AND  TO  SEEK  RESONANCES 
NOT ONLY WITH MY ANCESTRAL  CULTURE BUT ALSO WITH OTHER  RHETORICS WITH 
OTHER  EMERGING  VOICES  $IFFERENTLY  STATED  MY  ONGOING  ALIGNMENTS  AT 
RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE NEVER DIVORCED FROM THESE VOICES WHICH ARE 
FOREVER  IMPLICATED  IN  AND  CONTINUOUSLY  IMPRESS  THEMSELVES  UPON MY 
COMMUNICATIVE  ACTIONS  AND  MY  RHETORICAL  CHOICES  4HEREFORE  UNLESS 
)  TAKE  THE  TIME  TO OPEN UP  AS  ) HAVE DONE  IN  THIS BOOK  THE #HINESE 
FORTUNE  COOKIE  IT  WILL MOST  LIKELY  REMAIN  A  hHARMONIOUSv  CONSTITUENT 
OF A #HINESE MEAL ON  THIS  SIDE OF  THE 0ACIFIC "Y CONTRAST UNLESS  ) GET 
TO THE BOTTOM OF THINGS AND UNLESS ) CALL A SPADE A SPADE THE MAKING 










IN  THIS  ENDEAVOR  OF MINE  OBVIOUSLY  HAS  CONSEQUENCES  4O  BE  BRUTALLY 
DIRECTTHOUGH WITH FEAR OF INJURING MY FACE PERHAPS BEYOND REDEMP
TION IT FAVORS %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC BECAUSE IT HELPS %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  STAY AS  THE UNMARKED OR  hEXNOMINATEDv NORM /N 





























!ND  THERE  IS  ANOTHER  CHALLENGE  FACING  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC 








GROUP  OF  COLOR  OR  TO  SPEAK  LIKE  MAINSTREAM  %UROPEAN  !MERICANS 
IN  SOME  SPECIFIC  SITUATIONAL  CONTEXTS  #ONSEQUENTLY  TOGETHERNESSIN
DIFFERENCE WILL TAKE ON A DIFFERENT SET OF ASSOCIATIONS AND SIGNIFICANCES
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
4HE  RESPONSE  TO  THIS  KIND  OF  CHALLENGE  WILL  BE  CONTINGENT  UPON  A 





CULTURAL  IDENTITY /R  WILL  THEY  CONTINUE  TO  FEEL  hRECOGNIZEDv  AND  WILL 






TAIN  DISCURSIVE  DYNAMICS  )  COULD  VERY  WELL  GET  DISCOURAGED  OR  EVEN 






MEANING  OF  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  AGAIN  AND  TO  REMIND MYSELF 
AND MY INTERLOCUTORS THAT IT IS VIABLE AND VITAL TO PRACTICE AND PROMOTE 




RESIDENTS STRADDLING TWO OR MORE CULTURES  TO  THOSE OF US WHO  LEARN TO 
CULTIVATE AND SPEAK OUT OUR INBETWEEN SUBJECT POSITIONS AND WHO LEARN 




















NECESSARILY  ACCORDING  TO  THEIR  SHARED ATTRIBUTES 2ATHER  THINGS WERE PUT  INTO DIF
FERENT CLASSES BASED ON WHETHER OR NOT  THEY COULD  INFLUENCE EACH OTHER  THROUGH 
RESONANCE  ALSO SEE n AND NOTE  OF #HAPTER /NE	
  )  AM BORROWING  THIS  PHRASE  FROM (ALL  AND !MES  !NTICIPATING  #HINA XXII	  4HEY 
USE THIS PHRASE TO CHARACTERIZE ONE OF THE TENDENCIES IN THE 7EST TO RATIONALIZE THE 















  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  THE  COLONIALIST  AND  THE  ANTHROPOLOGIST  hAPPREHEND  THE  NEW 
CULTURE NOT AS A FIELD OF SUBJECTIVITY BUT RATHER AS AN OBJECT OF AND FOR THEIR GAZEv 








TO  BE  LOCATED  OUTSIDE  THE  OBJECT  OF  HIS  OR  HER  CREATIVE  UNDERSTANDINGIN  TIME  IN 
SPACE IN CULTUREv h2ESPONSEv  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
*/(7;,9 65, 
67,5 05. ;67 0*: !  9 ,(+05.  */05,:,  -69;<5,  *6620,
  +ENNEDYS  WORK  ON  COMPARATIVE  RHETORIC  IS  A  GOOD  EXAMPLEWHERE  +ENNEDY 
ANCHORS  HIS  DISCUSSIONS  OF  OTHER  CULTURES  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  QUITE  EXPLICITLY 
WITHIN  THE 7ESTERN  RHETORICAL  PARADIGM OF  LOGOS  ETHOS  AND PATHOS !S  A  RESULT 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC CAN BECOME MORE VISIBLE MORE VIABLE INSOFAR AS IT CAN 
MEASURE UP TO THE UNMARKED NORM OF THIS DOMINANT TRADITION
  4HE TERM hORDER OF DISCOURSEv  IS EVIDENTLY -ICHEL &OUCAULTS  )T  REFERS  TO A  SOCIAL 




























  !CCORDING  TO $OROTHY  0ERKINS  THE  FORTUNE  COOKIE WAS  INVENTED  IN  THE  S  BY 
A WORKER  IN  THE +AY (EONG .OODLE &ACTORY  IN 3AN &RANCISCO 	 "UT ANOTHER 











  -ALEA  0OWELL  A  MIXEDBLOOD  OF  )NDIANA  -IAMI  %ASTERN  3HAWNEE  AND  %URO
!MERICAN  ANCESTRY  USES  THE WORD  hSURVIVANCEvA BLEND OF  hSURVIVALv  AND  hRESIS
TANCEvTO  CHARACTERIZE  THE  LANGUAGE  USED  BY  3ARAH 7INNEMUCCA  (OPKINS  AND 
#HARLES !LEXANDER %ASTMAN TWO NINETEENTHCENTURY !MERICAN )NDIAN INTELLECTUALS 
5V[LZ   
3HE SUGGESTS THAT IT IS THIS LANGUAGE THAT ALLOWED THEM hTO REIMAGINE AND LITERALLY 
REFIGURE  @THE  )NDIANv  AND  TO  TRANSFORM  hTHEIR  OBJECTSTATUS  WITHIN  COLONIAL  DIS
COURSE INTO A SUBJECTSTATUS A PRESENCE INSTEAD OF AN ABSENCEv 	
  /NE SUCH EXAMPLE 0RATT PROVIDES WAS THE LETTER WHICH WRITTEN IN  IN A MIXTURE 






BEGAN  TO  READ  'UAMAN  0OMAS  TEXT  AS  hTHE  EXTRAORDINARY  INTERCULTURAL  TOUR  DE 
FORCEv 0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv  ALSO SEE HER )MPERIAL %YES n	
  4HE TERM hTRANSCULTURATIONv WAS ORIGINALLY COINED BY #UBAN SOCIOLOGIST &ERNANDO 
/RTIZ  IN  THE S  )T  SEEMS  THOUGH  THAT 0RATT  IS PERHAPS BY OVERSIGHT  FOCUSING 
ONLY ON THE SUBORDINATED GROUPS USE AND APPROPRIATION OF MATERIALS TRANSMITTED 
BY A DOMINANT CULTURE ALSO SEE )MPERIAL %YES 	 WITHOUT STRESSING ENOUGH HOW THIS 











LANGUAGE  FOR  SPEAKERS OF %NGLISH  RIGHT  AFTER  THE .ORMAN #ONQUEST  IN   4HE 
#ONCISE /XFORD $ICTIONARY OF ,INGUISTICS	
  )N  THE  SAME ESSAY (ALL  AND 2OSNER POINT OUT  THAT  THE METAPHOR OF  CONTACT  ZONE 
hTURNS ON A TROUBLING CONTRADICTIONv 4HEY SPECIFICALLY ARGUE THAT WHILE THE IMAGE 




)N ADDITION  IT  FAILS TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT HOW THE TERM hCONTACT  LANGUAGEv IS USED 
IN LINGUISTICSWHERE BRIEFLY ITS USE CONNOTES NO hBENIGNv OR hGENIALv RELATIONSHIP 
BUT  HALTING  CHAOTIC  THOUGH  NO  LESS  INTERLOCKING  COMMUNICATION  OFTEN  TO  USE 
0RATTS WORDS AGAIN hWITHIN RADICALLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWERv )MPERIAL %YES 
	 "ROWN  ALSO  SEES  0RATTS  hCONTACT  ZONEv  AS  AN  AGONISTIC  RATHER  THAN  A  BENIGN 
TROPE IN FACT hCONTACTv FOR HIM CONVEYS VIOLENCE IN A VARIETY OF LINGUISTIC CONTEXTS 







	 4HIS  CHARACTERIZATION  IS NOT MUCH DIFFERENT  FROM WHAT  SHE OFFERS  IN  h!RTS  OF 
THE #ONTACT :ONEv )N h#RITICISM IN THE #ONTACT :ONEv AN ESSAY THAT WAS PUBLISHED 
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WHICH  ARE  ASSUMED  AND  VERY MUCH  PRESENTAS  ON  THE  PRESENCE  OF  THE  INVISIBLE 
OTHER 0RATT  FURTHER DEFINES BORDERLANDS AS  hSITES OF ONGOING CRITICAL  AND  INVENTIVE 

























  #RITICAL  DISCOURSE  ANALYSIS  IS  NOT  WITHOUT  ITS  CRITICS  &OR  EXAMPLE  4YRWHITT$RAKE 
ARGUES  THAT  MUCH  OF  CRITICAL  DISCOURSE  ANALYSIS  IS  FLAWED  BECAUSE  IT  IS  BASED  ON 





  &OR  EXAMPLE  EIGHTEENTHCENTURY  "RITAIN  WITNESSED  THE  NEED  TO  STANDARDIZE  TO 
CODIFY %NGLISH TO ENSURE MINIMUM VARIATION IN FORM &URTHER %NGLISH UNIFORMITY 
WAS PROMOTED IN THE  INTERESTS OF  THE NEWLY CREATED UNION READ AS  THE DOMINANT 
CLASS	 &OR MORE ON THIS SEE #ROWLEY
  &AIRCLOUGH  DISTINGUISHES  BETWEEN  THREE  TYPES  OF  VALUE  ANY  LINGUISTIC  FORM  MAY 
EMBODY  hEXPERIENTIALv  hRELATIONALv  AND  hEXPRESSIVEv  %XPERIENTIAL  VALUE  REPRE
SENTS  THE  TEXT  PRODUCERS  EXPERIENCE  OF  THE NATURAL  OR  SOCIAL  WORLD  FOCUSING  ON 
CONTENTS KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEFS 2ELATIONAL VALUE REFERS TO THE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
ENACTED  IN  THE  TEXT  !ND  EXPRESSIVE  VALUE  REFERS  TO  SUBJECTS  AND  SOCIAL  IDENTITIES 






)SLAM  AND  ITS  hCONTEMPT  FOR  WHAT  IS  FAMILIARv  	  3UCH  VACILLATION  RESULTS  FROM 
ADOPTING hA METHOD OF CONTROLLING WHAT SEEMS TO BE A THREAT TO SOME ESTABLISHED 
VIEW OF THINGSv 	
  (ALLIDAY  CHARACTERIZES  ONE  TYPE  OF  OPPOSITIONAL  DISCOURSE  AS  hANTILANGUAGEv  !N 
ANTILANGUAGE IS CREATED AS hA CONSCIOUS ALTERNATIVEv TO THE DOMINANT OR ESTABLISHED 




















WHEN  EXPERIENCENEAR  AND  EXPERIENCEDISTANT  CONCEPTS  FACE  UP  TO  EACH  OTHER  AT 
RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS !ND WHAT ROLES DO SUCH ENCOUNTERS PLAY IN THE MAKING OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS WELL AS IN THE TRANSFORMATION OF THESE TWO DIFFERENT 
SETS OF  CONCEPTSESPECIALLY WHEN EXPERIENCEDISTANT  CONCEPTS HAVE  ALREADY BEEN 
ABSTRACTED FROM THE CONDITIONS OF THE PRESENT
  #OMMENTING ON THE #HINESE LANGUAGE WHICH (ALL AND !MES CHARACTERIZE AS THE 
hLANGUAGE OF DEFERENCEv  THAT  RECOGNIZES  hMUTUAL  RESONANCES  AMONG  INSTANCES OF 
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITYv !NTICIPATING #HINA 	 THEY WRITE h4HERE IS NO REFERENC
ING BEYOND  THESE  ACTS OF  COMMUNICATION AS  THEY  RESONATE WITH ONE ANOTHER  AND 
WITH  THE  ENTERTAINED  MEANINGS  OF  THE  MODELS  FROM  THE  TRADITIONv  !NTICIPATING 
#HINA  	 /F  COURSE  SUCH  CHARACTERIZATION  SHOULD  NOT  BE  TAKEN  TO MEAN  THAT 
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  !S A MATTER OF  FACT COMMUNICATION SCHOLAR *IA HAS GONE SO FAR AS  TO SUGGEST  THAT 
FACE hMAY DEFINE THE TRUE NATURE OF #HINESE COMMUNICATION #HINESE CULTURE AND 
THE #HINESE CHARACTER AND MAY INDICATE THE ROUTE TO SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE IN 
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  )N FACT #HENG FURTHER ARGUES THAT #HINESE FACE BOTH ਃ AND ૲ሷ	 IS DEEPLY ROOTED 
IN OR DIRECTLY BASED UPON THREE PRINCIPLES OF #ONFUCIAN SOCIAL AND MORAL PHILOSO
PHY WHICH AIM  TO ARTICULATE HOW  SELF  SHOULD CULTIVATE HIM OR HERSELF  IN  RELATION 
























NO  INTENTION WHATSOEVER OF  IDEALIZING #HINESE  FACE !S  ) HAVE  INDICATED ABOVE  IF 
PURSUED  AT  ANY  COST #HINESE  FACE  ਃ  AND ૲ሷ	  COULD  LEAD  TO UNDESIRABLE  CON

















HAS  TO DO WITH  THE  FACT  THAT  hTHEY MISSED  THE  IRONIC  TONE  LODGED  IN  SMALL  COMIC 
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  ! WORD OR  TWO  SHOULD PERHAPS BE  SAID HERE  ABOUT MY USE OF +AGAN AND +RISTOL 
7HILE +AGAN AND +RISTOL EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE AND BLATANTLY ETHNOCENTRIC MAY 
OR  MAY  NOT  REPRESENT  THE  "USH  ADMINISTRATION  IN  THIS  CROSSCULTURAL  CONFRONTA
TION  THEIR  GENERAL  VIEWS  ABOUT  THE  hIRRATIONALv  FACEOBSESSIVE  BEHAVIOR  BY  THE 
#HINESE LEADERSHIP ARE NOT THAT ATYPICAL &OR EXAMPLE 2ICHARD #OHEN WRITING IN 
THE 7ASHINGTON 0OST  THE DAY AFTER  THIS DIPLOMATIC CRISIS WAS RESOLVED CHARACTERIZES 
"EIJINGS  BEHAVIOR  AS  hIRRATIONALv  hNUTSv  hUNPREDICTABLEv  AND  JUST  PLAN  hWEIRDv 
*OSEPH "OSCO WHO TEACHES AT 'EORGETOWN 5NIVERSITYS 3CHOOL OF &OREIGN 3ERVICE 
WRITING IN THE ,OS !NGELES 4IMES A DAY BEFORE THE RESOLUTION OF THE CRISIS BLAMES THE 
#HINESE  COMMUNIST  LEADERSHIP  FOR  THE  REVIVED  NEGATIVE  IMAGES  OF  #HINA  IN  THE 






















THAT  THESE hEXCEPTIONSv ARE DUE  TO  THE  FACT  THAT hTHE PARTICIPANTS ARE AND REMAIN 
STRANGERS TO EACH OTHERv h&ACE 0ARAMETERSv 	
  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  4ANS  NEGOTIATION  DOES  NOT  ENTIRELY  HINGE  UPON  HER  ABILITY 
TO SPEAK ANDOR WRITE  IN #HINESE BECAUSE WHAT  SHE  IS NEGOTIATING CAN SIMPLY BE 
BETWEEN  TWO CULTURAL  RATHER  THAN ONTOLOGICAL  REALITIES  SHAPED AND PROMOTED BY 
OUR DISCOURSES ABOUT ASSERTIVENESS AND ABOUT WISHYWASHINESS  ) HAVE MORE  TO  SAY 
ABOUT THIS POINT SHORTLY











ENTITY  THOUGH  hTHAT  IS  ALWAYS  IN  PROCESS  LOCATED  IN  AND  SUBJECT  TO  ONGOING  AND 
VARYING MATERIAL PRACTICEv (ORNER AND 4RIMBUR 	












  4HERE ARE DIFFERENT  LEGENDS BEHIND  THE ORIGIN OF  THE  TWELVE ANIMALS OF #HINESE 





  4HE #HINESE  FURTHER ASSOCIATE EACH CYCLE WITH ONE OF  THE &IVE 0ROCESSES7OOD 
&IRE 3OIL -ETAL AND 7ATERTO FORM A SIXTYYEAR CYCLE %ACH OF THE &IVE 0ROCESSES 


















  2OLAND  "ARTHES  DESCRIBES  THE  PROCESSWHERE  THE  DOMINANT  GROUP  IN  SOCIETY 












  +IRKPATRICK HAS  ARGUED  THAT -ODERN  3TANDARD #HINESE  SHOULD NOT  BE  CHARACTER
IZED ACROSS THE BOARD AS FOLLOWING THE TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE AND THAT THERE IS A 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN hTOPICv THAT CONCERNS WHAT THE SENTENCE IS ALL ABOUT AND hTOPICv 
THAT  SETS  THE  FRAME  WITHIN  WHICH  THE  SENTENCE  IS  PRESENTED  h4OPIC#OMMENTv 




TERIZATION  INCIDENTALLY  REINFORCES  THE DISCURSIVE  INTERDEPENDENCE  )  AM  TRYING  TO 
HIGHLIGHT IN THIS PART OF MY DISCUSSION
  &OR  MORE  ON  THESE  CONNECTIVE  PAIRS  SEE  ,I  AND  4HOMPSON  -ANDARIN  #HINESE 
n	
  )NTERESTINGLY  ENOUGH  THE  %NGLISH  WORD  hTHINGv  IS  hDONGXIv  ױ།	  IN  #HINESE 














  4HERE  ARE  OF  COURSE  INSTANCES  WHERE  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  MISFIRES  AND  WHERE 
UNNECESSARY  REPETITIONS  AND  SUPERFLUOUS  APPEALS  GET  AHEAD  OF  EFFECTIVE  PARALLELS 
AND APPROPRIATE INVOCATIONS "UT WE SHOULD NO MORE USE SUCH MISFIRES TO CONDEMN 
#HINESE  INDIRECTION  THAN  WE  SHOULD  USE  SIMILAR  ABUSES  OF  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN 
DIRECTNESS TO REJECT THE LATTER
  !NOTHER  EXAMPLE  OF  THIS  hOTHERINGv  CAN  BE  FOUND  THROUGH  THE MYTHS  ABOUT  THE 
#HINESE  LANGUAGE .AMELY  THE NONPHONETIC  CHARACTER  OF  THE #HINESE  LANGUAGE 
HAS BEEN FREQUENTLY CITED AS AN EXAMPLE OF A CULTURE THAT IS TOTALLY DIFFERENT FROM 

















  4AKE  FOR  EXAMPLE  0ROFESSOR  )EN  !NG  WHO  WAS  BORN  IN  )NDONESIA  OF  #HINESE 
ANCESTRY EDUCATED IN THE .ETHERLANDS AND NOW LIVES AND WORKS IN !USTRALIA 3HE 
WAS OFTEN ASKED WHEN TRAVELING ON HOLIDAY IN 3PAIN )TALY OR 0OLAND h7HERE ARE 
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  #OLLABORATIVE OVERLAPPING OR BACKCHANNELING  IS NOT  CONSIDERED AN  INTERRUPTION 

















  4HIS  KIND  OF  AMBIVALENCE  IS  ALSO  EVIDENT  IN  HOW  CHILDREN  IN  #HINA  ARE  BEING 







CENTURY VIA  *APANESE WHICH USED KANJI  #HINESE CHARACTERS	  TO  TRANSLATE MODERN 
%UROPEAN  WORDS  4HESE  LOANWORDS  ARE  CALLED  hRETURN  GRAPHIC  LOANSv  BECAUSE 
THEY ARE CLASSICAL #HINESECHARACTER COMPOUNDS USED BY THE *APANESE TO TRANSLATE 






WHAT  ,  ,IU  CALLS  hTHE  POLITICS  OF  TRANSLINGUAL  PRACTICEv  	  .OT  TO  MENTION  OF 
COURSE THE DECONSTRUCTIONISTS DESIRE TO PROVE THAT EQUIVALENTS DO NOT EXIST , ,IU 
n	
5V[LZ   
  h3HOUv ი	 AND hSHUIv ი	 ARE HOMOGRAPHS IN #HINESE HOMOGRAPHS WERE QUITE 
COMMON IN CLASSICAL #HINESE
  &OR  EXAMPLE (ALL  AND !MES  IN 4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS  VIEW #ONFUCIUS NOT 
MERELY AS A REPOSITORY OF CULTURAL VALUES IN CLASSICAL #HINA BUT AS A POTENTIAL PAR
TICIPANT BECAUSE OF HIS VISION IN PRESENT PHILOSOPHIC CONVERSATION 	 ) MUST ADD 
THOUGH  AS  WILL  BECOME  CLEAR  IN MY  SUBSEQUENT  DISCUSSION  THAT  #ONFUCIUS  IS  NO 
LESS OF A PARTICIPANT IN OUR PRESENTDAY RHETORICAL CONVERSATIONS TOO /N THE OTHER 
HAND  THERE  ARE  CRITICS  OUT  THERE WHO  VIEW #ONFUCIUS  AS  REPRESENTING  A  NEGATIVE 
FORCE IN #HINESE CULTURE AS SOMEONE WHO DEGRADED WOMEN &OUR "OOKS  BK  
PAR 	 AND WHO IMPEDED SOCIAL PROGRESS ,OUIE	












ENCE  TO CLASSES  TO SPECIES AND TO UNIVERSALS  THEY MAKE REFERENCE TO STUFF OR BITS 
OF STUFF SCATTERED IN SPACETIME 	 !S HE PUTS IT h;-=A @HORSE IN TERM POSITION 




INTERPRETATION  RATHER  THAN  SPECIFICALLY  THE  HYPOTHESIS  THAT  CONSTITUTES  (ANSENS 
CONTRIBUTION h2EFLECTIONS AND 2EPLIESv n	
  5NLESS  OTHERWISE  INDICATED  ALL  TRANSLATIONS  HERE  AND  ELSEWHERE  IN  THIS  CHAPTER 
ARE MINE  AND  )  HAVE  BENEFITED  FROM  CONSULTING OTHER  TRANSLATIONS  BY !MES  AND 

















ING  hRENv  OF  hEMBODYING  IN  ONESELF  THE  VALUES  AND  CUSTOMS  OF  ONES  TRADITIONv 
 ALSO SEE (ALL AND !MES 4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS n	 ) HAVE OPTED FOR 
hHUMANENESSv PARTLY BECAUSE IT IS MORE ACCESSIBLE THAN hAUTHORITATIVEv "UT MORE 
IMPORTANTLY  IN  MY  VIEW  hHUMANENESSv  ACCENTUATES  THE  IMPORTANT  LINK  BETWEEN 
THE PRACTICE OF hRENv AND THE PROCESS OF BECOMING A PERSON !FTER ALL hRENv ಬ	 
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IS MADE OF  hPERSONv ಭ	 AND  THE NUMERAL  hTWOv ل	 CONVEYING ETYMOLOGICALLY 
THAT ONE CANNOT BE hRENv WITHOUT THE INVOLVEMENT OF SOME OTHER HUMAN BEING OR 
BEINGS 3IMILARLY hHUMANENESSv IS CHARACTERIZED BY BEHAVIOR TOWARD OTHERS AS BEFITS 
BECOMING A PERSON AND  SUCH BEHAVIOR  ) MIGHT ADD  IS NOT DETERMINED BY ONES 
INNER PSYCHE BUT BY AN ONGOING PROCESS OF APPROXIMATION AND ADJUSTMENT
  )N  THIS  SENSE ඝ  BECOMES  LINKED  TO  hKAIROSv  IT  DEPENDS  ON  hTEMPORALITY  OF  THE 
SITUATIONv AND ON THE hIMPETUS FOR DISCOURSE THE TENSION IN SITUATIONv 0OULAKOS 
n	






  ᇘ  hZHONGv	  SHOULD  NOT  BE  TRANSLATED  HERE  AS  hLOYALTYv  ,AU  STATES  THAT  SUCH  A 
TRANSLATION FAILS TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE MEANING OF THE WORD AS hLOYALTYv WAS A LATER 
DEVELOPMENT h)NTRODUCTIONv XVI	





STATE SHOULD BE BASED h-ENCIUS SAID  @4HE ROOT OF THE EMPIRE IS  IN THE STATE  THE 
ROOT OF THE STATE IS IN THE FAMILY AND THE ROOT OF THE FAMILY IS IN THE SELFv &OUR "OOKS 
 BK ! PAR 	












HIMSELF  THROUGH  THE  SOCIAL  PROCESS  AND  A  MORAL  AND  SPIRITUAL  COMMUNION  WITH 
OTHERSv 	 AND  IT EMPHASIZES  THE  IMPORTANCE OF  THE  INDIVIDUALS PHYSICAL AND 
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT SINCE THE LATTER hSTIMULATES HIM AND DEFINES HIS WORTHv 	 
)N  THE  SAME  ESSAY  THOUGH  DE  "ARY  ARGUES  THAT  THIS  #ONFUCIAN  PERSONALISM  WAS 
REARTICULATED BY .EO#ONFUCIANISM IN THE 3UNG $YNASTY AND IT WAS hMARKED NOW BY 
INDIVIDUALISTIC TENDENCIES TYPICAL OF THE 3UNG PERIODv  ALSO SEE 	 3IMILARLY 





















IT  CAME  TO  FULL MATURITY  IN  THE 4ANG $YNASTY  n	  #IHAI	 (INDS  IDENTIFIES 
A  SIMILAR  PATTERN  IN  *APANESE  EXPOSITORY  WRITING  KNOWN  AS  hKISHOOTENKETSUv
THOUGH HE DOES NOT  LINK  IT  TO  hJUEJUv  n	 ,  9OUNG ALSO  INDICATES  THAT  THIS 
FOURCHARACTER ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IS USED IN #HINESE CLASSICAL POETRY 	 &OR 





4EXT  3TRUCTURESv  n	  8  ,I  THOUGH  ARGUES  JUST  THE  OPPOSITE  BY  ANALYZING 
MODEL ESSAYS IN CONTEMPORARY #HINESE HIGH SCHOOL WRITING TEXTBOOKS AND THE TWO 
STUDENT ESSAYS  SHE CONCLUDES  THAT  THE  INFLUENCE OF  THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv  IS  FAR 
FROM BEING OVER n	
  %LSEWHERE IN THE SAME ESSAY $EVITT WRITES h7ORKING WITHIN EXISTING GENRES AS WELL 
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  )N 4HE  #HINESE  IN  !MERICA  ! .ARRATIVE (ISTORY  )RIS  #HANG  CHRONICLES  THE  JOURNEY 
BOTH PAST AND PRESENT OF THE #HINESE IN !MERICA WITH A FERVENT HOPE THAT THE STORY 
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SHE TELLS OF HER PEOPLE IS RECOGNIZED hNOT AS A FOREIGN STORY BUT A QUINTESSENTIALLY 
!MERICAN ONEv  	 0ART OF  THE OBJECTIVE  IN WRITING  THIS  CHAPTER  IS NOT ONLY  TO 
WRITE THE RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES OF MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS INTO THIS !MERICAN 
STORY  BUT  ALSO  TO  SHOW  THAT  THEIR  STORY  OR  OUR  STORY  IS  ONE  OF  SITUATED  HYBRIDITY 
THROUGH WHICH WE OVERCOME SILENCE AND BIGOTRY BOTH TO ESTABLISH OUR ਃ hLIANv	 












  4HE  THREEDAY  RACE  RIOTS  IN #INCINNATI  BEGAN  SHORTLY  AFTER  THE  POLICE  FATALLY  SHOT 




  )T  GENERALLY  REFERS  TO  THE  CITY  OF #INCINNATI  ITS  SUBURBS  NORTHERN +ENTUCKY  AND 
SOUTHERN )NDIANA





  /THER  SPEAKERS  INCLUDED  TWO %UROPEAN !MERICAN MOTHERS  REPRESENTING &AMILIES 
WITH #HILDREN  FROM #HINA  TWO  SPEAKERS  FROM  THE !FRICAN !MERICAN COMMUNITY 
AND ONE SPEAKER FROM THE *EWISH !MERICAN COMMUNITY !FTER THE SPEAKERS FINISHED 
THEIR  TWOMINUTE  SPEECHES  AND  BEFORE  THE  #OUNCIL  STARTED  ITS  BUSINESS  MEETING 




  7ILLIAMS  CHALLENGES  AND  COMPLICATES  SUCH  A DEFINITION "Y  ANALYZING  THREE QUILTS 







  &OR MORE ON THE STUDY OF SOCIAL PROTEST  FROM A RHETORICAL PERSPECTIVE  SEE -ORRIS 
AND "ROWNE WHO HAVE PUT TOGETHER A VOLUME OF THIRTY PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED ESSAYS 
FROM  THE  RHETORICAL  TRADITION  OF  SOCIAL  PROTEST  AND  SOCIAL MOVEMENT  SCHOLARSHIP 
4HE  VOLUME  IS  DIVIDED  INTO  THREE  SECTIONS  hTHEORETICAL  FOUNDATIONSv  hCOMPET











MEANING  TO BE  REALIZED BY PARTICIPATING  INTERLOCUTORS WITHIN  SPECIFIC  INSTANCES OF 
COMMUNICATIVE  ACTIVITY  AND  THAT  SUCH  REALIZATIONS  FURTHER  INSTANTIATE  NEW MEAN
INGS  NEW  RICHLY  VAGUE  SIGNIFICANCES  3EE  #HAPTERS /NE  AND  4HREE  FOR  A  RELATED 
DISCUSSION
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"ECKER  #ARL  "  h2EASONS  FOR  THE  ,ACK  OF  !RGUMENTATION  AND $EBATE  IN  THE  &AR  %ASTv 
)NTERNATIONAL *OURNAL OF )NTERCULTURAL 2ELATIONS  	 n
"ERNSTEIN  "ASIL  4HEORETICAL  3TUDIES  TOWARDS  A  3OCIOLOGY  OF  ,ANGUAGE  ,ONDON  2OUTLEDGE 
 6OL  OF #LASS #ODES AND #ONTROL  VOLS n





  h4HE  )NTELLECTUAL 7ORK  OF  @-IXED  &ORMS  OF  !CADEMIC $ISCOURSESv  3CHROEDER 
&OX AND "IZZELL n
"LOCH *OEL AND ,AN #HI h! #OMPARISON OF THE 5SE OF #ITATIONS IN #HINESE AND %NGLISH 
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6OICES  %SSAYS  IN  #ULTURE  %THNICITY  AND  #OMMUNICATION  !N  )NTERCULTURAL  !NTHOLOGY  %D 
!LBERTO 'ONZÉLEZ -ARSHA (OUSTON AND 6ICTORIA #HEN ,OS !NGELES 2OXBURY  
n
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$OBRIN 3IDNEY  )  h! 0ROBLEM WITH 7RITING ABOUT	  @!LTERNATIVE $ISCOURSEv 3CHROEDER 
&OX AND "IZZELL n
$RISCOLL  -ELISSA  h3AN  &RANCISCOS  #LAIM  TO  &ORTUNE  &AMEv  0RISM  /NLINE  .OV   
HTTPWWWJOURNALISMSFSUEDUWWWPUBSPRISMNOVHTML




'ENDER  AND  0OWER  !LL  ,IVEv  ,ANGUAGE  AND  'ENDER  !  2EADER  %D  *ENNIFER  #OATES 
/XFORD "LACKWELL  n
%MERSON  2ALPH  7ALDO  h3ELF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